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Summary 

Wearing health products: A wearer-led accessory approach to 
wearable health design 
This research study is an article-based PhD thesis consisting of seven articles. Five articles have been 

published at design research conferences, and two scientific journal articles have been published in 

connection with the project. 

The objective of the research study is to contribute to the understanding of wearing and 

designing accessories for the body. I argue that this knowledge is essential for the development of 

wearable health design, since the relationship between the wearer and the wearable health design – 

such as welfare technology and body aids – can be strengthened, resulting in an increased 

acceptance of the product that will enhance its effectiveness. 

In the field of wearable health design there is a risk of a mismatch between the product and 

the wearer’s social identity, which may often result in the wearable health design being stored away 

and not used as intended – if it is used at all. This is a waste of resources that can have disastrous 

consequences for the user’s health and well-being. The research study combines field studies and 

design experiments with theories on accessory design, dress practice, and symbolic interactionism in 

order to contribute to the understanding of which accessories are preferably worn on the body, and 

how and why these objects are worn as a part of personal adornment. 

In field studies of 19 wearers and their favourite accessories, the nature of the wearable 

objects ranges from jewellery and scarves to handbags and mobile phones. Thus, the research study 

demonstrates that accessories represent the wearer’s identity in the form of personal and emotional 

stories – signifying momentous experiences, and memories of emotional and material value, for the 

wearer. To the outside world, such accessories convey the wearer’s identity as an integral part of the 

wearer’s body; the individual object is described along with the wearer’s own physical qualities. 

This transforms an accessory into a functional as well as an expressive hybrid object for the 

wearer. The thesis demonstrates that accessories have meanings that are unique to the individual 

wearer, inspiring personal choices. This knowledge is relevant to the development of wearable 

health design, as these are products that are worn close to the body and are thus considered part of 

the wearer’s social identity. 

The design experiments in the research study were carried out in collaboration with 

Spurvetoften, a home for people within the autism spectrum; Cortrium, a heart-monitoring device 

company; Coloplast, a health care company; Sarita Care Tech, a developer of fall alarms; and Sahva, 

a company that develops wearable aids. The focus in these design-led studies is on the experience of 

accessories and various wearable health designs for present and future wearers. I have also 
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facilitated design activities in which 18 design students, two professional designers, a stoma nurse, a 

wearer of an ostomy pouch, an occupational therapist, and three pedagogues work together on 

redesigning the experience of wearable health products. 

Based on the insights gained during the research study, my research contribution is a ‘wearer-

led accessory approach’ to wearable health design. As part of this research contribution, I formulate 

the implications of wide-scale industrial production based on a personal design approach that is 

adapted to the individual wearer’s preferences. This leads to a discussion of the paradox that arises 

when the opportunity space in a personal design approach results in complex challenges for the 

development of wearable health design. The thesis highlights ways in which the designer can 

implement a wearer-led accessory approach in practice, and design techniques that assist with 

creating personal and accessible wearable health design. 

In order to clearly define a wearer-led accessory approach, this research identifies six design 

factors that must be incorporated into the early design process of wearable health design: 

§ The body-centric focus. I argue that the body can be perceived as integrating three 

levels: the physical, mental, and social body. Incorporating this holistic body perspective 

into the early stage of the development process of wearable health design will ensure 

that functional, psychological, and also social factors – such as the wearer’s social identity 

– are respected in the process. 

§ The ‘dress-act’. Through field studies, applied theory, and design experiments conducted 

in the course of the PhD project, I propose that it is in the act of dressing that an 

individual wearer makes choices about which objects represent them. In this 

‘negotiation’, the wearer considers her own appearance and what the product 

communicates. The dress-act therefore affects what the wearer thinks others should see 

and know. The designer’s insight into the choices the wearer makes through the dress-act 

is therefore crucial for what the wearable health design looks like, and it can thus be 

incorporated as a design factor into the early stages of the development process. 

§ Adornment factors. Insights from applied theory demonstrate that the designer of 

wearable health design needs to relate to the wearer’s inherent need for body 

adornment. This is an important factor because these objects are worn close to the body 

and thus automatically become part of the wearer’s social identity. Adornment factors 

represent our inherent human need to adorn ourselves as a way of expressing status and 

social value. I argue that this insight must be at the forefront of the designer’s intentions 

when developing wearable health design, as well as prioritized during industrial 

production. 
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§ Personal preferences. Insights from the design experiments demonstrate that if the 

designer incorporates the wearer’s personal preferences, this promotes closer affiliation 

between the wearer and the product. This personal sense of attachment will positively 

impact the acceptance, and therefore ultimately the effectiveness, of the product. 

Combining the wearer’s personal preferences with the designer’s creative process can 

encourage the wearer to feel like an independent person, rather than a patient. 

Incorporating the wearer’s personal preferences into the design can also diminish the 

feelings of stigmatization that are often associated with current wearable health design. 

§ Cultural fit. The field studies exploring the wearer’s personal preferences regarding 

accessories, as well as applied theory about dress practices, demonstrate that what we 

wear on our bodies says something about our position in social relationships. Hence, I 

argue that aligning a product with the wearer’s cultural fit is of key relevance to the 

designer of wearable health design. Field studies of the wearer’s accessories can yield 

valuable information about the purpose of the wearer’s cultural fit and also inspire the 

design process, thus strengthening the relationship between the wearer and the product. 

§ Accessory design skills, methods, and practices. I maintain that familiarity with the field 

of ‘accessory design’, which addresses a whole spectrum of emotional, functional, and 

expressive aspects of objects designed for wearing on the body, can yield important 

insights for the designer seeking to create personal and accessible wearable health 

design. The thesis contends that an understanding of the principles of accessory design – 

as well as its competencies, techniques, methods, and practices – can facilitate a holistic 

design approach that the designer of wearable health products can incorporate into the 

development process. It is useful, for example, for the designer to be aware of the range 

of materials currently available for jewellery, clothing accessories, and functional 

accessories, as well as advanced craft techniques that can adapt products to suit the body 

of the individual wearer. 

Based on the results of the overall research study, I propose that, through a wearer-led accessory 

approach, the designer can implement specific design factors to expand and reinforce the 

empathetic relationship between the wearer and the product. This is particularly crucial during the 

early phase of designing a wearable health product, because making it more personal and accessible 

to the wearer will enhance its acceptance, and ultimately its impact. 
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Resume 

Wearing health products: A wearer-led accessory approach to 
wearable health design 
Dette forskningsprojekt er en artikelbaseret ph.d.-afhandling, som består af syv artikler. Der er 

publiceret fem artikler på konferencer inden for designforskning. Derudover er der i projektet 

udgivet to videnskabelige tidsskriftsartikler. 

Ph.d.-projektets formål er at bidrage til forståelsen af at bære og designe accessories til 

kroppen. Jeg argumenterer for, at denne viden er essentiel for udviklingen af kropsbåren 

sundhedsdesign, da tilhørsforholdet mellem bærer og kropsbåren sundhedsdesign, som f.eks. 

velfærdsteknologi og hjælpemidler til kroppen, kan styrkes til gavn for bedre produktaccept og -

effekt.  

I kropsbåren sundhedsdesign er der risiko for et mismatch mellem produkt og bærerens 

sociale identitet. Et forhold der gør, at kropsbåren sundhedsdesign ofte gemmes væk og ikke bruges 

efter hensigten – hvis det overhovedet bliver brugt. Dette er spild af ressourcer og det kan have 

fatale konsekvenser for brugerens sundhed og velbefindende. Ph.d.-projektet kombinerer feltstudier 

og designeksperimenter med teori om accessory design, beklædningspraksis og symbolsk interaktion 

for at bidrage til forståelsen af, hvilke accessories, der gerne bæres på kroppen samt hvordan og 

hvorfor disse objekter bæres som en del af personlig udsmykning.  

I feltstudier af 19 bærere og deres foretrukne accessories, strækker karakteren af de 

kropsbårne objekter sig fra smykker og tørklæder til tasker og mobiltelefoner. Hermed påviser ph.d.-

projektet, at accessories repræsenterer bærerens identitet i form af: personlige og følelsesladede 

historier, skelsættende oplevelser og minder af emotionel og materiel værdi for bæreren. Udadtil 

kommunikerer accessories bærerens identitet på følgende måde; som en integreret del af bærerens 

krop, hvor det enkelte objekt også bliver beskrevet med kropslige kvaliteter. 

Dette gør en accessory til et hybridobjekt af både funktionel og ekspressiv karakter for 

bæreren. Afhandlingen påviser således, at accessories har unikke personlige kvaliteter og indgyder 

til personlige valg for bæreren. Denne viden er relevant for udviklingen af kropsbåren 

sundhedsdesign, da dette også er produkter, der bæres tæt på kroppen og dermed anses som en del 

af bærerens sociale identitet. 

Designeksperimenterne i ph.d.-projektet er udført i samarbejde med autismebostedet 

Spurvetoften, hjertemålervirksomheden Cortrium, sundhedsplejevirksomheden Coloplast, 

udviklingsvirksomheden af faldalarmer Sarita Care Tech og udviklingsvirksomheden af kropsbårne 

hjælpemidler Sahva. I disse designbårne undersøgelser er fokus rettet på oplevelsen af accessories 

og forskelligt kropsbåren sundhedsdesign sammen med nutidige og fremtidige bærere. Jeg har 
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ligeledes faciliteret designaktiviteter, hvori 18 designstuderende, to professionelle designere, en 

sygeplejerske med speciale i stomi, en bærer af stomipose, en ergoterapeut samt tre pædagoger 

forsøger at re-designe oplevelsen af de kropsbårne sundhedsprodukter.  

På grundlag af ph.d.-projektets indsigter er mit forskningsbidrag en ‘bærer-orienteret 

accessory-designtilgang’ til kropsbåren sundhedsdesign.  

Med udgangspunkt i dette forskningsbidrag, formulerer jeg hvilke udfordringer, der er 

forbundet med at kombinere en personlig designtilgang, der er tilpasset den enkelte bærers 

præferencer med industriel produktion. Dette leder til en diskussion af det paradoks, der opstår, når 

mulighedsrummet i en personlig designtilgang medfører komplekse forhold for udviklingen af 

kropsbåren sundhedsdesign. Afhandlingen belyser herigennem, hvordan designeren kan 

implementere en bærer-orienteret accessory-designtilgang i praksis samt hvilke designparametre, 

der er essentielle at anvende for at skabe personlig og tilgængelig kropsbåren sundhedsdesign. 

For at skærpe hvad en bærer-orienteret accessory-designtilgang er, bidrager jeg ydermere 

med seks designparametre, der er essentielle at inkorporere i den tidlige designproces af kropsbåren 

sundhedsdesign.  

De seks essentielle designparametre er: 

§ Kropscentreret fokus; I ph.d.-projektet argumenterer jeg for, at kroppen med fordel kan 

forstås på tre niveauer; den fysiske, mentale og den sociale krop. Hvis dette holistiske 

kropsperspektiv inkorporeres i den tidlige fase af udviklingsprocessen af kropsbåren 

sundhedsdesign, sikres det, at både funktionelle, psykologiske og sociale faktorer – som 

eksempelvis bærerens sociale identitet – kan tages i betragtning.  

§ Påklædningshandling; Gennem feltstudier, anvendt teori og designeksperimenter i ph.d.-

projektet, viser jeg, at det er i handlinger omkring påklædningen at der træffes et valg 

om, hvilke objekter der repræsenterer bæreren. I denne ‘forhandling’ forholder bæreren 

sig til egen fremtoning og hvad produktet kommunikerer. Påklædningshandlingen 

påvirker derfor hvad bæreren synes andre skal se og vide. Designerens indsigt i de valg, 

bæreren træffer gennem påklædningshandlingen er derfor afgørende for, hvordan 

designet af kropsbåren sundhedsteknologi tager sig ud, og kan som designparameter 

derfor inkorporeres i den tidlige del af udviklingsprocessen. 

§ Udsmykningsfaktor; Indsigter fra anvendt teori påviser, at bærerens iboende behov for 

kropsudsmykning er essentiel at forholde sig til for designeren af kropsbåren 

sundhedsdesign. Denne faktor er vigtig, da der er tale om objekter, der bæres tæt på 

kroppen og dermed automatisk bliver en del af bærerens sociale identitet. 

Udsmykningsfaktorer baseres på, at vi som mennesker udsmykker os i forhold til status 
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og social værdi. I afhandlingen argumenterer jeg for, at denne indsigt bør være til stede i 

designerens bevidsthed i forbindelse med udviklingen af kropsbåren sundhedsdesign og 

ikke mindst prioriteret i industriel produktion. 

§ Personlige præferencer; Indsigter fra ph.d.-projektets designeksperimenter påviser, at 

hvis designeren inkorporerer bærerens personlige præferencer, kan dette skabe et bedre 

tilhørsforhold mellem bærer og produkt, og dermed påvirke produktaccepten- og 

effekten positivt. Forening af bærerens personlige præferencer i designerens kreative 

proces kan medføre, at bæreren føler sig uafhængig, i stedet for at sygeliggøre bæreren. 

Inkorporering af bærerens personlige præferencer i designet kan dermed være med til at 

modvirke en følelse af stigmatisering, som ellers ofte knytter sig til kropsbåren 

sundhedsdesign.  

§ Kulturel tilpasning; Ph.d.-projektets feltstudier af bærerens personlige præferencer 

angående accessories og anvendt teori om beklædningspraksis belyser, at det vi bærer på 

kroppen, siger noget om vores position i sociale relationer. Derfor argumenterer jeg for, 

at bærerens kulturelle tilpasningsformål er relevant for designeren at implementere i 

udviklingen af kropsbåren sundhedsdesign. Feltstudier af bærerens accessories kan skabe 

adgang til bærerens kulturelle tilpasningsformål og ligeledes inspirere designprocessen 

og dermed skabe et bedre tilhørsforhold mellem bærer og produkt.  

§ Accessory-designkompetencer, -metoder og -praksis; I ph.d.-projektet argumenterer jeg 

for, at feltet accessory design, med dets spektrum af emotionelle, funktionelle og 

ekspressive objekter til kroppen, kan facilitere vigtig viden for designeren, der vil skabe 

personligt og tilgængeligt sundhedsdesign til kroppen. Afhandlingen argumenterer for, at 

viden om accessory design samt dets kompetencer, metoder og praksis kan facilitere en 

holistisk designtilgang for designeren til at inkorporere i udviklingsprocessen af 

kropsbåren sundhedsdesign. Dette kommer eksempelvis til udtryk ved højt 

materialekendskab inden for smykker, beklædnings-accessories og funktionelle 

accessories samt implementering af forfinede håndværkstraditioner, der passer til den 

individuelle bærers krop. 

Konklusionen er, på baggrund af ph.d.-projektets resultater, at gennem en bærer-orienteret 

accessory-designtilgang kan designeren implementere essentielle designparametre for at skabe et 

empatisk forhold til bæreren, og derigennem styrke tilhørsforholdet mellem bærer og produkt. 

Dette er essentielt for designeren i den tidlige designfase i udviklingen af personlig og tilgængelig 

kropsbåren sundhedsdesign, med det formål at forbedre produktaccept og -effekt. 
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personlige præferencer, udsmykningsfaktorer, social identitet. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

A striking image – first vignette  

 

Figure 1. A real-life scenario from a Danish 
care home, 2016.1 

A jewellery design student presented to me a real-
life scenario from a care home, Figure 1. The image 
touched me deeply, and I began to reflect on the 
relationship between the wearer, her delicate gold 
bracelet, and the fall detection device.  

Firstly, there is a striking contrast between the 
meanings and functions of the bracelet and the fall 
detection device.  

Secondly, the bracelet offers a completely different 
narrative than the fall detection device. When the 
wearer’s primary challenge is to overcome the 
danger of falls, why does she choose to wear such a 
dainty bracelet right next to the rather chunky fall 
detection device? 

Thirdly, in terms of aesthetics and materials, I 
noticed a striking difference between the designs of 
the bracelet and the fall detection device; each 
product conveys a very different impression of the 
wearer’s social identity. 

Research objective 
The above vignette reflects my surprised interpretation of a telling image, which left a deep 

impression on me during the research study. It struck me while I was analysing empirical material, 

gathered from a participant in one of my design experiments. The image captures very well the 

research aim of this study: 

Through explorations of ethnography-inspired field methods and design experiments, the 
research objective is to contribute to the understanding of wearing and designing 
accessories. This might be important, as the relationship between wearers and wearable 
health design could be improved for better product acceptance. With the proposal of ‘a 
wearer-led accessory approach’, and discussing the implications for the designer 
implementing this approach into the design practice, the study contributes with insights and 
findings towards identifying essential design factors for wearable health design.  

                                                             
1 Photograph: Vivian Stegeager, 2016. 
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This combination of intersected interests is shaped through my educational background and 

practice-based experiences from the fields of design and care. Through my educational background, 

I have initially gained insights into the relevant areas of design practice and theory for this study.  

I hold a BA in Fashion Design and Clothing Technology from VIA University College in Herning, 

Denmark. Furthermore, I’ve completed two full-time master’s programmes: firstly, a 2-year MA 

degree in Design Management from the University of Southern Denmark and Design School Kolding 

in Kolding, Denmark, and secondly, a 1-year full-time MA degree in Design, Health and Well-Being 

from Kingston University in London. 

When applying for the 3-year PhD research programme at Design School Kolding (DSKD), I was 

confident that I already knew what accessory design is. The research study had to combine 

accessory design and social design, because a new programme had been established at DSKD in 

accessory design (not traditional jewellery design), extending the school’s strategic ambition of 

building a research-based laboratory for social design. In applying for the PhD, I did not consider in 

depth the specifics of accessory design as a discipline; I am very much a ‘learning by doing’ person. 

Familiar with the concept through my background in fashion and textiles, I have a particular interest 

in adapting accessory design skills, methods, and practices to expand the field of accessory design. 

This focus opened up to a broader understanding of wearing and designing accessories. 

Accessory design 
In this section, I will examine the perspective of designing accessories as ‘hybrid objects’ that have 

both expressive and functional qualities. According to professor of visual communication Victor 

Durschei, accessories vary over a broad category of wearable hybrid objects related to aesthetic and 

functional characters for the wearer (2005). Think of a wedding ring, a favourite scarf, or a mobile 

phone. Accessory design covers a wide scope of both expressive and functional objects that signify 

personal values for the wearer; they match the wearer’s social identity, are rich with personal and 

emotional stories, symbolize experiences of significance for the wearer, tell stories about the 

wearer, and remind others of the wearer’s identity. Empirical study examples from this research 

study have shown that they can be seen as integrated parts of the wearer; are described as having 

bodily qualities; and can be of emotional, nostalgic, and material value to the wearer (Møller and 

Bang 2016).  

The meaning of accessory design and symbolic interaction 
The relationship between wearers and accessory design can be informed by the theory of symbolic 

interactionism. The concept of ‘symbolic interaction’ was first expressed by sociologist and professor 

Herbert Blumer (1937), who proposed that people act a certain way towards things based on the 
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meaning those things have already acquired. These meanings are derived from social interaction and 

modified through interpretation.  

Blumer was a student of pragmatist philosopher George Herbert Mead (1938), who defined 

symbolic interaction as a frame of reference to better understand how individuals interact with one 

another to create ‘symbolic worlds’, and in return, how these worlds shape individual behaviours. I 

use a symbolic interaction framework to understand the meaning of designing and wearing 

accessories, and how this meaning could inform the field of wearable health design, as these 

products are also worn close to the wearer’s body. I explain the theory of symbolic interactionism 

further in chapter 4. 

The meaning of wearing accessories such as jewellery increases in social situations, according 

to professor in jewellery design and wearable technology Petra Ahde-Deal (2013). Professor of 

creative design and goldsmith Leon B. Williams (2009) proposes that this meaning is influenced as 

much by the design of the jewellery piece as it is by the wearer’s feelings about wearing it. Professor 

emeritus of contemporary jewellery Jack Cunningham (2007) found that the experience of wearing 

contemporary jewellery can be very personal.  

Cunningham’s research suggests that wearing, for example, contemporary jewellery can be 

used as a starting-point for social interaction: he framed a triangular relationship between the 

maker, the wearer, and the viewer (2005) – noting that in contemporary jewellery there is always a 

maker involved, as well as a wearer. Another aspect that he considered is the person(s) viewing: the 

relationship between the wearer and accessories can be influenced not only by the design, but also 

by the experience of wearing the product in relation to who is viewing. In this sense, Cunningham’s 

findings relate to the theories of symbolic interaction (Blumer 1937, Mead 1938). 

Like Cunningham, professor of craft and well-being Jayne Wallace started out in contemporary 

jewellery practice. Her background led her to research into human–computer interaction in the field 

of digital jewellery (2007). Wallace’s contributions to the field of design research are relevant for the 

study of wearing and designing accessories, as her insights into jewellery, craft, and well-being are 

valuable for designing wearable health products influenced by accessory design.  

Her suggestions about the relationship between wearers and accessories are crucial; in her 

PhD thesis, she states that ‘the user interacts with an object because it enables or carries out a 

certain function. The wearer is engaged in a more body-centric relationship with the object’ (2007: 

47). With this statement, Wallace differentiates between two perspectives – that of users, and that 

of wearers. This viewpoint is thoroughly explored throughout the thesis – especially in chapter 4 – as 

essential for the development of wearable health design. 
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According to Wallace, jewellery is not generally perceived as a pragmatic object, but rather as 

an item the wearer possesses (Ahde-Deal 2013); it can also be seen as something that we ‘dress’ our 

body with, according to artist, PhD researcher and jeweller Susan Cohn (2009). 

Dress 
I find the concept of ‘dress’ interesting: in my view, the act of adorning the body with jewellery is 

similar to that of dressing the body with personal accessories such a scarf, a hat, or a pair of shoes. 

This perspective is established by sociologists Mary Roach and Joanne B. Eicher, who write about 

dress and identity in their comprehensive research on the subject (1965, 1992, 2007). They 

characterize social situations of dress as ‘both body modifications and supplements to the body’ 

(1992: 1). I am particularly interested in how the social situations affect the personality of the 

wearer, and how a designer can work with this perspective in mind. Social interactions arise in 

everyday situations for the wearer – even alone in front of the mirror, where the wearer getting 

dressed engages in an inner dialogue, e.g. debating and experimenting with what best expresses 

their sense of self. According to professor in theory and history of fashion Ingrid Loschek (2009), the 

act of dress is ‘negotiated’ or ‘mediated’ in a communicative way that involves a viewer; and in 

Cunningham’s relational framework (2005), the perspective of the wearer also constitutes a viewer. 

Cunningham notes the complex fluctuation of the wearer–viewer perspective and how this is 

influenced by different social situations, stressing that the maker/designer should consider the 

impact of all the different social situations that involve the wearer.  

In Roach and Eicher’s terms, wearing an accessory can be seen as a body modification and/or 

as an extension of the wearer’s body. Within their theories of dress practice, I am therefore 

intrigued to explore whether the act of wearing an accessory is similar to the act of using wearable 

health design.  

Writer of fashion, Joanne Entwistle, states that the act of wear is similar to the ‘dress-act’, 

which happens on an everyday basis and is related to ‘personal adornment’ of the wearer (2000): 

wearing either an accessory, or a wearable health product, affects the personal adornment, and 

thereby the appearance of the wearer (Cohn 2009).  

As such, dressing the body, and wearing something on it, involves a certain ‘negotiation’ in 

terms of what is communicated about that wearer to themselves or to others.  

Against this theoretical background, I am interested in exploring the work of designers and 

design researchers who have contributed to the intersected field of accessories and wearable health 

design – through the practice or study of jewellery, garments, or wearables design (including digital 

wearables). 
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Inspirational designers and researchers  
Professor of material and design innovation Sarah Kettley did her PhD research on the experience of 

digital wearables (2007). Early in her research, she identified a need for an aesthetic approach to 

wearable designs that would increase their likelihood of being accepted by wearers (2002). She 

concluded that the field is ‘matured enough … to be aware of a need for the development of 

“aesthetically pleasing”, as well as “physically comfortable”, form factors for these devices to make 

them desirable in the eyes of the everyday market’ (2002: 12). These findings led to her PhD 

research contribution, where she notes a lack of understanding regarding the wearer’s personal 

needs for an authentic experience of wearables (2007). 

In Wallace’s research, she points to a body-centric focus for designers of digital jewellery. Her 

research on human–computer interaction design highlights the wearer’s personal preferences for 

such qualities as ‘beauty’, ‘enchantment’, and well-being (2007). More recently, she has examined 

beauty and empathy in developing a more craft-informed methodology, working with individuals to 

create ‘personally significant’ digital jewellery and objects (2014).  

Patient and PhD design researcher in wearable well-being Peta Bush’s research identifies 

several factors – including ‘wearability’2, well-being, ‘style’, and personal identity – as requiring a 

better understanding by those designing wearable health products (Royeen 2015). According to 

Bush (2015), the designer should pay more attention to the experience and expertise of the wearer, 

including them in a process of collaborative design.  

In Kettley’s immersive work, she has further questioned the paradigmatic ideal of 

‘disappearance’ and extended the visibility of crafted digital jewellery from significant one-to-one 

relationships (Wallace 2007) to explore how items such as jewellery form a part of social friendship 

units, so that digital wearables represent new ways of maintaining ‘social presence’ (Kettley 2008). 

These three inspirational researchers – Kettley, Wallace, and Bush – are of special relevance to 

the current study; yet (as noted later in the thesis) many other theorists, designers, and researchers 

have also emphasized the significant values that are embedded into the objects we wear on the 

body. 

In the next section, I explore the appearance and design of current wearable health products, to 

frame a different design approach that acknowledges the wearer’s experience of such objects. 

Throughout my studies (here in this thesis, and also in my publications to date), I have explored both 

the wearing and the design of accessories as inextricably linked. 

                                                             
2 The concept of ‘wearability’ was developed by Gemperle et al. (1998) to define the interaction between the 
human body and the wearable object. 
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Wearable health design 
The above insights are of relevance for optimizing user acceptance of wearable health design, as 

research has indicated that there is a particular problem with rejection of these products. Among 

others, this is demonstrated in a study by professor of occupational science and therapy, Clare 

Hocking (1999: 3), who shows that 50–56% of assistive devices are abandoned and 15% are never 

used. Hocking found that assistive products do not reflect the individual wearer’s social identity, 

which would require their personal preferences to be considered. I am therefore focusing on the 

wearer’s personal preferences, in the sense of familiar and intimate objects that we wear close to 

the body and do not want to live without (‘personal accessories’).  

Assistive product design 
In exploring accessories and their relationship to wearable health design, I have paid close attention 

to the concept of ‘assistive product design’, which is commonly used in the relevant design 

literature. Product designer Susanne Jacobsen, whose PhD explores assistive product design, argues 

that the adjective ‘assistive’ is understood simply as the physical function of a product to aid a user 

who needs that assistance (2014: 18) – referring to the work of technology researcher Richard E. 

Ladner (2010). This perspective emphasizes the functional aspect of the product; whereas here, I am 

more interested in how wearing and designing such assistive products touches upon the ‘social’ 

aspects of wear. 

Interaction designer and author of the manifesto Design Meets Disability, Graham Pullin 

(2009), also questions the ‘dehumanizing’ effects that the use of terms such as ‘disability’ can have 

in approaching the design and development of products, and clearly affect the final product 

outcome.  

I prefer the term ‘health’ rather than ‘assistive’ – to highlight that the product is concerned 

with the health of a wearer who should be considered as a unique individual, rather than focusing 

on the degree to which this person needs assistance due to disability.  

According to the World Health Organization (WHO; 2006): 

Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease 
or infirmity. The enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights of 
every human being without distinction of race, religion, political belief, economic or social condition. 

By this definition, health concerns us all; and health is a holistic concept that includes the physical, 

mental, and social body. If we supplemented the user’s perspective with a design approach related 

to wear, what would happen to the design of these wearable health products?  

I propose that the category of wearable health design should be considered a subcategory of 

assistive products. 
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Relational and social values of wearable health design 
As part of my exchange at Nottingham Trent University, Sarah Kettley and I drew upon 

Cunningham’s relational framework when studying wearable health design for the body (Møller and 

Kettley 2017). We discuss Cunningham’s (2005) triangular model of relationships, as we were 

interested in the viewer perspective of current wearable health design.  

From further design research studies, we noticed a tendency for the viewer perspective to be 

somewhat overlooked (Pullin 2009; Jacobsen 2014; Bush 2015). As part of our collaboration in 

writing the journal article (A2), we visually presented Cunningham’s model (Figure 2) to inform our 

further thinking. 

 

Figure 2. The maker–wearer–viewer model visualized as a triangular relationship (Møller and Kettley 
2017). 

The maker–wearer–viewer model invites us to understand which priorities are in play when wearing 

(and thereby designing) a wearable health product. The model further invites analysis of which 

challenges, weaknesses, and strengths are considered relevant for the relationships between the 

different actors in the model.  

Given the insights expressed earlier, personal social values could be relevant to the 

acceptability of wearable health design. Research shows that there is a need for more desirable 

wearable health products. A 2017 survey by the Danish Association of the Physically Disabled3 found 

                                                             
3 See 
https://danskhandicapforbund.dk/files/2515/1721/8846/Brugerundersogelse_af_hjaelpemiddelformidling_lo
wres.pdf. 
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that of the 337 participants who had received assistive aids, 23% did not use them because the 

products were not tailored to their individual needs.  

According to Bush (2015), this problem is related to the fact that assistive products in general 

– and wearable health products in particular – are designed within an impersonal discourse. Pullin 

(2009) demonstrates that the design of wearable health products overlooks the importance of 

personal and emotional values. Jacobsen (2014) found that the ‘social identity’ of the user of 

assistive products is somehow compromised, and that using assistive products can be stigmatizing.  

Pullin and Jacobsen’s practice-based insights from design research reflect more general 

findings within the disability and assistive technology literature: importantly, professor of social 

sciences Bodil Ravneberg and professor of health science Sylvia Söderström (2017) identified the 

main reason for rejection as ‘personal taste’, with devices found to be ‘aesthetically unappealing’.  

These personal issues are crucial to the acceptance of wearable health products, and should 

therefore influence their design. 

Many researchers have concluded that in general wearables design, personal and 

sociocultural values tend to be overlooked. A particularly interesting research paper involved the 

collaboration of industrial designer and jeweller Marten Versteeg, researcher in human-computer 

interaction Elise van den Hoven, and professor of design Caroline Hummels (2016). They found that 

wearable devices usually have a technology-driven background, meaning that the design focus is 

mainly on functionality. They propose that developing wearables from a jewellery perspective could 

compensate for this (2016: 44).  

Another important consideration is the materials used for wearables. Assistant professor of 

industrial design Oscar Tomico, together with associate professor in embodied design Danielle Wilde 

(2016), note that the materials used for wearable technology tend to be developed to reflect the 

preferences of designers, technicians, and other specialists who work at desks, in front of 

computers, distancing their perspective from that of the wearer. What would have happened to the 

design of a wearable health product if the image (Figure 1) was integrated as a thought-provoking 

real-life scenario in an early-stage design process? Could the image elicit a different design 

approach? 

Bush (2015) points out that health wearables are traditionally designed within a biomedical 

model. According to Pullin (2009), the products are designed by such people as industrial or 

biomedical engineers, ergonomists, and other care personnel. Industrial biomedical wearables 

design reflects a medical and clinical aesthetics that conflicts with the wearer’s personal values; this 

can result in low adherence to the wearable health product (Bush 2015). 
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This prompts me to reflect on the underlying discourse of a design process that is governed by 

the decision-making traditions of research, which typically prioritizes the clinical and medical 

functions of a wearable health product rather than its aesthetic quality. I am also curious to find out 

how much attention has been paid to the wearer’s personal values and preferences when designing 

wearable health products. 

Susanne Jacobsen’s PhD study (2014) of user experience in assistive product design found that 

there are several possibilities to categorize a product’s function as an ‘accessory’. Thus, by enabling 

personalization of assistive products, the social identity of the wearer can be expressed (2014: 331). 

She suggests that wearable health products, if personalized, can help to express and amplify the 

wearer’s social identity rather than compromising it. 

For this research study, I am especially intrigued by the question of how accessory design can 

influence the design of personalized wearable health products to meet the social identity of the 

wearer. 

Thesis overview 
The thesis consists of seven chapters:  

§ Chapter 1 describes the potentially transformative combination of accessory design, 

dress practice, and social identity – a perspective that is brought into focus by a striking 

image from the study. This chapter presents the central issues of the research inquiry, 

introducing the notion of combining an approach influenced by accessory design with 

wearable health design to express the social identity of the wearer. 

§ Chapter 2 unfolds the research approach and the methodology used in the research 

study. Within a ‘research through design’ approach, the research aim, questions, design, 

and activities are presented. The final section explains how empirical studies generate 

material collected through the study, and the specific role as facilitator that I took during 

the design experiments.  

§ Chapter 3 presents the second vignette to frame reflections of the ‘research through 

design’ methodology, as applied in the research experiments.  

§ Chapter 4 expands on the research theory. It opens with a third vignette, which presents 

an inclusive and accessible design discourse, leading to reflections on current wearable 

health design. Assessing how the current dominant discourse affects the research of 

wearable health design, I propose instead a ‘wearer-led accessory approach’, which 

adopts a more personal and accessible perspective on wearable health design. 

§ Chapter 5 discusses the related issues of personal and accessible wearable health design, 

starting with the fourth vignette. Underpinned with insights from chapter 4, it explains 
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how the principles of accessory design could positively influence the creation of wearable 

health design.  

§ Chapter 6 presents the main study findings, identifying six design factors of key relevance 

to the design of personal and accessible wearable health products. Opening with the fifth 

vignette, this chapter goes on to discuss the impact of these six design factors on a 

wearer-led accessory approach. For each of the main findings, I analyse the potential 

implications of such an approach for the designer of wearable health products.  

§ Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. Here, I consider the potential paradox that arises when 

planning the industrial-scale production of bespoke wearable health products designed 

through a ‘wearer-led accessory’ approach. I propose topics for further research, 

including research into the possible impact on the organizational structure of a company 

wanting to develop products in this way. 

§ The thesis ends with a bibliography, a list of figures and the original publications listed 

(page 94). 

Summary of original publications 
The published articles present progressive iterations of my thinking, as my co-authors and I 

reflect on how a wearer-led accessory approach can benefit the design of personal and accessible 

health wearable products by aligning them more closely with the social identity of the wearer.  

The publications are as follows: 

A1. Møller, T. ‘Access through accessories.’ Journal of Jewellery Research (2019) 

In article 1 (A1), I reflect on the use of the term ‘accessory’ compared to ‘jewellery’, and how the 

notion of an accessory, within the wider scope of objects, is conceptually related to ‘access’. I write 

about how accessories convey different aspects of material, cultural, political-economic, and gender 

status, as well as reflecting personal choice. Following analysis of three of the study’s design 

experiments, I recommend that accessory design skills, methods, and practices can assist with the 

interdisciplinary process of designing more accessible wearable health products. Based on a 

literature review, I outline some of the practical challenges of designing accessible health wearables 

and discuss how the principles of accessory design could be incorporated into the design process. In 

relation to this study’s research question, the article provides a close examination of accessory wear 

and design. 

Insights: Accessories conceptually and etymologically relate to the notion of ‘access’ – 

meaning that incorporating accessory design skills, methods, and practices into the design process of 

wearable health products can generate personal access for the wearer (access to self, access to 
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different contexts, access to age, access to ability, etc) instead of perpetuating stereotypical 

characteristics associated with disability. Another insight is that accessory design skills, methods, and 

practices offer useful ways of understanding and reflecting the social identity of the wearer.  

P1. Møller, T. and Bang, A.L. ‘Intimacy in accessories.’ Cumulus Conference (2016) 

In research paper 1 (P1), I present a pilot study of three older women and their needs – defining 

their wearable objects according to three categories: jewellery, functional accessory, or clothing 

accessory. I was seeking to understand the relationships between the women and their favourite 

wearable objects, and to clarify why they chose to wear them. In relation to the research objective 

of this study, the pilot study presents ways of understanding the various meanings that wearing 

accessories can have for an individual. 

Insights: Accessories are embedded with personal and emotional stories; can symbolize an 

experience of significance to the wearer; tell stories about the wearer, and remind others who the 

wearer is; can be seen as an integral part of the wearer; have bodily qualities; and are of emotional, 

nostalgic, and material value to the wearer. This means that they are a representation of the wearer 

– who they are, who they were, and who they would like to be; and have unique qualities, such as 

expressing the wearer’s social identity. 

P2. Møller, T. Ravnløkke, L. and Bang, A.L. ‘Tangible dialogue tools: Mediating between non-
users and everyday experts.’ NORDCODE (2016)  

P2 explores how favourite accessories can help with the understanding of personal preferences and 

contribute to the development of tools, techniques, and methods to be used in ‘research through 

design’ processes (such as design experiments). The paper presents the case of design experiment 1, 

which involved an occupational therapist and three pedagogues seeking to embed important factors 

of social identity into the design of wearable digital guides. They achieved this by following 

ethnographic-inspired field methods, such as observing autistic adults and their personal 

preferences in relation to accessories and what they wear generally, to build wearable prototypes. 

The benefits of this design approach resulted in appropriate prototypes of personalized wearable 

digital devices for autistic adults. In relation to the current research questions, this design 

experiment supplied insights into wearing and designing accessories for autistic adults, to be 

considered as personal, accessible wearable health products. 

Insights: The design approach demonstrated a useful method for collecting information about 

a person’s favourite wearable objects and preferences. Such insights can be valuable in informing a 

design process to prototype different wearable health designs. The input of everyday experts (in this 

case, the care personnel for non-verbal wearers, the autistic adults) can also benefit the design 
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process of wearable health products, and contribute to improving the relationship between wearer 

and device. 

P3. Møller, T. ‘Presenting the accessory approach: A start-up’s journey towards designing an 
engaging fall detection device.’ CHI (2018)  

In P3, I reflect on one of the study’s design experiments, in which I facilitated two jewellery design 

students’ internships in a start-up company that develops fall detection devices. In the 2.5-hour 

facilitation meeting, I presented my initial findings on how ethnographic-inspired field methods and 

their relation to design experiments could unfold a certain design approach to guide the interns in 

their design processes. The interns’ processes were documented and described as empirical 

material, and then collected, to elucidate their interpretation of each wearer’s social identity and 

explore how to embed this insight into their design processes. This way of collecting and then 

analysing the material addressed some of the challenges in designing personal accessible wearable 

health products. 

Insights: Testing an approach influenced by ethnographic-inspired field methods and 

accessory design, generated findings of care home residents and their accessories: their favourite 

designs, and why they wear them. This approach provided insights into the wearer’s cultural fit 

purposes, enhancing the designer’s empathy with the wearer and their intentions. Using 

ethnographic-inspired field methods in an accessory design approach can be seen as a skill set for 

the designer to quickly establish first-hand insights into the wearer’s personal preferences, 

identifying adornment factors that help to identify the social identity of the wearer. 

P4. Møller, T. and Bush, P. ‘An evaluation of the accessory approach in the design of 
personalized wearable health devices using a biopsychosocial framework.’ Design4Health (2018) 

P4 evaluates design experiment 4, in which accessory design students agreed to unfold a design 

approach inspired by previous design experiments, ethnographic-inspired field methods, and 

accessory design, to redesign orthopaedic and prosthetic objects. The evaluation was made using 

Peta Bush’s model ‘8 Layers of Wearability’ as a framework for analysing important design factors 

used in the accessory design students’ practice regarding personalized wearable health design. In 

relation to the research question, the accessory design skills, methods, and practices used in the 

design experiment generated important design factors relating to social identity as expressed by 

wearing existing wearable health products. 

Insights: Accessories are objects to be worn on a person, designed for a person, and should 

help to convey the social identity of that person. Incorporating tangible methods of accessory design 

– such as knowledge of materials and small-scale refined making processes – helped to identify and 

address the wearer’s personal preferences. Unfolding a design approach influenced by the tangible 
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experiences of the wearer, together with the students’ use of accessory design skills, methods, and 

practices, generated an empathic and holistic understanding of the wearer, which in turn enhanced 

the outcomes of personal wearable health design. 

P5. Møller, T. ‘The paradox of personalising wearable health design: From ostomy to fashion 
accessory?’ Design4Health (2018)  

In P5, I elaborate on design experiment 5 and the dilemma of designing personal, accessible 

wearable health design on a larger scale. The paper is built around a case study and a workshop 

involving a stoma nurse, 19 people wearing ostomy pouches, and an ostomy pouch designer. To 

understand important factors of social identity in relation to wearing ostomy products, a 

questionnaire was sent out to 18 wearers. In the workshop the nurse, the ostomy pouch designer, 

and a wearer participated in developing ‘mild’ versus ‘wild’ versions of a personal ostomy pouch. 

Workshop participants then discussed the challenges of combining an accessory design approach 

with industrial production of wearable health objects – identifying issues around what it means to 

incorporate the values of accessory design into the design process of ostomy pouches in particular, 

and habitual wearable health products in general. 

Insights: Fashion and textile design can help to inspire the development of wearable health 

products – which can become more appealing instead of purely functional, with variations in 

materials and colours reflecting the wearer’s sense of self. Implementing a personalized design 

approach when producing a wearable health product presents some problems in design and 

manufacturing, since it conflicts with the need for large-scale industrial production of habitual 

wearable health design to ‘fit all’. 

 

A2. Møller, T. and Kettley, S. ‘Wearable health technology design: A humanist accessory 
approach.’ International Journal of Design (2017) 

A2 proposes a humanist accessory approach towards wearable health design. Taking a philosophical 

perspective, the article identifies issues of being a wearer of modern wearable health products and 

explores how an accessory approach can influence the relevant conceptual and technical design 

solutions. The paper is informed by insights from the pilot study, design experiment 3, as well as by 

my exchange at Nottingham Trent University. During my time in Nottingham, I had the opportunity 

to observe and participate in the research project ‘An Internet of Soft Things’. Drawing upon my 

collaboration with Kettley, who led that project, the article proposes a shift from designing wearable 

health products with minimum ‘social weight’ to providing a relational approach that pays attention 

to the wearer’s physical, psychological, and social preferences. This inquiry is related to the research 

objective of exploring ethnographic-inspired field methods and design experiments, to contribute to 
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the understanding of wearing and designing accessories. A2 examines some of the further 

implications of designing wearable health products.  

Insights: Adopting a ‘body adornment’ view of accessories can dynamically modify the 

relationships between makers, wearers, and viewers of wearable health products. Such a relational 

approach facilitates the design process by considering the role of the accessory as an object that 

affects the wearer physically, psychologically, and socially. An approach influenced by accessory 

design provides a tool for enabling and mediating: 

§ Reflection, inspiration, and discussion 

§ Intimate conversations, as well as close and trusting human connections 

§ Insight into a person’s life experiences 

§ Collaborative ideas 

§ Personal design approaches to understand a person with diverse needs 

§ Small acts of personal authorship in the context of large, impersonal systems. 

Another finding of A2 is that the concept of a relational approach facilitates expressive ‘social agility’ 

rather than fearing ‘social weight’ in the design of medical health technologies to be worn on the 

body. 

Publications at a glance 
To help the reader, I have created a 4-page overview of these research papers and journal articles, 

to be read alongside the thesis.  

This overview indicates at a glance each publication, referenced by number, and summarizes 

the relevant objectives, study design, methods, and insights. It may be helpful to detach or copy the 

next 4 pages for quick reference when reading through the thesis. 
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Summary of original publications – at a glance 

Objective Study design Method Insights 

A1: ‘Access Through Accessories’ (2019) 

The article theorizes on the term 

‘accessory’, and how its etymology is 

linked to the notion of access and 

accessibility. How can the means of 

accessory design affect interdisciplinary 

perspectives of accessible wearable 

health design, to apply an accessory 

approach in the design and 

development process? 

A literature review and examination of 
three design experiments based on a 
comparative analysis. The design 
experiments were: 
§ A teaching course with nine 

accessory design students, who 
worked with Sahva 

§ A collaboration with the start-up 
Sarita Care Tech, involving two 
jewellery design interns 

§ A case study of Coloplast and their 
product, SenSura Mio – and a 
workshop with three participants: 
the designer of SenSura Mio, a 
wearer of SenSura Mio, and a 
former stoma nurse. 

§ Examining state-of-the-art theory, 
as well as facilitating and 
participating in the two teaching 
courses and the workshop.  

§ This was followed by a collection of 
empirical material as base for a 
qualitative analysis of the influence 
of participants’ skills, methods, and 
practices on the design outcomes 
and redesigns of various wearable 
health accessories.  

§ Accessories conceptually and etymologically 
relate to the notion of ‘access’ – meaning that 
incorporating accessory design skills, methods, 
and practices into the design process of 
wearable health products can generate 
personal access for the wearer (access to self, 
access to different contexts, access to age, 
access to ability, etc) instead of perpetuating 
stereotypical characteristics associated with 
people with disability.  

P1: ‘Intimacy in Accessories’ (2016) 
Presents a study of three older women 

and their needs-defining accessories. 

How can the designer understand these 

relationships between the wearer and 

these objects, to influence a design 

process of wearable health design? 

§ A pilot study was generated, for 
nine accessory design students to 
observe and interview three women 
ages 65+, in their homes, to explore 
the women’s favourite accessories. 

§ Facilitating a teaching course for the 
accessory design students to learn 
ethnographic-inspired field 
methods.  

§ The study method reflected how an 
empathic approach can inspire 
wearable health design. 

§ Accessories are symbols of experience of 
significance to the wearer; tell stories about 
the wearer, and remind others who the wearer 
is; can be seen as an integral part of the 
wearer; have bodily qualities; and are of 
emotional, memorable, and material value to 
the wearer. 

§ This means that they are a representation of 
the wearer – who they are, who they were, 
and who they want to be; and have unique 
qualities, such as expressing the wearer’s 
identity. 
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Objective Study design Method Insights 

P2: ‘Tangible Dialogue Tools: Mediating Between Non-verbal Users and Everyday Experts’ (2016) 
Explores a design approach that 

facilitates how personal accessories 

become tangible dialogue tools for 

the designer to implement in research 

through design processes, e.g. design 

experiments. 

§ The design experiment included 
three pedagogues and an 
occupational therapist. It framed 
an ethnographic-inspired field 
method to explore favourite 
accessories among autistic adults 
in their home. 

§ The insight was used as inspiration 
for a design process of 
personalized wearable health 
design. 

§ Introduced ethnographic field 
methods, such as observing 
autistic adults and their personal 
preferences in relation to 
accessories and what they wear in 
general. 

§ Findings extrapolated to relevant 
prototypes of personalized 
wearable digital devices for the 
autistic adults. 

§ The applied design approach generated a method 
for gathering insights about a person’s favourite 
wearable objects. 

§ Such insights can be valuable in a design process to 
prototype different wearable designs. The findings 
can inform the efforts of everyday experts – in this 
case, the occupational therapist and the pedagogues 
– to develop wearable health design for non-verbal 
wearers, improving the relationship between the 
wearer and the device. 

P3: ‘Presenting the Accessory Approach: A Start-up’s Journey Towards Designing an Engaging Fall Detection Device’ (2018) 
Reflects a design experiment in which 

I helped two jewellery design interns 

with their task of developing an 

engaging fall detection device, 

customized for care home residents. 

Beforehand, I presented my initial 

findings of how ethnographic-inspired 

field methods, and their relation to 

design, can unfold a certain design 

approach to guide the interns in their 

design processes.  

 

§ A 2.5-hour introduction of insights 
and findings from previous pilot 
study and design experiment 1 
facilitated a 6-month 
collaboration, carried out by a 
start-up that develops fall 
detection devices, who hosted 
two jewellery design interns. 

§ Empirical material – e.g. diaries, 
sketches, images, and a final 
report – provided the basis for the 
study’s qualitative analysis of how 
to design an engaging fall 
detection device, e.g., wearable 
health design. 

§ Facilitation and introduction to 
ethnographic-inspired field 
methods and their relation to 
accessory design; this generated a 
research method to ground, 
inform, and inspire the processes 
of creating engaging wearable 
health design. 

§ Testing an approach influenced by accessory design 
generated ethnographic observations of care home 
residents and their favourite accessories.  

§ The approach provided insights into the cultural fit 
purposes of the wearers, enabling designers and 
wearers, to collaborate in exploring the physical, 
psychological, and social needs of the wearers.  

§ The findings rapidly enhanced the designer’s 
empathic understanding and knowledge about the 
wearer’s personal preferences. 

§ Ethnographic-inspired field methods, in relation to 
accessory design, can be seen as a skill set for the 
designer to establish first-hand insights into wearer 
preferences, leading to a deeper understanding of 
how adorning factors can convey the identity of the 
wearer.  

§ These insights and findings generated engaging and 
personal wearable health design.  
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Objective Study design Method Insights 

P4: ‘An Evaluation of the Accessory Approach in the Design of Personalized Wearable Health Devices Using a Biopsychosocial Framework’ (2018) 

The research paper evaluates the 

activities of design experiment 4, in 

which accessory design students agreed 

to unfold a design approach inspired by 

insights from the previous design 

experiments 1, 2, and 3. The objective 

was to design personal orthopaedic and 

prosthetic objects for Sahva. 

§ Peta Bush’s ‘8 Layers of Wearability’ 
model was used as a framework for 
evaluating important design factors 
used in the students’ practice 
regarding personalized wearable 
health design. 

§ Facilitation of, and participation in, 
a teaching course for nine accessory 
design students. 

§ The course provided an empirical 
focus on accessory design skills, 
methods, and practices towards 
generating personalized wearable 
health designs. 

§ Accessories are objects to be worn on a 
person, designed for that person, and should 
help to convey their individual identity.  

§ Incorporating techniques used in accessory 
design helped to identify and address the 
wearer’s personality and preferences. 

§ Unfolding a design approach influenced by the 
tangible experiences of the wearer, and the 
students’ use of accessory design skills, 
methods, and practices enabled an empathic 
and holistic understanding of the wearer, 
which further facilitated personalized wearable 
health design outcomes. 

P5: ‘The Paradox of Personalising Wearable Health Design: From Ostomy to Fashion Accessory?’ (2018) 
The research paper elaborates on the 

paradox of seeking to personalize 

wearable health design while also 

making it as widely as possible. If an 

ostomy pouch looks like a fashion 

accessory, rather than a health 

wearable product, could it then break 

down the taboo and stigma of ostomy 

products in general? 

§ A case study, based on interview 
with the industrial designer behind 
Coloplast’s redesign SenSura Mio, 
and a workshop were created as 
design experiment 5.  

§ Together with a stoma nurse, a 
person wearing an ostomy pouch, 
and the professional designer of 
SenSura Mio, each participant in the 
workshop developed a ‘mild and a 
wild’ version of a personal ostomy 
pouch.  

§ The workshop facilitated insights 
and a discussion of the challenges of 
combining bespoke design methods 
with large-scale industrial 
production of habitual wearable 
health design.  

§ The empirical material from the two 
interviews with the industrial 
designer behind SenSura was based 
on personal notes and photographs, 
especially insights about SenSura 
Mio and how its design process had 
been heavily inspired by fashion and 
textile design 

§ The interviews were followed by a 
workshop to discuss a bespoke 
versus industrial design approach – 
exploring raised issues around the 
implications and challenges of 
creating personalized wearable 
health objects using bespoke skills 
and methods. 

§ Fashion and textile design can inspire the 
development of wearable health products that 
have more appealing qualities than are 
required just for pure function – taking account 
of wearer preferences to reflect their sense of 
self, as well as adopting new developments in 
materials and colours from current wearable 
health design approaches.  

§ Implementing a personalized design approach 
for wearable health products raises a paradox 
in the design and manufacturing of habitual 
wearable health design: it is important to 
individualize the products to make them more 
wearable, but this is compromised by the cost 
implications of mass-production. 
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Objective Study design Method Insights 

A2: ‘Wearable Health Technology Design: A Humanist Accessory Approach’ 2017) 
Taking a humanist philosophical 

approach, the article identifies issues 

from wearers’ experiences to explore 

how accessory design solutions can 

impact current conceptual and 

technical approaches to the design of 

wearable health products. 

§ Identifying and examining recent 
literature to inform a discussion of 
relational and social issues 
concerning wearable health design. 

§ These insights are supported by 
experiences from the author’s 
collaboration in the project ‘An 
Internet of Soft Things’.  

§ Observations and facilitation of the 
project, together with the pilot 
study and design experiment 3, 
identified an approach to wearable 
health design that is influenced by 
accessory design, demonstrating 
how this can offer techniques that 
explicitly address the physical, 
psychological, and social body of the 
wearer. 

§ Observation and participation in the 
pilot study, the project ‘An Internet 
of Soft Things’, and design 
experiment 3 generated empirical 
material – personal notes, student 
diaries, and project reports – for 
analysis.  

§ Insights and findings from the 
analysis inform a relational and 
social accessory practice that takes 
account of the wearer’s physical, 
psychological, and social 
preferences.  

§ Considering accessories as intrinsically related 
to body adornment can dynamically modify 
relationships between the maker, wearer, and 
viewer of wearable health design.  

§ A relational approach enabled the design of 
health wearables to consider the role of the 
accessory as an object that affects the wearer 
on physical, psychological, and social levels.  

§ The accessory approach enhanced 
communication between makers, wearers, and 
viewers, by providing: 
‒ A tool for reflection, inspiration and 

discussion 
‒ A mediator of intimate conversations, as 

well as close and trustful human 
connections 

‒ An enabler of insight into a person’s life 
experiences and collaborative ideas 

‒ A generator of personal design approaches 
to help with understanding an individual 
with diverse needs 

‒ A tool for small acts of personal authorship 
and social agility in the context of large, 
impersonal systems. 

§ The concept of a relational and social approach 
focuses on expressive ‘social agility’ rather than 
fearing ‘social weight’ when considering health 
design products to be worn on the body. 
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Chapter 2. Research approach 

The study’s research approach combines theoretical studies of accessory design (Durschei 2005), 

dress practice (Roach[-Higgins] and Eicher 1965, 1992, 2007) and symbolic interactionism (Blumer 

1937, Mead 1938) with empirical studies based on design experiments carried out by design 

students and other stakeholders.  

Ethnographic-inspired field studies have played a major role in the empirical studies. In this 

project, I specifically draw on the extensive research carried out in participatory design – such as the 

work of Jeanette Bloomberg, Jean Giacomi, Andrea Mosher and Pat Stenton-Wall (1993), who 

explore and discuss the relationship between human behaviour and designing artefacts. 

I am interested in examining the human behaviour aspect of accessory wearers, to uncover 

how their relationship with accessories could be relevant to the field of wearable health design. I 

adopt a ‘research through design’ approach by conducting design experiments to explore my 

research questions.  

‘Research through design’ 
‘Research through design’ was established by educationist and writer Christopher Frayling, who 

demonstrated this approach towards ‘material research, development work and action research’ 

(1993: 5). According to professors in design Abigail C. Durrant, John Vines, Jayne Wallace, and Joyce 

Yee (2017), Frayling’s approach is seen as applicable in practice-based design research: ‘Research 

through design has been used for over 20 years within the design community as a distinct term to 

describe practice-based inquiry that generates transferrable knowledge’ (2017: 3).  

On the other hand, sociologist and professor of design Ilpo Koskinen, professor of human–

computer interaction John Zimmerman and professors of design Thomas Binder, Johan Redström, 

and Stephan Wensveen (2011), caution that such an approach needs a strong theoretical foundation 

to guide the practice of design. Similarly, professor of human–computer interaction John 

Zimmerman and professors in interaction design Erik Stolterman and Jody Forlizzi (2010) relate to 

research through design as a legitimate method of inquiry that seeks to generate knowledge, or 

theory, in design research; they describe it as ‘an approach that can lead to theory for design, and 

possibly to theory on design’ (2010: 313).  

Taking account of Koskinen et al’s (2011) insistence that research through design must be 

based on strong theory to guide the design practice, I explore the implementation of theory from 

research through design and experimental design research, which (among other design researchers, 
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and in a Danish context) is carried out and discussed in the PhD studies of associate professors in 

design Anne Louise Bang (2010) and Mette Agger Eriksen (2012).  

In a co-authored journal article by Bang and Agger Eriksen (2014) they demonstrate how 

design experiments take different forms, serve various purposes, and generate diverse knowledge, 

depending on how, when, and why they are integrated into a design research study.  

As such, I have implemented Frayling’s approach (1993) to carry out design research on 

accessory design, in the hope that such design experiments can enhance wearable health design for 

better product acceptance. As facilitator of these design experiments, I consider my role in this 

initiative to have various purposes, as suggested by Bang and Agger Eriksen (2014). These are 

described in the next section, where I define the research aims of the study.  

In my role as facilitator I was also able to collect empirical material to generate insights, as 

well as analysing these and presenting the research findings. 

Research aim  
The research aim is to contribute to the understanding of wearing and designing health accessories 

for the body. I argue that a full appreciation of the wearer’s perspective and experience is essential 

for the development of wearable health design, since a product designed with the wearer’s 

preferences in mind is likely to increase their acceptance of it and therefore enhance its 

effectiveness. Throughout the thesis, and in the accompanying research papers and journal articles, I 

therefore discuss ways in which the design experiments can contribute to the field of wearable 

health design in terms of accommodating and/or modifying the social identity of the wearer.  

Research questions 
The study addresses two key research questions:  

§ How can design research be useful in establishing a ‘wearer-led’ accessory approach to 

enhance the acceptance and therefore effectiveness of wearable health design? 

§ What are the implications of a wearer-led accessory approach for the larger-scale 

production of wearable health design? 

Eighteen accessory design students, two professional designers, a nurse, a wearer of an ostomy 

pouch, an occupational therapist, and three pedagogues participated in various design experiments. 

The study was also carried out in collaboration with a number of wearable health product design 

companies, together with current and potential wearers of their products. 
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Research design 
The idea of exploring a design approach influenced by accessory design has been a critical driver for 

my research design (Figure 3).  

As shown (left to right) in Figure 3, the research design is based on three themes: accessory 

design, wearable health design, and the wearer’s social identity. With a research through design 

approach, each research activity –including the pilot study, an exchange at Nottingham Trent 

University, and the design experiments – produce empirical material for analysis, ultimately yielding 

the insights and findings of the study. 

Reflecting on and writing about these activities throughout the development of this thesis has 

formed the basis of a wearer-led accessory approach (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. The research design process, showing how the research aim, intersected fields, and 

research activities have affected each other. 

Research activities 
Through the research design, it was important to establish collaborations with ‘real’ wearable health 

companies to fulfil the research aim. As such, four different wearable health products were chosen 

as key research subjects (see Figure 4, next page) – a heart monitor developed by the Danish start-

up company, Cortrium; a fall detection device developed by the Danish start-up company, Sarita 

Care Tech; prosthetics from the Danish orthosis and prosthetics company, Sahva; and a redesigned 

ostomy pouch from Coloplast, a Danish health care company. Based on these choices, I invited 

appropriate participants to be involved in the design experiments. 
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Figure 4. Clockwise from top left: A heart monitor, a fall detection device, prosthetics, and an ostomy 

pouch,4 before the design experiments. 

  

                                                             

4 Image credits (clockwise from top left):  
Heart monitor from article in Danish newspaper Børsen, accessed 8 November 2018 

https://borsen.dk/nyheder/virksomheder/artikel/1/367661/milliardrige_familier_investerer_i_en_af_danmark
s_mest_lovende_start-ups.html.  

First prototype of Sarita Care Tech’s fall detection device: photography by Vivian Stegeager, 2016. 
Sahva prosthetics: photograph by Cornelia Therkelsen, 2017. 

Redesigned SenSura Mio: photo by Kim Rasmussen, 2009. 
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The research activities are: 

§ A pilot study, which formed part of a 1-week teaching course in empirical studies of 

wearers and their accessories, presented to seven DSKD second-year BA design accessory 

students. The pilot study was an ethnographic-inspired study that involved and was 

carried out by the accessory design students. The students interviewed and observed 

three women aged 60-68, in their own home.5 The empirical material gathered included 

transcriptions of student interviews with the women; personal reflections, written by the 

students; and photographic material produced by the students. The pilot study findings 

are described in P1. 

§ Design experiment 1 was an empirical study of four ‘designers’ with no design 

educational background, who aimed to design an assistive digital device for autistic adults 

to be worn at all times. I facilitated the design experiment as part of a project in 2016, in 

collaboration with DSKD’s Lab for Social Design and their professional designer. The 

design experiment involved an occupational therapist and three pedagogues, and four 

autistic adults who live at the Spurvetoften housing facility, where the pedagogues and 

the occupational therapist also worked. The empirical material that resulted from this 

experiment included my written notes of the design project, as well as photographic 

material collected throughout the experiment. Design experiment 1 is discussed in P2. 

§ Design experiment 2 was an empirical study of two jewellery design interns’ activities in 

the fall detection device start-up company, Sarita Care Tech. The experiment started in 

2016 and involved the founder of the start-up company, whom I met and interviewed, 

and two third-year BA jewellery design interns from Copenhagen School of Design and 

Technology. The experiment also involved four care home residents for the design 

students to interview and observe. The empirical material gathered included student 

diaries, their study reports, and photographic material produced throughout their 

internship. The insights and findings from this experiment are discussed in P3, and again 

presented as a design-experimental case for analysis in A1. 

§ Design experiment 3 was based on a teaching course in Welfare Design at DSKD in 2016, 

involving seven third-year BA accessory design students and seven women aged 60 and 

older, living in their own homes, who were included as potential or current users of 

wearable health design. The empirical material contained the student’s processes of 

redesigning the Cortrium heart monitor, student study reports, students’ written 

                                                             

5 Please note that all empirical material collected were obtained with the participants’ signed consent. 
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reflections on the project, student sketches, and their shared photographic material. The 

activities of this experiment formed part of the analysis in A2. 

§ Design experiment 4 was a teaching course in Welfare Design at DSKD in 2017, involving 

nine third-year BA accessory design students and four participants from the Danish 

orthosis and prosthetics company, Sahva. The empirical material included student diaries 

with sketches and presentations of students’ projects, as well as my own photographic 

documentation of their processes. The experiment was then analysed; its findings 

contributed to P4, as well as providing the material for a design-experimental case 

analysis in A1. 

§ Design experiment 5 is a case study of Coloplast’s redesign of SenSura Mio (an ostomy 

pouch) combined with a workshop. The study started in 2015 and concluded with the 

workshop in 2018. The resulting materials include three transcribed interviews with the 

industrial designer who designed SenSura Mio; a questionnaire, answered by 18 wearers 

of Coloplast’s SenSura Mio; a workshop, which I facilitated together with the industrial 

designer from Coloplast, a wearer of Coloplast’s SenSura ostomy pouch, and a stoma 

nurse who is retailing ostomy underwear. The workshop was documented with 

photographs and prototypes, which were collected afterwards. The insights from this 

experiment were used to develop P5, and mentioned as a design case for analysis in A1. 

Empirical material 
The work of the design students, the professional designers, the nurse, the wearer, the occupational 

therapist, and the three pedagogues, with their collaborative efforts to redesign various wearable 

health products (Figure 4), has driven the empirical studies of the research inquiry.  

I collected participant observations of their work in the design experiments as empirical 

material for further analysis, as well as producing my own notes and photographs. Detailed analysis 

of the pilot study, the exchange at Nottingham Trent University (where I participated in the research 

project ‘An Internet of Soft Things’), and each of the design experiments, is mainly presented in the 

research publications. 

I observed and participated in the design research experiments as a facilitator, and as part of 

that role I collected empirical material relating to the intersected fields of accessory design, 

wearable health design, and the social identity of a wearer. I made no direct contribution myself to 

the redesign of any of the wearable health products. 

My involvement as facilitator could have biased design-experiment participants to produce 

outcomes that aligned with the research questions, if these were obvious all along. However, the 

research questions changed throughout the experimental process, evolving gradually based on the 
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design-experimental practice until they eventually took the form in which they are expressed in this 

thesis.  

To minimize the risk of such potential bias, I have aimed to use methods of triangulation with 

both theory and practice in my analysis of the design experiments. I have also attempted to be as 

transparent as possible regarding my approach and methods in the research publications, as well as 

when describing my research activities in this thesis. 

Observing wearers of accessory design 
From the earliest stages of the research process, I have been keen to follow an ethnographic-

inspired field technique – the ‘wardrobe method’, developed by ethnologist Ingun B. Klepp and 

anthropologist Mari Bjerck (2012).  

The wardrobe method draws on ethnographic research methods developed to explore 

motives for wearers’ choices of ‘favourite’ clothing items. Other design researchers also take up the 

wardrobe method, such as Skjold (2014) and Ravnløkke and Bang (2016); many examples of its 

implementation are described in a methodology book by Fletcher and Klepp (2017).  

As part of the research activities, I tested the method in the pilot study by instructing 

accessory design students to interview and observe women sharing their favourite jewellery, 

functional and clothing accessories – looking into their wardrobes, cupboards, jewellery cases and 

boxes to understand the women’s personal reasons for wearing them.  

Knowledge about the women’s relationship with their favourite accessories was then 

integrated into the further research activities of the study, which again created ethnographic-

inspired field methods on which the subsequent design experiments were based.  

My use of the wardrobe method is further explained in P1, which demonstrates intimate 

relationships between wearers and accessories. In P2, the wardrobe method was introduced to the 

occupational therapist and the three pedagogues as a method to work creatively with a personalized 

approach towards wearable health design. In P3, the method was used to define care home 

residents’ personal preferences regarding accessories and cultural fit purposes. The method thus 

informed the jewellery students’ design efforts in experiment 2 and inspired their creative processes 

of creating an engaging fall detection device. In P4, the wardrobe method was introduced to the 

accessory design students as a starting-point for them to connect with the participants in design 

experiment 4. 
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How is the wardrobe method relevant for design experiments? 
I understand Klepp and Bjerck’s (2012) demonstration of ethnographic observations of users’ 

wardrobes, and how the wearers communicate about their favourite clothing pieces, as a relevant 

method to apply in the early explorative phase of a design experiment.  

The wardrobe method framed an entry point for the students, the occupational therapist, and 

the three pedagogues to engage with design experiments, following my introduction of the method. 

Using an ethnographic-inspired approach, they observed the wearers’ wardrobes, cupboards, and 

jewellery cases and boxes to explore the relationships between the wearers and their favourite 

accessories. And what they found inspired, in different ways, the actions that followed in that 

particular design experiment. 

I developed a variant of the wardrobe method to enable me to explore ways in which 

students, the occupational therapist, and the three pedagogues engaged with wearers’ personal 

experiences of accessories. I further studied how they applied the wardrobe method to generate 

their design processes and practices for exploring and experimenting with the different wearable 

health designs. 

Implementing a variation of the wardrobe method provided insights into issues related to the 

social identity of the wearer. With Cunningham’s relational model (2005) in mind (Figure 2), I 

became able to explore how ethnographic-inspired field methods and design experiments can 

inform other designers in developing wearable health design from an accessory design perspective. 

Ethnographic analysis 
I applied a qualitative approach to understanding the perspective of wearing accessories. This 

approach outlined a method for analysing the empirical material to be used mainly in the 

publications, as well as reflecting to create the vignettes in this thesis.  

This approach forms a qualitative inquiry to recognize social actions (Atkinson 2005) that was 

maintained consistently throughout my participatory observations of the activities of the design 

students, professional designers, wearer, nurse, occupational therapist, and pedagogues.  

Regarding the different research activities, in situations of uncertainty I used abductive 

reasoning – that is, logical assumptions based on observation – to understand what might have 

happened. The reliability of abductive reasoning has been called into question – for example, by 

associate professor of philosophy Anya Plutynski (2011), who describes the hypotheses shaped 

through abductive reasoning as merely ‘a random stroke of insights’ (2011: 18); in her view, this 

approach undermines the rationality of scientific practice.  

Professor of psychology and qualitative methods Svend Brinkmann, however, notes that 

abductive reasoning presents the researcher with valuable moments or incidents of ‘astonishment’, 
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‘mystery’, and ‘breakdowns’ in understanding. Brinkmann refers to these as ‘stumbling experiences’ 

that offer an opportunity to learn something new, and even insists that in a qualitative study, the 

conclusions drawn are no more subjective than any other method of inquiry: ‘This is what objectivity 

might signify in qualitative inquiry: stumbling upon objects’ (2014: 724). Certainly, ‘stumbling upon 

objects’ – in the sense of being continually surprised by unexpected findings – seemed to drive 

forward my analysis of the empirical material.  

The overall analysis is carried out in each research publication, whereas the vignettes in the 

thesis address a second layer of the study by furthering my efforts to interpret the research 

activities. In this way, the vignettes support knowledge generation and contribute to the discussions 

and reflections during the thesis.  

Stumbling experiences of design research 
In analysing the research activities, I implement Brinkmann’s (2014) approach of ‘stumbling upon’ 

experiences – that is, as far as possible I try to approach my interpretation without predefined 

expectations. I also draw upon writer and ethnologist Julian Orr’s use of ethnographic field methods: 

in Talking about Machines: An Ethnography of a Modern Job (1996), he relates these methods to 

experiences involving design. Orr studied people at work, creating narratives about work-life 

situations, and characterized people’s work as a continuous highly skilled improvisation. I found his 

style of vignettes particularly appropriate when attempting to describe the ‘stumbling’ or 

‘astonishing’ (Brinkmann 2014) incidents I encountered during my studies.  

A vignette presents a brief scenario of something that happened. For this thesis I have 

narrated five vignettes to provide insights into what I observed in the work actions of the 

participants in the study. The vignettes reflect weighty fragments of the research journey and briefly 

narrate unusual incidents that happened, reflecting on these to obtain fresh insights into the design-

research situations described.  

Thus, my iterative drafting of the PhD project as a whole, as well as the vignettes, has helped 

to shape the ongoing research into a wearer-led accessory approach to wearable health design. The 

design experiments were facilitated with the purpose of expanding and challenging the research 

questions, rather than simply finding solutions to them. As elaborated in the next chapter, studies of 

the relevant literature also helped to inform the research study as well as the design experiments.  
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Chapter 3. Reflections on methodology 

‘Stumbling’ experiences of accessory design – second vignette 
Through a series of meetings between Sahva, the company’s clients, and nine accessory 

design students, design experiment 4 included multiple observations that refined how Sahva 

could adopt a more personalized design approach towards new product development.  

The following observations and reflections are from the diary of a participating student: 

Using the ‘10 objects on a string’ method introduced by Sarah Kettley, we placed the string in 
the middle of the table. I think Per felt that we could share something now because we 
brought something to the table … He touched his favourite object and referred to his car and 
work… 

Per explained that his traumatic accident gives him energy. He explains that life experience is 
what keeps him going. He shared his feelings with us, and described an ‘inner film’ that plays 
over and over inside his head, and how this keeps him mourning his accident. He began to cry. 
I tried to keep my tears from falling, and put a hand on his arm. Suddenly, we saw the real 
Per. I said, ‘Thank you for the experience! And for sharing it with us’.  

From then on, a shared creative space opened. With the objects on the table, we started to 
talk in metaphors as well as in concrete and abstract terms, about feelings, products, and life. 
Also, then silence. Finally, we had to be silent for a moment, only to start laughing and 
making jokes. Together we co-created a new – many new – knee splints for Per, and talked 
about different opportunities. Per also drew sketches.’ 

After the students’ meeting with Per, they came straight into the workshop and told me 

about the ‘magical’ experience. I immediately saw that this had been a beautiful encounter 

for them: their eyes shone, and their faces expressed joy and complex emotion at the same 

time, out of respect for Per and what he had just shared with them. 

What happened in the vignette? 
The vignette presents the findings of one student’s diary in particular. This incident was chosen 

because the student was very explicit about how the ‘10 objects on a string’ method (Figure 5, next 

page) was used to elicit rich emotions when working with a Sahva client. The ’10 objects on a string’ 

method is a way for the interviewer to create a visual description of the person she interviews, by 

creating 10 objects to signify characteristics she has noticed about them. These 10 objects are then 

placed on a string to ‘represent’ that person, in a tangible and emotional way. Tangible, because the 

interviewer has to choose appropriate materials and use small-scale refined making skills to describe 

the person, as well as stringing the objects together for presentation. Emotional, because the choice 

of 10 objects highlights valuable and memorable insights about that person, derived from the 

interview process. The method is further reflected in P4.  

Sarah Kettley introduced the method to help the students create a clearer image of the Sahva 

client they were working with. The vignette here describes what happened when the student used 
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the technique with Per, her Sahva client. Previously, she and a fellow student had visited Per in his 

own home, to find out more about him and his personal preferences.  

The vignette shows a striking example of the ’10 objects on a string’ method being used as a 

tangible tool for the student to reflect on, identify, and describe Per’s feelings and outlook. She was 

able to make effective use of her skills as an accessory design student (small-scale refined making 

skills and an understanding of various materials) to initiate fruitful conversations with the wearer 

and develop empathy for his perspective; to get a glimpse of the ‘real’ Per.  

Creating the 10 tangible objects, then returning to Per to present her insights, fostered an 

emotive dialogue. The experience became rich, because the string functioned as a prompt for the 

student and Per to talk through each object. This created an inclusive space for them to share the 

creative process, prompting new ideas. 

  

Figure 5. Left: An image taken by the students of Per’s splint, and his way of setting it down in front 

of them when they visited him at home. Centre: The accessory design student and her ‘10 objects on 

a string’ describing Per, her Sahva wearer. Right: Inviting Per for lunch at the DSKDs canteen 

provided new information and valuable emotional insights about Per’s accident. The 10 objects 

became a tool to talk through – for Per to open up, and for the students to ask further questions.6 

Insights from the students’ experiences with the ‘10 objects on a string’ method, such as this, 

provides useful information about the issues and implications a designer of wearable health design 

should consider.  

Designing personal wearable health products for Sahva 
In the final presentation of the students’ projects, the ‘10 objects on a string’ method was 

mentioned to the Sahva representatives as a valuable tool. According to his Sahva orthotist, Per did 

not normally share the feelings that he had communicated to this student; the Sahva 

representatives were impressed that the student’s sensitive use of accessory skills and techniques of 

                                                             

6 Image credits: Left, Frederikke Ryhl Toft, 2017; Centre, Trine Møller, 2017; Right, Frederikke Ryhl Toft, 2017.  
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inquiry had revealed such an intimate understanding of Per – uncovering an emotional side that they 

never encountered when he attends their clinic. This explorative approach had generated valuable 

new information about Per’s condition – in particular an understanding of his emotional challenges, 

improving the team’s ability to address his psychological and social needs as well as helping him 

physically.  

The Sahva representatives welcomed the new perspective that the student presentations 

offered on how they can identify and address their clients’ needs. As one representative declared 

with enthusiasm: ‘It completely makes sense to look at our clients as we would see ourselves … as 

wearers, instead of users!’. This was a touching take-home message for the Sahva representatives. 

The vignette is an example of how I applied ethnographic-inspired field methods to observe 

the students’ work and how I relate these methods to design experiments of wearable health 

products. This can be described as a ‘research through design’ approach, in which I collect insights 

through analysis of design experiments and use these to inform the development of further design 

research.  

Research through design experiments 
The experimental approach used in this study is described well by professor of design Peter Gall 

Krogh, associate professor of social design Thomas Markussen, and associate professor in design 

Anne Louise Bang in their article ‘Ways of drifting – 5 Methods of experimentation in research 

through design’ (2015). They provide an overview based on 10 well-cited PhD theses developed in 

environments emphasizing an experimental approach to design research, arguing that design 

research happens as ‘process loops’ in which experiments and insights simultaneously influence 

each other. This results in a gradual ‘drift’ of research focus, requiring continuous adjustments of the 

experiment to stabilize the research endeavour.  

The ‘drifting’ of this research study relates to the design-experimental approach. Here, design-

experimental processes were continually providing me with new insights concerning the study’s 

research inquiry, which in turn required modifications of the research questions. These ‘process 

loops’ have been influenced not only by the insights generated in the design experiments, but also 

by the various iterations of writing up the thesis, as well as by the theoretical framework of wearing 

and designing accessories.  

The Design:Lab 
Inspired by Binder and Brandt’s (2008) framing of a ‘Design:Lab’ – a platform for participatory design 

research, the research study considers the design experiment activities as something that happens 
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in a ‘design laboratory’ that involves the design students, professional designer, nurse, wearer, 

occupational therapist, and pedagogues.  

The design-experimental activities took place in different settings throughout the study. For 

the design accessory design students, this included the jewellery workshop at DSKD, as well as their 

accessory design workspace. For the professional designer of ostomy pouches, the nurse, and the 

wearer, a beauty salon was chosen as the venue for the workshop in design experiment 5. For the 

occupational therapist and pedagogues, their activities happened in their usual workplace. The two 

jewellery design students did their design experimentation in the work facilities in the start-up 

company where they were undertaking their internship. 

The notion of a ‘Design:Lab’ therefore designates the setting in which the design experiment 

took place; it is not confined to a specific space, but simply provides an appropriate environment for 

the designer’s creative practice and for the optional activity and structure of a design experiment 

(Agger Eriksen 2012). 

Frayling (1993) pointed out that doing design is like doing research: you get an idea, based on 

an inquiry; then build it and test it; then start the programme all over again, to refine your design. 

Engineer and professor of design Bruce Archer (1979) suggested that an experiment could generate 

information about an ill-defined problem, and proposes design methods as an effective way of 

dealing with such problems. 

Reflecting on the methodology used for the study, I am aware that I have been heavily 

influenced by a ‘Anglo-Scandinavian’ perspective on design research. This could have been 

challenged by alternative methods and approaches towards the design experiments; however, it 

turned out to be well suited to an examination of the intersected fields of personal interest involved 

in researching wearers’ relationship with their accessories, including implementing theories of 

symbolic interactionism and dress practice. This approach further inspired the design practice and 

processes of wearable health products. 
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Chapter 4. An emerging need for personal and accessible wearable 
health design 

 Why choice of wear is essential – third vignette 
For the workshop of design experiment 5, I invited Nadia, a former stoma nurse who now 

runs her own business of retailing prosthetic cancer and stoma underwear and lingerie for 

women.  

She told that her sales strategy was to put the most beautiful designs at the front of her 

showroom, only to keep the more inexpensive and ‘boring’ ones in the basement – as she 

put it: ‘All my clients want, in the state that they are in, is to have a choice’.  

This expression of her direct experience with wearers indicates how important it is to 

consider their personal preferences concerning their appearance. 

What happened in the vignette? 
Design experiment 5 included the participation of Astrid, a wearer of Coloplast’s redesigned ostomy 

pouch, SenSura Mio; Jakob, the professional designer of SenSura Mio; and Nadia, a former stoma 

nurse and retailer of stoma underwear and lingerie products. The setting was a room in a beauty 

salon, where Nadia had her showroom. As the facilitator, I had invited all three of them to 

participate in the workshop. All four of us were on unfamiliar grounds participating in such an 

activity together.  

The agenda was to create a ‘wild’ and a ‘mild’ version of a personal ostomy pouch. The term 

‘wild and mild’ was coined by Helle Graabæk, head of textile design at DSKD, who introduced it 

during her long-term collaboration with design students and Ecco, the Danish shoe company (2013). 

Shoes are also considered an accessory (Brand and Teunissen 2008); thus, I was inviting the 

workshop participants to create two different personal ostomy pouches – a ‘mild’ version, and a 

‘wild’ alternative that better represented their own personal preferences. The workshop was 

intended to create a space in which we could discuss personal and experiences and reflect on how 

choice is an important factor in conveying their identity in different social situations. 

In the workshop, all three categories of Cunningham’s model were presented around the 

table – including the product. The workshop setting created an open atmosphere to work separately 

and individually with ‘wild and mild’ versions of redesigns, while also allowing participants to 

articulate and discuss various other issues while we were working (Figure 6, next page). These issues 

are explored in P5. 

In my role as a facilitator, I brought a selection of materials and tools so that the participants 

could choose what best represented their personality. Given that there are currently very limited 

choices in the design of ostomy pouches in particular, and wearable health design in general, 
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introducing the notion of choice for the wearer of wearable health design seemed like a significant 

step. The wearability of currently available health products is often compromised by the fact that 

the wearer may need to reconstruct their social identity when wearing something like an ostomy 

pouch. This is clearly a significant issue for the designer to consider. 

This reconstruction of social identity is discussed in greater depth on page 53 and 54, and 

provides the key focus for chapter 6. 

    

Figure 6. From left to right: Various materials – such as accessories, and tools for choosing and 

working with them – generated the scope for the workshop involving industrial designer Jakob 

Bendix, former stoma nurse and stoma lingerie retailer Nadia Ryding, and wearer of the SenSura 

Mio, Astrid Jacobsen.7  

Design experiment 5 is elaborated in P5, which examines identity issues as discussed among a 

designer, a former nurse, and wearers of habitual wearable health products. Furthermore, I discuss 

how the design of such products can be influenced by fashion and textile design.  

In A1, I reflect on the workshop results and how the design of personal and accessible 

wearable health design could change not only the wearer’s perspective, but also how others 

perceive someone wearing an ostomy pouch.  

The importance of a body-centric perspective 
This opening vignette in this chapter highlights one of the social consequences of wearing health 

products: the wearer may be compromised by the paucity of choice with regard to wearable health 

design, feeling forced to wear a design that does not represent their social identity and perhaps 

even contradicts it. 

                                                             

7 Photographs: Trine Møller, 2018. 
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Several researchers have challenged the dominant design discourse by insisting on the value 

of a body-centric focus in designing wearable products, recognizing the significance of social identity 

(Pullin 2009; Jacobsen 2014; Bush 2015). 

Social and physiological consequences of wearing wearable health design 
Wearable health products whose functions and physical properties override design concerns can 

cause dissatisfaction among wearers, who feel their social identity is overlooked (Jacobsen 2014: 

18). Jacobsen argues that the social and physiological consequences of using assistive products have 

not been sufficiently examined – particularly in terms of the ‘image’ projected by assistive products 

and the impact this has on the user experience. Her findings suggest that the use of assistive 

products changes the way other people see the user, and even how society more broadly perceives 

and relates to them. These difficulties are acknowledged in several studies, including Hocking (1999), 

Pullin (2009), and Bush (2015). 

Not all assistive products are worn on the body; the act of wearing an assistive product is 

quite different from that of simply using one. The use of an assistive product varies according to 

function and dependency, whereas the ongoing need to wear a health product can be considered a 

permanent change in the social identity of the wearer – it is firmly fixed to their body, and its use is 

not often optional.  

The act of wearing a health product becomes a part of how the wearer communicates their 

social identity, and affects how society perceives them. Consequently, the designer of wearable 

health products must communicate with the wearer to understand the multiple interactions in 

which social identity is a factor. The resulting design should reinforce the wearer’s identity, 

according to the body, dress, and identity specialist, Mireille Lee (2015). 

According to Wallace (2007), a body-centric focus is crucial in the design of body-worn objects 

in general. Other researchers emphasize the particular need for such a body-centric focus in the 

design of wearable health products (Bush and ten Hompel 2017). For example, Ravneberg and 

Söderström (2017) highlight that personal preferences and aesthetic values tend to be neglected in 

the design process of these assistive products.  

Accessibility 
When considering personal preferences and aesthetic values, my research has sought to 

respect the physical, psychological, and social body of the wearer – all three are vital aspects of 

understanding the different dynamics in play. Such a holistic body perspective is also important in 

accessory design, according to senior researcher in fashion studies Olga Vainshtein (2012), whose 
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studies present accessory design for the body as being etymologically related to ‘accessorizing the 

body-scape’ (2012: 40).  

Vainshtein’s research points to accessory design generating an ‘entrance’ for, or an ‘approach’ 

to, accessing the body. Reflecting on the etymology of the term ‘accessory’, and relating this to the 

concept of accessory design, it becomes clear that the design of body-worn objects can emphasize 

and generate ‘personal accesses’ for the wearer (Møller 2019): access to self in terms of age, ability, 

social identity, and so on (as highlighted in A1). In support of this, Jacobsen (2014: 17) mentions that 

Ladner (2010) proposes that the term ‘accessible’ should be used instead of ‘assistive’, given the 

overall assistive role of technology.  

Pullin (2009) reflects on the notion of accessibility as opposed to disability. Disability 

recognizes a complex interaction between features of a person’s body and features of the 

environment and society in which s/he lives (WHO 2018). WHO’s framing is relevant for this study as 

I am particularly interested in the interplay of: 

§ the features of an individual’s physical, psychological, and social body (the wearer)  

§ the inclusive design features of the product (created by a maker)  

§ the society in which the wearer acts and lives (i.e., others as viewers).  

The notion of ‘personal accessibility’ encourages a body-centric focus in the design of 

wearable health products. 

Inclusive and accessible design discourse 
The discourse of ‘accessible’ design started in the Second World War, when the design of portable 

weapons – such as a rifle – for the first time made it possible to carry and use weapons close to the 

body (Vavik and Gheerawo 2009). This became the subject of scientific research as well as a design 

topic, leading the way for further developments in the discourse of inclusive and accessible design: 

§ Ergonomics. An ergonomic focus on the body emerged during the 1950s in the field of 

design. Professor of human factors Hugh Murrell proposed the term ‘ergonomics’ to 

denote a ‘scientific discipline concerned with the understanding of the interactions 

among human and other elements of a system, and the profession that applies theory, 

principles, data and methods to design in order to optimize human well-being and overall 

system performance’.8 Murrell coined the term while working in the Army Operational 

Research Group (Das and Mishra 2015). 

§ Design for People. Industrial designer Henry Dreyfuss pioneered ‘Design for People’ 

(1955) as a form of industrial design that insists on putting people first. His insistence that 

                                                             

8 International Ergonomics Association Executive Council, 2000; see https://www.iea.cc/whats 
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future designers should be guided by an awareness of public service, ethics, and 

responsibility has become well established as a guiding principle for designers in general.  

§ Designing for the Disabled. In 1963, the British architect and polio victim, Selwyn 

Goldsmith, wrote the manual Designing for the Disabled – a comprehensive architectural 

planning text that provided observations and guidance for incorporating wheelchair 

access into buildings. His work is the first to define the wheelchair as a wearable health 

product and to use the term ‘disabled’ to designate a particular group of people who are 

unable to do certain activities. 

§ Lifespan Design. In the late 1970s another industrial designer, Patricia Moore, started to 

prepare her study of the lifestyles of the older generation in North America (Moore 

2011). Her research involved almost 4 years of fieldwork and sociological experiments in 

which she disguised herself as an elderly lady (in her 80s). Through her journey, she 

defined the term ‘Lifespan Design’ aiming to empathize with the experiences and 

situations faced by elderly people in day-to-day life. Moore’s approach has been 

recognized as ground-breaking in terms of developing designer empathy (Vavik and 

Gheerawo 2009), as well as for shifting the focus from disability to ability. 

§ Design for the Real World. Victor Papanek was an Austrian-born designer who declared: 

‘Much recent design has satisfied only evanescent wants and desires, while the designer 

has often neglected the genuine needs of man’. As an early advocate of taking account of 

the social context of design, his insights shaped the concept of ‘Design for the Real 

World’ (1984). 

§ Universal Design. The 1980s saw the introduction of the term ‘Universal Design’, as 

formulated by the American designer, architect, and polio sufferer Ronald L. Mace: ‘The 

design of products and environments should be usable by all people to the greatest 

extent possible’ (quoted in Lidwell et al 2003). This statement expresses the ideal of an 

industrial design approach that considers the needs of every user; Universal Design 

literature takes a user-centred perspective, focusing primarily on the use situation (Vavik 

and Gheerawo 2009). 

§ Inclusive Design. Along the same lines as Universal Design in the USA, in the UK professor 

in design Roger Coleman established the principles of ‘Inclusive Design’ during his 

collaboration with the Ergonomics Society, founded in 1991.9 Inclusive Design concerns 

the design of ‘mainstream products and services that are accessible to, and usable by, as 

                                                             

9 The Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design; see http://hhc.rca.ac.uk/research/id/index.html. 
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many people as reasonable possible … without the need for special adaptation or 

specialized design’ (Lidwell et al 2003). As the name implies, Coleman wanted to create 

an inclusive rather than an exclusionary design approach.  

§ Design for All. In 1995, this European design philosophy developed as a way of ensuring 

that products, services, and systems could be used by as many people as possible without 

the need for adaptation – resulting in the network EIDD–Design for All Europe,10 an 

interdisciplinary collaboration of 34 member-organisations across 17 European countries. 

Whereas Inclusive Design aims to embrace the needs of as many people as reasonably 

possible, the Design for All approach is more ambitious in its scope and seeks to address 

the wider issues of human diversity, social inclusion, and equality. 

Reflecting on the primary research concern of this project – that traditional and current wearable 

health design overlooks the social and relational aspects of wear – it is interesting to see how the 

designers, architects, and researchers mentioned above gradually advanced the interest in 

optimizing human well-being. Murrell’s understanding was aimed at improving the functional 

efficiency of soldiers on the battlefield; Dreyfuss stressed the designer’s ethical responsibilities and 

their role in public services. Goldsmith put disability firmly at the centre of architectural design, 

whereas Papanek broadened the scope of social design to be more all-inclusive. Moore reversed 

Goldsmith’s emphasis on disability by focusing on the user’s abilities, as well as raising some of the 

psychological and social issues associated with ageing. Mace promoted a universal approach, 

encouraging designers to design usable products for all, as did Coleman and the even more far-

reaching European ‘Design for All’ initiative. 

Progression of the ‘inclusive and accessible’ design discourse continues, with new 

developments such as Pullin’s ‘Resonant Design’ (2009), which urges designers to ‘neither design 

just for able-bodied people nor design for the whole population; nor even assume that everyone 

with a particular disability will have the same needs’ (2009: 93). He gives the example of spectacles, 

which have evolved from being a medical necessity to becoming an optional fashion accessory – 

describing this transformation as a revolution that taken place as a result of manufacturers 

embracing the design culture of the fashion industry.  

From the 1950es to the early 2000es the inclusive and accessible design discourse has a strong 

body-centric focus that pays attention to the physical dynamics of the body. However, unlike 

accessory design, it does not take account of psychological and social aspects such as feelings and 

relational intentions. Pullin’s reflections, for example, touch upon personal aspects of accessible 

                                                             

10 European Institute for Design and Disability; see http://designforall.org/design.php. 
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health wearables, but only from a user-driven perspective – relating to functionalities within a use 

situation, rather than the social and relational aspects of the wearer’s experience. 

Useful, usable, and desirable product design 
From the perspective of inclusive design, which integrates the ‘real’ or ‘human’ needs of the user, it 

is the wearer’s experience that defines useful, usable, and desirable wearable product design. It is 

interesting to note how the inclusive/accessible design discourse has evolved since the 1990s to 

include more empathy for the psychological aspects of product wear. 

Elizabeth Sanders pioneered participatory design research and product design psychology, 

promoting user-driven and user-involved approaches. In her early product design research (1992: 

49), she made the point that 

The enormous number of product failures indicates that companies need to dramatically 

improve the research that goes into the development process so results are simultaneously 

useful (needed), usable (understandable), and desirable (wanted). 

I find myself wondering whether today’s wearable health products are useful, usable, and desirable? 

Sanders (1992) recommends a ‘tailored’ approach to designing products in order to address, among 

others, the end-user’s personal preferences and ‘real’ needs – a suggestion that aligns with recent 

research on assistive product design (Pullin 2009; Jacobsen 2014; Ravneberg and Söderström 2017).  

I consider Sanders’ contribution as arising from the emphasis on user-centred approaches that 

characterized the 1980s and early 1990s (Koskinen et al 2011). For example, in 1988, Don Norman 

introduced the notion of ‘user-centred design’ as having a focus on the user experience (Dandavate, 

Sanders, and Stuart 1996; Sanders and Dandavate 1999; Fulton-Suri 2003). Later, professor emerita 

in business administration Dorothy Leonard and academic writer Jeffrey F. Rayport (1997) proposed 

‘Empathic Design’ as a creative way of understanding and involving the user’s emotions in the 

development of new products – approach espoused, among others, by industrial designer Katja 

Batterbee, industrial designer and associate professor of design Tuuli Mattelmäki, and professor in 

interaction design Ilpo Koskinen (2003).  

Sanders is just one of many researchers stressing that design research should seek to identify 

what is useful, usable, and desirable from the user’s perspective. In 1988, expert in cognitive 

science, design, and usability Donald Norman introduced ‘Emotional Design’ to convey his 

philosophy of user-centred design (Norman 1988, 2005). The International Design and Emotion 

Society, established in 1999, seeks to raise awareness among the design profession (including 

practitioners, researchers, and manufacturers) of the importance of integrating salient themes of 

emotional experience (Desmet and Hekkert 2009). Psychologist in user experience Patrick Jordan 
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(2000, 2003) emphasizes a pleasure-based approach to design, which again is dictated by the user’s 

feelings.  

Historically, ‘accessibility’ began as a design principle focusing on accommodating people with 

disabilities, which gradually broadened into an approach that sought to benefit everyone (Lidwell et 

al 2003). Following the same trajectory, we could consider a new approach to wearable health 

products: designing them to be useful, usable and even desirable by as many people as possible. 

From user-driven to wearer-led 
Sanders’ research article ‘Co-Creation and the New Design Landscape’ (2008), co-authored with 

professor of design techniques Pieter Jan Stappers, notes a gradual shift in the design landscape – 

highlighting a move away from designing for the user and towards designing with users (Figure 7). 

Sanders ascribes this to the designer’s role changing – from ‘expert’, to participant in a design 

process that also gives a voice to the end-user (Liem and Sanders 2011).  

 

Figure 7. An interpretation of Sanders and Stappers’ (2008) landscape of design. 

Sanders compares the perspectives of research-led versus design-led innovation, noting how 

innovations in design research led to focal displacement in the two approaches (Sanders and 

Stappers 2008), which can be differentiated as follows (Liem and Sanders 2011: 113):  

§ Research-led = driven by psychologists, anthropologist, sociologists, engineers 
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§ Design-led = driven by ‘generative design research’ such as ‘probing’ and ‘enactments’ 

that include the user’s perspective. 

Reflecting on the changes in the design research landscape that Sanders describes, I note that 

in my design activities, the involved participants took a research-led approach by observing and 

interviewing present and future wearers, but never involved them directly in the making of the 

design process. It is worth considering whether the collaborative expertise of the students, 

occupational therapist, and pedagogues would benefit from a broader perspective that involves 

wearers as participatory design partners. Such an approach was beyond the scope of the present 

study, which merely sought a better since the main focus is on the understanding of the 

interrelationship between the design and wear of health accessories.  

An example of a project that did involve wearers as partners in the development process was 

carried out in 2015 by PhD researcher and textile designer Sara Nevay and design researcher Dr 

Chris Lim. The findings from their research, which involved the elderly in co-design processes of 

wearables, are relevant here in that they stress the value of identifying the wearer’s personal 

preferences; however, the focus of this thesis is more on the findings from the ethnographic-

inspired field methods involved in the design experiments (as described in chapter 2). 

I therefore suggest ‘a wearer-led’ (rather than, say, a ‘wearer-involved’ or ‘wearer-driven’) 

design approach – an approach that was formulated on the basis of ethnographic-inspired field 

methods. Thus, a wearer-led accessory approach – through the design experiments – could suggest 

opportunities to involve wearers as partners in co-design processes, such as in wearable health 

design research (Bush 2015; Bush and ten Hompel 2017).  

I go on to explore further theories related to the actual experience of wear, rather than just 

focusing on the functional and psychological needs of the user, to clarify what it means in practice to 

wear health design products in social contexts. 

The experience of wearable health design 
This section presents theories on the ‘act’ of wearing health design products, against a philosophical 

background of the concept of dress.  

According to several researchers in dress practice (Roach[-Higgins] and Eicher 1965, 1992, 

2007; Entwistle 2000; Loschek 2009), getting dressed communicates something about the wearer. 

The theory of symbolic interactionism (Blumer 1937; Mead 1938) invites us to seek a better 

understanding of what wearing something on the body signifies in terms of the wearer’s social 

identity. Wearable health products can be understood as symbols that are given meaning by the 

wearer, while also giving meaning to the wearer through interaction with self and others. This 
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symbolic perspective is interesting, because wearing health products can constrain the wearer to 

reconstruct their social identity to accommodate whatever the worn symbols seem to represent.  

Concerning the act of wearing a health product, the design of the symbol clearly ‘co-creates’ 

the wearer’s social identity. With this in mind, it is therefore essential to explore in greater depth the 

act of dressing. 

The ‘dress-act’ 
Describing how the act of dressing oneself can be a communicator of social identity, Roach-Higgins 

and Eicher (1992) investigate the relevant literature, noting the psychoanalytical perspective of 

social scientists using the term ‘identity’ to interpret human behaviour. They adopt a symbolic 

interactionism perspective (drawing upon, among others, Blumer 1937 and Mead 1938) to present 

their ideas on how dress, as a medium of communication, relates to the wearer’s social identity 

(1992: 5): 

Individuals require identities through social interaction in various social, physical and 

biological settings. So conceptualised, identities are communicated by dress as it announces 

social positions of the wearer to both wearer and observers within a particular interaction 

situation. Therefore, the identities for any one person, including those communicated by 

dress, are uniquely personal.  

In this way, wearing a health product ‘says’ something about the wearer’s identity in social 

interactions: it announces their social position to viewers.  

If Roach-Higgins and Eicher (1992) are correct that that the wearer’s unique social identity is 

conveyed by their personal choice of dress, then could the social identity of a current health product 

wearer also be expressed in a similarly unique and personal way?  

Wearable health design as symbolic interaction 
Exploring the experience of wearing a health product, I am inspired by the thoughts of Blumer, a 

student of Mead, who developed the notion of ‘symbolic interactionism’ (1937). I find the theory 

interesting as a way of understanding wearable health products as symbols that create different 

meanings for the wearer. According to Blumer, these meanings develop through the lived 

experience of wearing such products in social interactions.  

My research considers wearable health products as significant symbols that represent the 

wearer, and acknowledges (in agreement with Blumer) that wearing them elicits reactions that 

influence the generation of meaning in social interactions. As Mead (1938: 140) pointed out: 

The experience within which the intelligence of human society expresses itself is a world of 

physical things. It is also a perceptual world. The thing and the percept bring out two 
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characters of this experience. The percept marks the experience as a perspective. The 

characters of a perceptual world are dependent upon the susceptibilities and attitudes of 

the individuals who make up human society. The physical thing marks the experience as an 

organisation of perspectives. So far as the thing is in experience, it lies in the perspective of 

an individual, but if it is a thing, it may lie in the perspectives of other individuals as well. 

The perspectives, however, are not separate from or independent of one another … The 

individual perceives the thing which the others perceive. Both the thing and the perception 

have this generalized character. 

To use Mead’s vocabulary, wearable health products are physical things that the wearer perceives 

during the experience of wearing them. In wearing a health product, the experience is not static but 

dynamic, constantly influenced by ongoing social interactions.  

These different experiences shape the perspectives that form our individual susceptibilities 

and attitudes. According to Mead, the individual perspective affects the perspectives of other 

individuals in social interactions; so, in wearing a health product, the wearer has a dual position as 

both wearer and viewer, observing the responses of the viewer. The experience of wearing these 

products thus affects how it is perceived, by both wearers and viewers. This is relevant information 

for designing wearable health products.  

Co-creating the social identity of the wearer 
Mead’s perspective builds on his earlier thoughts about the ‘social object’ (1910) – which, according 

to the symbolic-interactive perspective, describes the wearing of (for example) a piece of jewellery: 

the worn design is a social object, in the sense that it both expresses and reconstructs the wearer’s 

ongoing social identity. The wearer’s consciousness of their own social self – as it correlates to these 

‘social objects’ (such as jewellery or wearable health design) – requires them to assume the role of 

others – also categorized as viewers. 

Health reasons impel the user to wear a product that may require reconstruction of his or her 

social self in accordance with the product design. In this relationship, the design of the wearable 

health product co-creates the social identity of the wearer – a perspective that is explored further by 

professor in sociology Gregory P. Stone (1962, 1965).  

Along with Mead, Blumer, Roach-Higgins, and Eicher, Stone reflects on the theories of 

symbolic interactionism based on a notion of the social self. Stone states that a primary tenet of all 

symbolic interaction holds that the self is established, maintained, and altered in and through 

communication. In Stone’s view, appearance is an ‘extension’ of the wearer’s symbolic interaction: 

The meaning of appearance … is the establishment of identity, value, mood, and attitude … 

One’s identity establishes when others place him as a social object by assigning him the 

same words for identity that he appropriates for himself or announces. (Lee 2015 citing 

Stone 1965) 
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I wonder, what kind of meaning is co-created through wearing objects on the body? 

Wear in relation to personal adornment 

Co-creating meaning through the dress-act and personal adornment 
The way we dress is related to social identity (Roach-Higgins and Eicher 1992), and the significance 

of wearing something derives partly from an inherent need for ‘personal adornment’. A statement 

that is also coined by anthropologist Ted Polhemus (2005). This influences what we choose to wear 

(Roach and Eicher 2007: 112), which conveys subtle social meanings: 

Adornment is communicative of many subtleties in social relations. It suggests the 

behaviours (roles) expected of people on the basis of their various and sometimes multiple 

connections with each other and can, therefore, distinguish the powerful from the weak, 

the rich from the poor, the hero form the outcast, the conformer from the nonconformer, 

the religious from the irreligious, the leader from the follower. 

Roach and Eicher construe adornment as a statement of ‘social worth’ (2007: 113), noting that 

people expressing a certain level of social worth through personal adornment often make 

relationships with others who they evaluate as having similar status based on their appearance.  

Professor of archaeology Marie Louise Stig Sørensen extends the notion of dress as a signifier 

of social status, suggesting that it serves as an ‘illustration’ of the relationship between the wearer, 

their individual appearance, and their unique social identity (1997: 93): 

Physical appearance is a powerful and meaningful mediation of social categories and 

identities. It is commonly used to signal how individuals are placed within society and to 

symbolise changes in their status. Part of its significance comes from this readability, and 

this means that appearance contains codes that can be investigated. […] The way material 

objects function and the ways in which costumes give us social identities, which are largely 

constructed at a level beyond individual action. […] The costume is composed of different 

elements, and the clues to its identity are provided by its individual objects … as well as 

their combinations. This example serves to emphasize that in our analysis of dress, the roles 

played by the individual elements as well as their final composition are significant. 

Roach-Higgins and Eicher support Sørensen’s argument and state that the dress-act is a way of 

communicating status and social identity (1992), as well as a form of personal adornment (2007). It 

is important to understand the significance of individual objects, their combinations, and what 

meaning they co-create for the wearer. 

Yet adornment is often misunderstood as merely having an aesthetic function (e.g. Polhemus 

2005), while others have proposed that clothing and accessories serve to alter or display the body as 

a means of attracting positive attention – as suggested in the writings of anthropologist and 

professor Elizabeth Rouse (2007) and senior lecturer in visual culture Malcolm Barnard (2007).  
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However, Entwistle points out that there remains an anthropological concern to conceive of 

an all-inclusive term to describe ‘all the things people do to or put on to their bodies in order to 

make the human form, in their eye, more attractive’ (Polhemus and Proctor, 1978: 9, mentioned in 

Entwistle 2000: 43). Entwistle notes that the desire to be attractive is only one way of explaining the 

many body modifications performed by various cultures. Polhemus (2005: 30) acknowledges this by 

proposing that 

even where adornments are aesthetically pleasing, their more fundamental function is 

‘semiological’. Objects worn on or kept near the body (from feather headdresses, masks, 

jewellery, a watch to a mobile phone) always have and will always be chosen because of 

what they ‘say’ about the wearer – they are visual adjectives.  

In my research publications, I am concerning with how the dress-act positively affects ‘a 

relational design approach’ that takes account of the wearer’s adornment factors. In A2, I propose 

that the designer should keep in mind the social and relational implications of wearable health 

design. In A1, I explore why the dress-act is a critical element to consider when designing accessible 

wearable health products – acknowledging the wearer’s inherent need for adornment (Polhemus 

2005; Roach and Eicher 2007).  
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Chapter 5. Interweaved issues connected with accessory/wearable 
health design 

Body-centric design experimentation – fourth vignette 
Early in the research study, I participated in critiquing students at a design course on 

‘Wearables’. In this first-year course, accessory design students and industrial design 

students collaborated to learn from each other in groups of three or four. 

In one of the presentations, a student group had designed a pair of reading glasses for 

dyslexic children, to look like a pair of safety glasses in a primary colour (green). The idea was 

splendid; yet it occurred to me that the rather conspicuous design conveyed a stereotypical 

narrative, rather than acknowledging the child’s need for personal adornment. It is possible 

that in their design process, the group did not pay close attention to the context of use of 

these glasses, or how wearing them might affect the wearer’s sense of self.  

A stereotypical design approach might have suggested that the product had to look like an 

assistive product (safety glasses), and the choice of such a strong primary colour suggested 

that the wearer’s personal preferences may not have been considered. 

How could the students explore precisely this relationship between the children, as wearers, 

and the glasses – and, indeed, would the child wearing the glasses even worry about the 

potential impact on their social identity? Although I was worried that the glasses were rather 

conspicuous, a child might be excited by their perceived resemblance to a comic-strip 

superhero. 

This anecdotal incident followed me throughout the study; just before writing up this thesis, I 

participated in a final group presentation as the culmination of a new wearables course. 

Here, I noticed that the presentation materials – as well as the approaches to design – were 

very different, depending on whether the students had a background in industrial design or 

accessory design.  

What struck me was that the accessory design students experimented more with objects on 

the body, whereas the industrial design students were more technical in their way of 

approaching the body. It seemed to me that the industrial design students focused on the 

functionality of the product rather than the emotional aspects of the wearer. 

What happened in the vignette? 
Reflecting on the first incident regarding the reading glasses for dyslexic children, my analysis is 

clearly influenced by the focus of my research inquiry. The stereotypical design (Figure 8, next page) 

might reflect the fact that the design was by first-year students whose social practice is defined by 

their expectations of each other, DSKD, and the lecturers in the course. It might also have something 

to do with the current design discourse of helping aids and assistive products (page 47 in chapter 4). 

If so, then perhaps a challenge could be to insist on the relevance of the wearer’s social identity – for 

example, based on the vignette: would a child be able to reflect on social identity issues in relation 

to worn objects? 
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This scenario also raises questions about how the designer could collect information about the 

wearer, both before and during the early design phase. In the case of the reading glasses for 

dyslexia, insights into the wearer’s sense of self and personal preferences could be beneficial for the 

students to incorporate into their practices. This issue is further discussed as part of the main 

findings in chapter 6, page 70. 

   

Figure 8. Left: The reading glasses for dyslexic children, following the design requirement of an 

assistive product in primary colours with the dull look of a pair of goggles for eye protection. Centre 
and right: Examples of how two groups of accessory design students on the wearables course 

experimented with their bodies and various materials, assessing how to prioritize body movement 

when designing wearable products.11 

Participating in the wearable course’s final group presentations, I started focusing on how 

designers can gain insights into the dynamics of the body. What I especially noticed was that some 

students were very much aware of how to put their bodies into play in their experiments with 

designing wearables (Figure 8).  

This was the case in at least four of the eight groups, where body-centric design 

experimentation acted as a starting-point. Typically, it was primarily the accessory design students 

who presented and emphasized a body-centric focus from the start of the design project, referring 

to this as a main driver, in the groups that had actively implemented body-centric design 

experimentation.  

The students’ final group presentations made it clear that body-centric design 

experimentation should take account of the wearer’s physical, psychological, and social 

perspectives. It also became apparent that implementing a body-centric focus as starting-point could 

benefit the creative process, generating useful insights to inform the further process of designing 

wearable health products. 

                                                             

11 Image credits: Left, Kathrine Worsøe, 2016; Centre and right, Trine Møller, 2018. 
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As such, implementing body-centric design experimentation as a starting-point made the 

students more eager to explore socio-emotional issues, such as a sense of vulnerability; they 

became keen to understand how this feel, and how they could assimilate such experiences into their 

design practice to gain further insights. 

Given my preoccupation with the subject, I naturally interpreted the students’ final groups 

presentations through a very narrow lens and in line with my research inquiry. I became interested 

in the extent to which the students paid attention to the physical, psychological, and social aspects 

of the body and what we wear. For example, by implementing a body-centric approach in the early 

design phase, some students were able to explain the social and relational issues of their prototypes. 

Other students, by contrast, had simply created 3D sketches on a computer based on a predefined 

scenario, taking an altogether more technical approach towards the body of the wearer. 

By attending each presentation, I gradually came to realize that an approach influenced by 

accessory design skills, method, and practice could benefit the students by helping them to acquire 

an empathic understanding of the wearer’s body – especially in relation to their ongoing social 

interactions and the associated process of meaning-making.  

Hybrids of accessory design 
Understanding dress and its relation to personal adornment can shed light on the social and 

relational issues of wearable health design. 

Accessories and identity 
Several researchers have defined ‘accessories’ as wearable hybrid objects that become invested with 

meaning for the wearer (Durschei 2005; Vainshtein 2012). Polhemus states that ‘accessories are 

increasingly worn to express our unique, personal identity’ (2005: 30) and that ‘Human beings have 

been adorning their bodies with decorative objects for as long as there have been human beings’ 

(ibid: 30).  

Writers on dress and fashion widely acknowledge the existence of ‘anthropological evidence 

that all cultures “dress” the body and that no culture leaves the body “unadorned”’ (Entwistle 2000: 

42). Entwistle also writes about fashion and the importance of the dress-act (ibid: 7): 

Dress is the way in which individuals learn to live with their bodies and feel at home in 

them. Wearing the right clothes and looking our best, we feel at ease with our bodies, and 

the opposite is equally true: turning up for a situation inappropriately dressed, we feel 

awkward, out of place and vulnerable. 
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The dress-act of choosing to wear either a personal accessory or a wearable health design relates to 

the body of the wearer and how wearing objects on the body makes them feel, as highlighted by 

some of the design students mentioned in vignette four.  

Professor of art history Susan Elizabeth Ryan (2014) defines the dress-act as ‘hybrids of 

communication’ in which wearing behaviour is connected with phenomenological experiences and 

the materiality of items such as accessories and wearables. Ryan points to these hybrids as enablers 

of ‘social fabrics’ placed at the body of the wearer – that is, the interrelationships of wearables 

(material and technology), craft, art, fashion, and social interaction (2009). In this combination, 

accessory design offers an opportunity for wearable products to be hybrids that combine soft and 

hard materials. Think of hats, socks, and handbags, and even contemporary jewellery, which is not 

constrained by a particularly material practice.  

Ryan’s points make me reflect: Can a wearable health product be considered a hybrid of 

accessory design? I explore this in P5 and A1, exploring whether a habitual wearable health product 

– such as a prosthetic leg or an ostomy pouch – could be influenced by accessory design, and 

thereby diminish the associated taboo and stigma for the wearer (Jacobsen 2014).  

Concerning taboo and stigma, and interwoven issues, I came across a jewellery pin that 

sought to raise awareness about stoma and the body of wearers of stoma products (Figure 9, next 

page). Jewellery artist Maja Östebro, who designed the pin, wants to spread awareness of living with 

stomas. Her design intrigues me, because at first glance it is hard to see what the pin is about. When 

showing the pin to others and explaining the idea behind it, I found myself confronted with very 

different reactions. One of my colleagues, who gave me the pin, said she ‘did not like the material 

and what it’s associated with’; another person said that ‘the pin gave her stomach ache’ while a 

third person described the pin as ‘spectacular, but not nice’.  

These reactions gave me surprising insights into what is at stake when working around issues 

related to accessories and health, such as in the design of a pin like this. 
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Figure 9. Maja Östebro’s design of a stoma pin.12 

The hybrid role of accessories and the body 
According to Durschei (2005), the process of creating accessories is aligned with anthropological 

studies of adornment based on the relationship between body and an object. This perspective is 

interesting, as it puts the body of the wearer into play regarding the creative processes of design.  

The category of ‘accessory’ becomes an umbrella term for a range of hybrid objects that are 

worn on the body for adornment. Cunningham (2005) considers contemporary jewellery as objects 

in a broader framework of body adornment, while Brand and Teunissen (2008) explain the role of 

accessories as signifiers of status and culture.  

Approaching this chain of relationships between various accessories and the body, Entwistle 

describes the dress-act as one where we choose what we wear to ‘work on the body’, which in turn 

‘works on and mediates the experiences of self’ (2000). 

These reflections place the accessory at the intersection of having functional, aesthetic, 

semiotic (expressive), and phenomenological (experiential) properties in the act of ‘saying 

something’ about the wearer. This perspective is further explored in A2. We can thus consider 

accessories as multifunctional wearable hybrid objects that party function as personal adornment, 

which the wearer chooses in order to dress the body for different social occasions and to reflect 

                                                             

12 Photographs: Trine Møller, 2019. 
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personal preferences. In this sense, they represent a way of managing social identity by expressing 

what the wearer wants others to see. 

Accessory design as a means for wearable health design 
Wearing an accessory or a wearable health product in social interactions exposes the wearer to 

evaluation by others (the viewer/s). In the context of culturally recognized objects that assure social 

value (or the opposite), the viewer’s response can influence the wearer’s feelings of individual 

worth.  

The theory of symbolic interactionism is coherent with the fact that current wearable health 

products, due to the design emphasis on biomedical function (Bush 2015), tend not to reflect the 

wearer’s personal preferences or acknowledge broader issues of social identity. The dress-act of 

wearing them is not seen as personal. Rather, the design of these wearable health products is 

shaped by considerations of age, disability, disease, or other reasons for wearing the health object 

or device (Jacobsen 2014; Pullin 2009). Since current wearable health design is not designed to 

reflect the personality of the wearer, wearing the products cannot be considered as a voluntary 

choice; this place the wearer in a situation of compromised identity. 

The conceptual territory here is multifaceted, with many perspectives to incorporate. For 

example, Entwistle (2000: 112) reflects on how fashion is a subtle factor in the wearability of design:  

Fashion and dress have a complex relationship to identity: on one hand, the clothes we 

choose to wear can be expressive of identity, telling others something about our gender, 

class, status, and so on; on the other hand, our clothes cannot always be ‘read’, since they 

do not straightforwardly ‘speak’ and can, therefore, be open to misinterpretation.  

What we wear – including accessories or wearable health products – is related to social identity in a 

way that cannot be fixed, since it fluctuates with social circumstances (such as the viewer’s 

perception).  

Perhaps in articulating their social theory perspectives Blumer, Mead, Roach, and Eicher were 

perhaps not interested in the skills, methods, and practices of accessory design; yet symbolic 

interactionism, and what it communicates, is highly relevant for any wearable designs for the body 

since the wearable object co-creates the wearer’s dress-act. 

Symbolic interaction theory supplemented with dress practice 
In the design of wearable health products, the relationship between wearer and viewer/s is crucial, 

since – according to the theory of symbolic interactionism – what we wear communicates narratives 

about our personal identity. I flagged this as a potential concern when critiquing the fourth vignette. 

Cunningham (2007) insists that the designer of contemporary jewellery must take account of the 
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importance of such narratives; here, I am reflecting on how the person-centred principles of 

accessory design might be relevant considerations for the designer of wearable health products.  

Blumer (1937) and Mead (1938) provided a theoretical framework for exploring the 

relationship between the designer and the wearer of wearable health products. Roach and Eicher 

(1965, 1992, 2007), together with Entwistle (2000) proposed that individuals acquire and maintain 

social identity through the dress-act. If they are right, then the wearer’s social identity is equally 

communicated through wearable health design, which can also be seen as announcing the social 

position, worth, and values of the wearer – especially to others (viewers) in ongoing social 

interactions.  

Drawing together theory on symbolic interactionism and dress practice offers further insights 

into the possible overlap between accessory design and wearable health design: 

§ Wearing health products cannot be separated from the wearer’s natural instinct for 

personal adornment, which in turn has social and relational implications. 

§ The dress-act is relevant for the designer of wearable health design to incorporate into 

the perspective of his or her design practice. 

§ Considering the wearable health product as requiring the same qualities as an accessory 

– as a wearable hybrid object – acknowledges the need for personal adornment and can 

result in a more intimate relationship between wearers and wearable health design, 

improving their acceptance and use of the product. 

Thus, the wearable health product could be seen as a hybrid accessory that has both 

decorative and practical qualities – a perspective that might influence a more wearer-led approach 

to design, such as body-centric design experimentation (as suggested in my critique of the fourth 

vignette). Such a design method affects the designer’s creative practice, because they must be 

comfortable experimenting with the body in different social and relational contexts. Other issues to 

consider are the practical and cost implications for a company that designs and manufactures 

wearable health design, as detailed in chapter 6.  

Unarticulated practice 
A key issue to consider is the potential conflict between personalizing wearable health products for 

the individual user, while also enabling mass-production for general use. However, perhaps the cost 

issues are mitigated by the question of how much design practice and manufacturing investment is 

currently wasted if wearable health products are not worn because of their poor cultural and 

physical fit. I thereby see the need for what is an as-yet unarticulated practice in the field of personal 

and accessible wearable health design. 
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It would seem that the more a wearable health product might help the wearer maintain an 

independent life, the more important it is to design individually tailored products. For example, in 

the case of the Coloplast redesigned ostomy pouch, SenSura Mio (as discussed in P5), a new feature 

is the adhesive sealing system between the stoma and the pouch. This seal mechanism has recently 

been revised based on new ideas and input from creative development processes. Since launching 

SenSura Mio, Coloplast has produced three different types of sealing to suit specific body-types, 

fitting three different stomach shapes: SenSura Mio Concave, SenSura Mio Convex, and SenSura Mio 

Flex. This focus on individual physical-fit solutions resulted in an 8% growth in organic revenue for 

2018 (Coloplast press release, 2018).  

This example demonstrates that addressing the emergent value of incorporating a holistic 

body focus not only meets the personal and accessible requirements of the individual wearer but 

also gives the company a competitive edge, resulting in increased revenue; as well as increasing 

wearer satisfaction, which in turns leads to enhanced effectiveness of the product.  
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Chapter 6. Main findings of the study 

Turning point – fifth vignette 
In one student’s reflections on the ‘Welfare Design’ course (design experiment 4), she wrote: 

‘First day. Bad expectations. Afraid that it will be too technical, because of the technology 

focus of Sahva’s products’.  

Her first reply to her fellow students and me, when I introduced the teaching brief was, ‘I do 

not want to be here … And do you know that many of our fellow students have gone on an 

exchange, because of this course?’. I was somewhat stunned by her outburst. 

Reflecting on the experience, I realized how lucky I was to teach a course in social design that 

occupied the students mostly with using their existing design skills, methods, and practices. 

They ‘just’ had to use them in new contexts. 

During the course, Sarah Kettley was invited as a guest lecturer, and in a midway 

presentation she explained to the students that ‘an accessory can be worn on a person, for 

the person, or be an object about that person’s social identity’. 

I slowly realized that Kettley’s framing was a turning point in my studies.  

This moment of clarity became even more obvious when reading the personal reflections of 

the course, especially this one from the indiscreet student: ‘Nervous. Nothing was done! My 

product … Oh no. But Sarah (Kettley) said the design doesn’t matter. It depends on why you 

are designing. The proposition is important. And it is very different from person to person. 

REMEMBER THAT. SO NICE! Design for, designed to, designed, designed because, around, to, 

and of’.  

What happened in the vignette? 
The vignette describes a turning point based on two incidents: how Kettley’s framing affected my 

iterative thinking process regarding accessory design, and how the outspoken student reacted to 

Kettley’s statement. 

Inspired by Kettley’s framing and the student’s use of these insights in her creative practice, I 

became more intensely aware of why an approach influenced by accessory design, as well as the 

means of wearing and designing accessories in symbolic interactionism, is so relevant to wearable 

health design: a wearer-led accessory approach can create cases of ‘humanistic’ wearable health 

design to be incorporated into the design process. 

Kettley’s perspective drove the findings of P4, which explains the accessory design student’s 

efforts to create a personalized approach to wearable health designs, which was the agenda of 

design experiment 4.  

The incident with Kettley and the students became an eye-opener to me – showing why the 

students should be working with the skills, methods, and practices that they know from accessory 

design to improve the design practice of personal and accessible wearable health products.  
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The vignette thereby exposes social constructs in the relationship between the maker and the 

wearer, and take account of the viewer’s perspective too – as expressed in Kettley’s fascinating 

assertion that accessories can be for, worn on, and be about a person’s social identity.  

It is therefore relevant to examine what design factors are essential for other designers of 

wearable health design. 

Design factors and implications for the designer 
I will present the main findings of the research in a three-point structure containing the study’s 

research questions, activities, and vignettes. In this way, each section categorizes essential design 

factors for designing personal, accessible wearable health products: 

§ The research questions introduce the theory and practice behind the overall section 

finding. 

§ I then highlight my research contribution concerning a wearer-led accessory approach. 

§ Finally, I outline the implications of these findings for the designer of wearable health 

products. 

The chapter ends with a visualization of critical design factors for personal, accessible 

wearable health design, cementing the main findings of the study as well as the research study. 

The physical, psychological, and social body 
Highlighting a body-centric focus of the wearer, I have found that theories of contemporary, 

symbolic interaction along with dress practice emphasize the physical, psychological, and social 

aspects of the body.  

This holistic body perspective differentiates from what I categorize as ‘needs’ in my published 

research papers and journal articles. Thus, I recognize that the term ‘needs’ is widely used in 

literature covering disability, inclusive design, and product design in general (Sanders 1992; Lidwell 

et al 2003; Sanders and Stappers 2008; Pullin 2009; Vavik and Gheerawo 2009). Within the field of 

design for health, the term ‘needs’ has connotations with the ‘special’, ‘diverse’, or ‘real’ needs of 

the users, covering a group of persons that have physical and psychological challenges in their 

everyday life.  

In Sanders’ paper ‘Converging Perspectives: Product Development Research for the 1990s’ 

(1992), she refers to Maslow’s ‘Hierarchy of Needs’ (1943) – covering needs like physiological needs, 

safety needs, belongingness and love, esteem, cognitive, aesthetic, and self-actualization needs – as 

a relevant framework for usable, useful, and desirable product design. Even though her paper is now 

25 years old, the word ‘needs’ is still widely used and presented in general design research – such as 

interaction design that focuses on user experiences (Liem and Sanders 2011). The term ‘need’ 
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implies subjective, individual needs and it is therefore debatable whether the term is appropriate 

when describing basic human requirements. King-Hill (2015), for example, argues that Maslow’s 

model is yet to be challenged but should not be accepted without question.  

For myself, the term is strongly associated with the literature on disability; inclusive design 

tends to focus the ‘functional’ aspects of the body. While a body-centric approach enhances the 

relationship between wearers and wearable health design, it is important not to limit this 

perspective to the physical dynamics of the body; this study intends to explore the body as a whole, 

including the associated psychological and social dynamics.  

For example, wearing an ostomy pouch, which is a form of body modification (Roach-Higgins 

and Eicher 1992), can therefore be seen as an extension of the body, and thus of the wearer’s social 

identity. If this body perspective is not reflected ‘holistically’ in the design process of the wearable 

health product, the mismatch between wearer and product can result in low adherence when using 

the product (Bush 2015).  

Holistic body perspective as contribution to a wearer-led accessory approach  
The first research finding concerns the need to encourage a body-centric approach to wearable 

health design. It is important for the designer to have a holistic body perspective of the wearer and 

to implement this early in the design process. Failing to do so can reduce wearer acceptance of the 

final product. 

P1 examines need from the perspective of the women’s ‘needs-defining’ accessories; instead, 

I propose a body-centric approach to the women’s relationship with their accessories – one that 

includes their individual physical, psychological and social ‘contours’ as wearers. This perspective 

understands social identity as something that arises through social relations with others (Blumer 

1937; Mead 1938), and considers what is therefore at stake in the social interactions of wearers of 

accessories – including wearable health products – and viewers.  

The idea of a wearer-led accessory approach is inspired by theories of dress practice by Roach 

and Eicher (1965, 1992, 2007), followed by Entwistle (2000) and Ryan (2009; 2014). These 

researchers describe dressing the body as an assemblage of modifications that can include 

accessories – which could be wearable health products. Whether it is an accessory or a wearable 

health product, the body is involved and the dress-act of wearing objects on the body is negotiated 

in a communicative way between the wearer, the wearable health product, and the viewer(s). 

The importance of the body–object relationship is widely acknowledged in contemporary 

jewellery (Cunningham 2005; Wallace 2007; Williams 2009; Cohn 2009). As discussed in A2, 

contemporary jewellery practices can inspire and influence the design of wearable health products. 

Intrinsically, the design of wearable health products affects the wearer experience and brings about 
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renegotiations of the dress-act to convey social significance to the self and to others. This insight is 

the focal point of P5. Focusing on the dress-act, for the designer of wearable health products, thus 

requires consideration of the physical, psychological, and social dynamics of the body–object 

relationship, and an awareness that the resulting product becomes part of influencing and co-

creating social identity that is continuously renegotiated through the actual experience of wearing it. 

Concerning essential design factors that promote a body-centric focus, paying attention to the 

dress-act increases awareness of social and relational issues. Considering the wearer’s dress-act 

changes the starting-point for the designer: instead of focusing simply on physical ‘needs’, it is 

important to recognize the sensing body as related to social identity (A1; P3), or ‘unmet needs’ (P2), 

or ‘biopsychosocial’ needs (P4).  

As outlined on page 51 I suggest that this broader awareness of a body-centric approach and 

the dress-act could be fostered through a wearer-led accessory approach. Rather than a user-driven 

design approach that uses digital imaging on a computer to visualize the body–product relationship, 

real wearers could be involved in body-centric experimentation in the early phases of wearable 

health design.  

What implications does a holistic body perspective have for the designer? 
In my retrospective reflections, in various iterations I have experimented with different terminology 

to express my research proposals. The most appropriate description now seems to be that designers 

of personal, accessible wearable health products should have a sensitive and sensing perspective – 

keeping in mind the wearer experience and the dress-act, and taking account of the physical, 

psychological, and social dynamics of the body rather than just focusing on the mere physical or 

‘psychosocial needs’ of the wearer (A1; P4). 

As emphasized in symbolic interactionism theory, contemporary jewellery design, dress 

practice, and product design research, wearing objects on the body signals status and social identity. 

The designer of wearable health products therefore has a vital role (and responsibility) in modifying 

the wearer’s social identity and should pay attention to their physical, psychological, and social 

perspectives. 

Adorning factors 
In relation to theories of symbolic interactionism (Blumer 1937, Mead 1938) and dress practice 

(Roach[-Higgins] and Eicher 1965, 1992, 2007; Entwistle 2000; Loschek 2009), the dress-act of 

wearing a health product is linked to the concept of personal adornment, since these products are 

worn closely to the body.  
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The dress-act of personal and accessible wearable health design relates to a disease or health 

condition that conveys something about the wearer’s relationship with themselves, as well as with 

other people (viewer/s).  

Concerning the physical, psychological, and social dynamics of the body, adorning factors also 

include the aesthetic aspects of altering the body (Entwistle 2000) as well as a fundamental function 

of semiological character (Polhemus 2005). This perspective is reflected in P1, where functional 

accessories like a scarf, or a handbag (P2), extend the range of personal adornment factors that 

should be considered relevant when incorporating such factors into a design process of personalized 

wearable health products.  

Personal adorning factors can include various objects worn on the body that have both 

aesthetic and functional qualities, such as accessories. Examples could be ‘medical jewellery’ as 

described by Williams (2009), ‘therapeutic jewellery’ (Bush 2015), or even health wearables 

designed as ‘jewellery-like devices’ (Silina and Haddadi 2015). 

Personal adornment as a contribution to a wearer-led accessory approach 
The second finding stresses the importance of considering personal adornment as part of a body-

centric approach and the dress-act to the design of personal and accessible wearable health design.  

In everyday life, the act of dressing is an ongoing process of choice in which new combinations 

of personal adornment can refine the social self of the wearer. A wearer-led accessory approach to 

wearable health design therefore has the potential to positively change the negotiation processes of 

the dress-act of the wearer by taking account of: 

§ the wearer’s personal adornment preferences 

§ the evaluations of others, based on their own relation to personal adornment factors 

§ personal adornment relationships that communicate the wearer’s social worth, status, 

and social value. 

What implications do personal adornment factors have for the designer? 
I deliberately use the term ‘personal adornment’ to emphasize its importance in the design of 

wearable health products. With personal adornment factors in mind, the designer can create 

personal, accessible wearable health products that are more acceptable in social settings, helping 

the wearer to feel more comfortable in their everyday life.  

This insight is related to the findings of A2, in which I note that personal adornment factors 

(including comfort and self-expression) affect decisions made at the point of purchase of items such 

as accessories. The purchase appeal of a wearable health product should also be considered in the 
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design process by aiming to reflect the personal and emotional values of wearers (Pullin 2009), as 

well as general aesthetic considerations (Ravneberg and Söderström 2017). 

The designer should consider the potential impact of a wearable health product on the 

wearer’s social identity (Jacobsen 2014). This in turn will affect industrial production – for example, 

biomedical devices (Bush 2015) are gradually being adapted to reflect improvements in the design of 

personal accessible wearable health products. 

These insights address concerns raised in the literature covering disability, assistive products, 

and inclusive design (Pullin 2009, Versteg et al. 2016) that functional issues tend to be prioritized 

over the potential psychological and social impact of wearing health products (Jacobsen 2014). 

Personal adornment factors should be highlighted early in the design process, since they are so 

crucial to eventual adherence to/acceptance of the finished product. 

Personal preferences 
Accessories are meaningful wearable hybrid objects that become significant for the wearer 

(Durschei 2005, Vainshtein 2012, Ryan 2014). These significant body–object relationships derive 

from the human need for body adornment (Polhemus 2005), which influences what we wear and 

how we dress (Roach-Higgins and Eicher 1992). These findings are consistent with theories of 

symbolic interactions (Blumer 1937, Mead 1938) that recognize what is at stake for the physical, 

psychological, and social body when wearing, for example, a wearable health product.  

Personal preferences for the wearer as a contribution to a wearer-led accessory 
approach 
Since wearing a health product plays a role in defining one’s social identity, it is crucial to align its 

design with the wearer’s personal preferences; otherwise, the wearer can feel alienated from/by the 

product and therefore less likely to accept its ongoing use. 

Ideally, wearing a health product should help the wearer to feel independent and 

autonomous rather than socially compromised. The impersonal character of current wearable health 

design can negatively affect the wearer’s social identity, even stigmatizing them (Jacobsen 

2014:259); the dress-act of wearing such a product cannot be considered personal, since there is 

little choice involved (Roach-Higgins and Eicher 1992). It can also be particularly difficult for the 

wearer if the design of a health product points conspicuously to the reasons for wearing it (e.g. age, 

disability, disease – reflected in A1).  

I propose that a wearer-led approach to the design of a wearable health product empowers 

the wearer by restoring an element of personal preference to their dress-act and reducing the 
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negative social impact of wearing the product. This will inevitably improve acceptance of the 

product and therefore, ultimately, its effectiveness. 

What implications do the wearer’s personal preferences have for the designer? 
The wearer’s sense of having a choice in what to wear is a key factor in their acceptance of a 

product, whether an accessory or a wearable health design. This was explored in P2, where the 

favourite accessories and clothing items of autistic adults were chosen by their care workers to 

inform the design of personal wearable assistive products for autistic wearers. Here, the 

occupational therapist and pedagogues were chosen to be ‘everyday experts’ acting on behalf of the 

wearers – a pragmatic solution for communicating the personal preferences of the autistic adults, 

who were unable to speak for themselves.  

In a real-life scenario, if an accessory designer or industrial designer were to be given the task 

of creating a personal, accessible wearable assistive product for an autistic wearer, some difficulties 

should be considered. While an empathic understanding of the autistic wearer’s personal 

preferences is essential, it can be difficult to access this information. Here, a participatory design 

approach involving contribution of ‘everyday experts’ is vital, since they can assist with their expert 

knowledge of the autistic wearer’s personal preferences. However, given the problems inherent in 

acting on the everyday experts’ second-hand impressions of the autistic wearer, it is crucial to 

document this information clearly in the initial phase of the design process, before translating it into 

valuable insights that inform the wearable health design. 

In the pilot study described in P1, the accessory design students sought to clarify why three 

women (aged 60-68) chose certain favourites over others among their personal accessories. Through 

listening to the women’s choices and reflections, the students became aware of identity-related 

issues, deepening their empathic understanding of the women. The challenge for the designer is 

that such intimate access – entering the wearer’s home to examine their wardrobes, cupboards, and 

shrines – is intrusive and requires an ethical approach, as discussed in P1. 

In P3, two jewellery design interns explored why it was essential to include personal 

preferences as important factors in their design processes. Their findings not only made an impact 

on the company’s technology-driven design approach, but also influenced the start-up’s whole 

attitude to considering the personal adorning factors and aesthetics of the care home residents. The 

overall challenge of the design experiment was for the designers to convince the tech start-up to use 

and implement ethnographic-inspired field methods in the design process. P3 reflects on the 

jewellery design interns’ journeys and how the tech start-up began to change its focus during the 

design process – gradually recognizing the value of paying attention to the wearer’s personal 
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preferences to promote a more inclusive relationship between the care home, the wearers and the 

tech start-up’s product. 

The workshop experience from design experiment 5 was useful in informing the approach to 

personalized wearable health design as reflected in P5 and A1, offering methodological solutions for 

including the wearer’s personal preferences as well as choices of e.g. ‘mild’ and ‘wild’ versions, for 

the design process.  

Researching the wearer’s choices early in the design process helps to identify their personal 

preferences. This should be considered an essential design factor in the early-phase design process 

of personal accessible wearable health products. 

Cultural fit 
I am interested in what the design of essential symbols involved in the wearer’s dress-act can 

communicate about a wearer of health products. In wearable health design, according to 

Cunningham (2005), the relationship between maker, wearer, and viewer reflects the theory of 

symbolic interactionism; narratives of what the wearer is communicating, and what the viewer(s) 

may perceive, must be considered by the designer.  

Wearers communicate their social identity with objects worn on the body, which can convey 

to viewers their sense of social position, worth, or value (‘cultural fit’) within a particular situation of 

interaction. If the wearable health product compromises the cultural fit of the wearer, they are 

forced to reconstruct their social identity. In this sense, the ongoing everyday social interactions of a 

person wearing a health product are ‘transformative’ in terms of shaping their cultural self (Mead 

1938).  

A wearer-led accessory approach can help to align the wearable health product more closely 

with the wearer’s ‘cultural fit’ purposes, as explored in P3 and A1.  

Cultural fit as a contribution to a wearer-led accessory approach 
Cultural fit is an important consideration in early design processes, such as when assessing design 

prototypes of wearable health products. Based on information about the wearer’s cultural fit 

purposes, the designer can address potential difficulties related to product adherence and 

acceptance through prototyping and experimenting to optimize the body–object relationship. 

In A2, Sarah Kettley and I reflect that there is a pragmatic design case for achieving more 

humanistic approaches to the design of assistive technologies for the body. In the article, we note 

that end-users frequently reject products because of their poor cultural (as well as physical) fit. We 

do not elaborate on the specific term ‘cultural fit’ except to reflect on how art, craft, and design 

constitute cultural worlds that in themselves are consumed by individuals as an integral part of 
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social identity processes. As such, the skilled creative processes of different kinds of production can 

provide cultural meanings for the wearer to identify with. 

In P3, I propose cultural fit as a way to express how an approach influenced by accessory 

design can accommodate the wearer’s purposes of ‘fitting in’ culturally. These cultural fit purposes 

can enable a certain framing to influence the design of wearable health products that emphasizes 

the physical, psychological, and social body. This emphasis offers a way of understanding wearable 

health design that integrates the social identity of the wearer – and thereby influences the wearer’s 

dress-acts in home and social settings.  

Ethnographic-inspired field methods and their relation to the design of items such as 

accessories can generate insights about the cultural fit purposes of the wearer, helping designers 

understand and explore the significant symbols of the wearer and why they choose to wear them. 

This insight was, for example, the case for the accessory design students in A2, the occupational 

therapist and pedagogues in P2, the jewellery design interns in P3, and another group of accessory 

design students in P4. 

What implications do cultural fit purposes have for the designer? 
Ethnographic-inspired field methods were implemented to establish empathic relationships with the 

groups of wearers who were working with the design students, and to gain a deeper insight into the 

wearers’ cultural fit purposes. It is worth noting that this kind of detail can be very personal, 

requiring some sensitivity in approaching the subject and perhaps an explanation of why the 

information is required – such as a consent form clarifying why it is relevant to the design process. 

Understanding cultural fit and the wearer’s personal preferences can give the designer insight 

into the meanings that are co-created through wearing objects on the body, and the designer’s role 

in having the potential to transform these co-created meanings based on cultural fit purposes. The 

wardrobe method, together with the findings in (for example) P1 and P3, generates empirical 

techniques that could inspire the design practice and process of wearable health design. It is 

therefore relevant for the designer to consider gaining access to the wearer’s wardrobes, cupboards, 

and jewellery cases and boxes to unfold this insight. 

Wear versus use 
Wallace (2007), Williams (2009), Ahde-Deal (2013), and Bush (2015) describe the personal emotional 

nature of the wearer’s relationship with jewellery and how this can help to inform the design of 

other wearable objects for the body.  

The accessory is a representation of the wearer – who they are, who they were, and who they 

want to be. It has unique qualities – such as expressing the wearer’s physical, psychological, and 
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social body; satisfying their need for adornment; communicating their personal preferences; and 

reflecting their cultural fit purposes. In Blumer’s theory about social interactionism (1937), and 

Mead’s further thinking about social identity (1938), these personal and emotional relationships are 

what keep social identity alive – we are who we are, not through the physical things we wear, but 

through our repeated social interactions in which the meaning of what we wear is continuously 

negotiated (Loschek 2009). 

Wearable health products can act as personal accessories through which various aspects of 

wearer identity are expressed. Currently, the design of wearable health products tends to focus on 

the act of using the product rather than wearing it. Yet a health product that is worn on the body 

must be seen as a permanent modification of that body (thus modifying or even compromising the 

wearer’s social identity), rather than as an external device that can be used (or not used) as 

required. It is therefore useful to consider health product wear as similar to wearing an accessory, in 

terms of expressing self-identity, and the design of health wearables could be improved by adopting 

skills, methods, and practices from the field of accessory design.  

This finding is highlighted in P1, which identified that accessories embed personal and 

emotional stories and symbolize experiences of significance to the wearer. Moreover, accessories 

tell stories about the wearer to others, reminding them who the wearer is; and even become 

recognized as an integral part of the wearer, having bodily qualities (one of the women explained 

that her glasses felt like part of her face; another explained that her mobile phone has become a 

kind of companion to her). This was also highlighted in A2, where Kettley and I addressed the above 

finding of the accessory to be – apart from jewellery design – of varied functionalities for the wearer, 

having both aesthetic, semiotic and phenomenological character for the wearer (Møller and Kettley 

2017). 

Wear versus use as a contribution to a wearer-led accessory approach 
Proposing a wearer-led accessory approach, with its emphasis on ‘wear’ rather than ‘use’, draws 

attention to the sensing body and the subtle relationship between the wearer and wearable health 

design. 

In P3 and P4, I discuss how the wearer’s personal aesthetic values tend to be overlooked in 

the design process of wearable health products, framing the need for a more body-centric approach. 

Instead – as proposed in A1 – both accessory design as well as accessible wearable health design 

could possibly resemble ‘accessibility’ as in creating access for the wearer on a practical design level.  

By considering the experience of wearing, rather than just optionally using, the product – and 

by recognizing what it means to wear a health product in social contexts – a wearer-led accessory 

approach emphasizes the importance of personal and accessible factors in the design process. 
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What implications does ‘wear versus use’ have for the designer? 
A key feature of the wearer-led accessory approach is that the user perspective defines the 

foundational terminology for designers (Norman 1988). It includes design factors that acknowledge 

the complexities of wearing objects on the body and consider all aspects of the wearer experience 

(the physical, psychological, and social body; adorning factors; personal preferences; cultural fit 

purposes). This differs from a user-led approach, which focuses on the intended use of the wearable 

health product. 

In P4, the wearer perspective resonated so strongly with the representatives from Sahva that 

the company began to move towards designing more personalized products, such as by hiring one of 

the accessory design students as an intern after the teaching course. The accessory design students 

working with Sahva’s existing products found it difficult not to embed the wearer perspective, as 

they were used to doing in their accessory design practices, and felt constrained by this in their 

efforts to use their competences in an unfamiliar area. The second vignette specifically reflects this 

insight, page 40. 

Accessory design skills, methods, and practices 

Accessory design skills, methods, and practices as a contribution to a wearer-
led accessory approach 
In P2 and P3, I tested an approach influenced by accessory design and ethnographic-inspired field 

methods. This affected the work of the involved jewellery design interns in P3, and their further 

practice of creating an engaging fall detection device. In P4, I found that material knowledge, small-

scale refined making skills, and empathic understanding of the wearer are key elements in the 

approach. In fact, the very concrete, tangible, and practical methods used in accessory design 

practice fostered a strong empathic understanding of the wearer. Accessory design skills, methods, 

and practice thereby addressed personal preferences and emotional information about the wearer 

that generated a humanistic design approach. This in turn facilitated personalized wearable health 

design outcomes that were aesthetically pleasing for the wearer. In P5 skills, methods, and practices 

from fashion and textile design inspired the development of personal wearable health products, 

resulting in even more appealing qualities than the immediate function suggests. Thus, involving a 

focus on the wearer’s sense of self and a radical change in the materials and colours of the usual 

generic product creates a paradox in the design and manufacturing of habitual health wearables, as 

presented in P5 and further discussed here in chapter 7.  
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What implications do accessory design skills, methods, and practices have for 
the designer? 
The design experiments, combined with theoretical input from some of the most prominent 

researchers and practitioners in the intersected field of accessories and wearable health design, 

inform the findings of A1. These insights therefore offer a brief reflection on the relevant accessory 

design skills, methods, and practices identified while carrying out the design experiments in the 

study, as followed up in this thesis. A1 stresses the importance of embedding this understanding 

into the practice awareness of the designer. 

The learnings from the research papers and articles have been demonstrated to be relevant to 

the design of personal and accessible wearable health products, but can be challenging to 

implement in practice. How can the findings from embedding ethnographic-inspired field methods 

and design experiments – influenced by accessory design skills, methods, and practices – be 

extrapolated more generally to the design process of personal, accessible wearable health products?  

Relevant accessory design skills include small-scale refined making skills, such as those 

required to create the ‘10 objects on a string’ (design experiment 4, second vignette; P4). An 

implication for the designer could be to focus on working at that level of detail, using small-scale 

tools and techniques. A strong understanding of the materials involved has also been identified as 

skill to the design of wearable health products to reflect personal preferences. This means that the 

designer must be familiar with the range of materials available, their individual properties, and how 

to treat them – or at the very least, they must have a general interest in researching the appropriate 

use of different materials. This finding is, among others, presented in P5, where the redesign of the 

SenSura Mio ostomy pouch was inspired by fashion and textile design; thus, the designer is educated 

as an industrial designer trained in cabinet making. 

Regarding the social comfort of wearing the health product, it is helpful for the designer to 

carry out ethnographic-inspired field methods, such as observation and participation with the 

wearer in their own home. Ideally, the designer should be aware of – perhaps even trained in – 

relational approaches and methods that will assist them in embedding insights derived from such 

observation and participation into the design process. For example, an empathic skill set helps to 

obtain crucial first-hand insight into a wearer’s preferences to inform a detailed understanding of 

their personal adorning factors and cultural fit purposes, as reflected in P3.  

Especially in P4, and further explored in A1, having the designer work directly with the wearer 

of an assistive health product can create access to the wearer’s feelings and emotions – an aspect of 

their experience that is not normally shared in clinical settings. The designer needs to feel 

comfortable in working with this type of intimate information. Tangible techniques such as the ’10 
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objects on a string’ method rapidly enhance the designer’s empathy with the wearer and facilitate 

new and fruitful conversations with the wearer. In P3, the jewellery interns used the wardrobe 

method to collect personal information and quickly transform this information into relevant mood 

boards to inform their creative processes and increase the start-up company’s familiarity with the 

individual wearers. Sharing their findings with the rest of the start-up company also legitimized the 

jewellery interns’ design actions. 

On these grounds, a challenge for the designer could be to activate these empathic skills to 

foster more open and creative ‘spaces’ for both the wearer and the designer to include and share 

issues, challenges, and aspirations. Through such a relationship, the designer can obtain valuable 

information and understandings about the wearer, and can (if they wish) assist the wearer to 

achieve their physical, psychological and social goals. 

Essential design factors for wearable health design 
Interweaving the associations of accessory design with wearable health design empowers the 

wearer to interact more comfortably in different social situations, giving them more confidence that 

others will see them the way they see themselves. Having a choice concerning the dress-act 

(Entwistle 2000) is crucial in this, the internal dialogue ‘mirroring’ different social interactions and 

situations. The design of personal, accessible wearable health products must communicate and 

relate to multiple social interactions in which wearer identity is influenced, and help to reinforce 

their self-perceived identity (Stone 1963;1965, Lee 2015). An accessory design-inspired dress-act 

also brings personal adornment factors into play for the wearer, making the object more personal 

(Roach-Higgins and Eicher 1992).  

Proposing a wearer-led accessory approach towards personal accessible wearable health 

design fuses the wearer perspective with the accessory design perspective, drawing upon the dual 

connotations of the verb ‘access’ and the noun ‘accessories’. Thus, this study’s agenda is not to 

come up with a new term for the specific design of personal and accessible wearable health design; 

rather, the focus is on the choices made in the action of wearing accessories, to influence wearable 

health design. 

Moreover, accessories became tangible dialogue tools (as reflected in P2) for reflection, 

inspiration, and discussion; mediators of intimate conversations, to help establish close and trustful 

connections; enablers of insights into a person’s life experiences, to inform collaborative ideas; and 

generators of personalized design approaches (as reflected in P5). They can also foster small acts of 

authorship and social agility in the context of large impersonal systems (as highlighted in A2). Given 

these considerations, the design priorities for wearable health design relate to the concept of 

‘accessories for health’.  
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Accessories for health 
In each of the journal articles and research papers, I use various definitions of what I have chosen to 

address here in this thesis as ‘wearable health design’: 

§ Wearable health technology: In A1, P1, and A2, I demonstrate that while some devices 

have embedded technologies, others do not but their design and development result 

from highly skilled technical practices. For this thesis, I find the term ‘wearable health 

product’ broader and more apt, since it encompasses both accessible and assistive 

devices and personal objects for the body. For instance, in P4 I use the term ‘wearable 

health device’, which could be misleading if it is taken to exclude prosthetics without 

embedded electronics. 

§ Wearable assistive products: In P2, I chose to use the term ‘wearable assistive product’. 

The term ‘assistive’ has been questioned by both Pullin (2009) and Jacobsen (2014), since 

it distorts the designer’s perspective of the user by emphasizing their need for such 

products rather than their choice to be healthy. This reflection led me to a closer 

examination of the different perspectives of use versus wear, which helped to shape my 

proposal for a wearer-led approach that emphasizes health rather than the need for aid. 

§ Wearable health device: This term addresses wearable health products with embedded 

electronics – such as a wearable heart monitor (A2) or a fall detection device (P3). By 

contrast, I use the term ‘object’ to refer to a product without embedded technology – 

such as a splint or prosthetic leg (P4), or an ostomy pouch (P5). As a general term, 

‘wearable health technology’ covers both types – reflecting the highly skilled technical 

practices involved in the design even of products that have no embedded technology. 

This insight led me to prefer the term ‘wearable health products’ for this thesis, since it 

covers the design and practice behind the wearable health technology, designating 

objects or devices that can result from very different approaches and objectives 

(wearable health technology versus accessory design). I differentiate between devices 

and objects, technology and design, by noting the functional aspects of the technology; 

but this study is primarily about the wearer’s experience, advocating a wearable health 

design that supports and expresses their physical, psychological, and social body as a 

holistic perspective important for the wearer’s social identity. 

The designer of wearable health products needs to be aware of the unique requirements of this 

special design category. Implementing a wearer-led accessory approach does not mean just focusing 

on the stylish design of creating ‘a gadget-like’ wearable (Wallace 2007), as mentioned in P3; nor 

does it mean creating ‘a nice box’ for the technology (Koulidou 2018), as touched upon in A1. 
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Instead, the concept of ‘accessories for health’ frames a design perspective that creates body-worn 

objects to emphasize and generate personal access for the wearer. 

What are the implications of ‘accessories for health’ for the designer? 
The designer needs to be aware of the focus on health, rather than disability, that a wearer-led 

accessory approach to personal and accessible wearable health design can encourage. Is the 

designer gifted with excellent social skills, so that they can access more intimate observations at the 

wearer in their home? Is the designer good at documenting findings from the ethnographic-inspired 

field methods? Is the designer technically skilled enough to handle the embedded technology, if 

required for that particular product? Can the designer adjust to small-scale refined making skills and 

draw upon knowledge of a broad range of materials from the fields of jewellery, fashion, and textile 

design? 

Furthermore, as expressed in P5, the design process of wearable health products can be 

influenced by fashion and textile design. This was in particular the case with the professional 

industrial designer from Coloplast, who incorporated textiles into his practice of redesigning 

Coloplast’s existing product to develop SenSura Mio. In this light, ‘accessories for health’ can gain 

more appealing qualities than their bare function suggests – involving changes in materials and 

colours to reflect the wearer’s sense of self.  

Implementing a wearer-led accessory approach may require expansion and adaptation of the 

designer’s skills, methods, and general practice. Mastering the techniques involved in jewellery, 

fashion, and textiles – such as handling silver, pattern cutting, weaving, and knitting methods – 

requires the designer to have a broad skill set. They also need to be familiar with the different 

properties of various materials, (for example) brass, leather, or silk, since the practical issues of 

working with each of these can be challenging for the designer.  

Given the broad range of issues – practical, theoretical, and even emotional – that concern the 

designer of wearable health design, a key finding of this study is that the designer has a 

multifunctional role that requires a considerably versatile skill set. 

Finally, implementing a ‘one design fits all’ approach, as necessitated by mass production, 

raises a paradox in the design and manufacturing of both temporary and habitual health wearables if 

these are also to incorporate an element of bespoke design. This insight is crucial when considering 

implications for the design of personal and accessible wearable health products for a company or in 

larger design organizations.  
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A wearer-led accessory approach to wearable health design 
Several factors have been identified as important in enabling a specific framing for designing 

personal and accessible wearable health products: 

§ Body-centric focus (which concerns the maker, wearer, and viewer) 

§ Dress-act (which also concerns the maker, wearer, and viewer) 

§ Personal preferences (which concerns only the wearer and the viewer) 

§ Cultural fit (which concerns the maker, wearer, and viewer) 

§ Adornment factors (which concerns the maker, wearer, and viewer) 

§ Accessory design skills, methods, and practice (which concerns only the maker) 

Figure 10 illustrates how these six design factors must be included when implementing a wearer-led 

accessory approach to wearable health design. This is intended to guide the designer to incorporate 

these specific factors into their practice in order to improve the relationship between the product 

and the wearer, thus ultimately enhancing product acceptance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Important design factors to consider when designing personal and accessible wearable 

health design. 

This ‘wearer-led accessory’ design approach – as explored and reflected throughout this thesis 

and associated publications – defines the overall goal of the design, as well as indicating how to 

tackle it as a designer. There are clearly potential implications for involving different disciplines at 

various levels and stages in the design process; based on the findings of this research, it is therefore 

vital to consider and implement these six design factors as early as possible. 
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The six design factors are presented here as a starting-point to raise awareness and 

understanding of the complex role of the designer in generating a wearer-led accessory approach for 

designing and wearing personal, accessible wearable health products.  
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Chapter 7. Concluding remarks 

When considering the issues of implementing a wearer-led accessory approach to wearable health 

design, a paradox arises in the combination of a personalized design approach with the large-scale 

demands of industrial production (see P5). This is further explored below, along with an extended 

version of Cunningham’s relational model, to frame recommendations for further research.  

The paradox 
From a product design perspective, Sanders (1992) emphasizes the need to design products that are 

usable, useful, and desirable, and proposes that tailored goods could address the end-user’s 

personal preferences and ‘real’ needs. This thesis’s research inquiry explores the unexamined 

concept of ‘accessories for health’, to define and articulate a ‘wearer-led accessory’ approach to 

wearable health design. Such an approach presents certain difficulties:  

 

§ Adaptability. The wearer’s requirements have changed. In the past, wearable health 

products were located at and worn in the hospital setting. They could thus be considered 

as a kind of uniform, designed for one-time use within a specific (clinical) environment. 

With rapid advances in technology, devices are now being developed that can be worn 

differently, such in the home and ‘on the go’. This evolution towards increasingly 

portable, wearable technology requires a whole new perspective that takes account of 

different wear and use situations.  

§ The maker–wearer–viewer relationship. The ‘inclusive and accessible’ design discourse 

emphasizes the importance of considering the relationship between the maker, wearer, 

and even viewer(s) of the product. Having identified this as one of the critical design 

factors found relevant, how does it impact the incorporation of accessory design skills 

and methods into traditional wearable health practice? 

§ Form or function? The function of wearable health products tends to be the primary 

driving force for their development, a process that mainly requires the technical input of 

engineers and clinical or practical input from care personnel (Pullin 2009; Bush 2015). 

Today, with the benefits of a more wearer-led approach becoming apparent, this is 

gradually changing.  

 

According to Bingham (2017: 113), the application of additive manufacturing for design 

personalization – such as, for example, 3D printing – has escalated dramatically over the last 5 years. 

Among others, this has considerably extended the manufacturing possibilities of personalized items 
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such as hearing aids, orthodontic designs, medical implants, and prosthetics leaning towards the 

development of other customary products (jewellery and wearable sex toys) as objects for personal 

pleasure and well-being. In this light, it seems that technology is constantly pushing the boundaries 

of personalization. This enables a closer fit with the wearer’s cultural and personal preferences – an 

alignment that takes account of personal adornment as relevant to the way we want others to 

perceive us as human beings. These ongoing technological advances generate endless possibilities, 

while also presenting new challenges for personal and accessible wearable health design. 

For example, what happens to the manual skills, craftsmanship, and other ‘slow’ processes of 

manufacture when faced with the technological advantages Bingham (2017) describes? What is 

likely to be lost in the design process of personalization? Not to mention current manufacturing 

setups as described in P5, where Coloplast’s high-throughput manufacturing line, to produce their 

wearable health products, is restricting the wearer’s choice of ostomy pouches by producing just a 

limited variety of designs. In the workshop of design experiment 5, participants designed ‘mild’ 

(functional) versus ‘wild’ (personalized) versions of the ostomy pouches. In the informal setting of 

the workshop, this resulted in a completely different form and appearance for this reservoir for body 

waste; but the ‘wild’ version might be difficult to justify to Coloplast’s professional administration, 

who must work within the organization’s budgetary constraints.  

Yet this dilemma opens up new creative possibilities in terms of developing a design that fully 

exploits new production possibilities (Bingham 2017). Could the application of additive 

manufacturing for personal design be combined with the skills, methods, and practice of accessory 

design? 

Implications of a wearer-led accessory approach to wearable health design 
I have found that accessories embedded with essential functional qualities, as framed in the theory 

chapter, are wearable objects with hybrid characters in terms of combining functionality with 

aesthetics. 

In this light, one of the challenges of designing personal and accessible wearable health 

products is to articulate the creative design practice sensitively and in an empathic way that respects 

the integrity of the wearer. For example, in design experiment 4 the accessory design students 

experimented with paying closer attention to an appropriate use of materials and small-scale refined 

making skills, as well how to embed and relate to these insights in their design processes. These key 

challenges were addressed at several levels and in further design experiments throughout the study. 

In A2, sensitive design approaches were found to involve a certain ‘authorship’ from the 

wearer. Through the production of prototypes to resemble personal accessories, various aspects of 

personal adornment and thereby social identity could be explored and expressed. I am interested in 
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this from the perspective of considering the accessory as a wearable hybrid object that relates to the 

wearer on many levels (functional, aesthetic, semiotic, and phenomenological), as described in A2. 

Including the wearer in co-creating design experiments provides an opportunity to share 

authorship of the design. For example, in the pilot study, accessory narratives became co-authored 

by the women and the students; instead of the designer having full authorial autonomy, the process 

became more relational, requiring the students to have a receptive and adaptable attitude. 

A2 presents how several workshops shared authorship of aesthetics among the participants 

(wearers), designers, and design researchers. In the particular situation of one of the workshops, 

some participants felt that their authorship of the prototypes diminished if they could not sew the 

pieces themselves (Møller and Kettley 2017: 42). Indeed, a challenging point for the designer could 

be to share or ‘hand over’ authorship to the wearer. In P2, this was an interesting exchange, as the 

designers felt that some of the prototypes from the projects were not particularly stylish, 

fashionable, or desirable. Yet this underlines their authenticity in terms of reflecting the aesthetics 

of the wearer – demonstrating that authorship has been shared with them, allowing them to express 

their individual preferences and reflect their daily challenges and ever-changing life experiences. 

A shared perspective 
Among the various reflections on body-centric design experimentation, the fourth vignette shows 

how wearable health design could be impacted by the habitual social practices of the design 

students. This highlighted the issue of how to expand the design discourse to obtain a ‘shared 

perspective’ that can generate a common language and even help to shape the factors that are 

relevant to the maker, the wearer, and the viewer.  

Such an approach is demonstrated primarily in design experiment 4, with the shared 

perspective expanded to involve Sahva’s experts and clients. In response to Sahva’s request for a 

personalized design approach towards their existing products, the accessory design students’ 

different ideas and outputs framed new ways for Sahva to approach their clients as wearers, not just 

users, viewing them in terms of social identity rather than clinical need (see P4). 

Working from such a shared perspective often requires multidisciplinary input, so careful 

planning is necessary to ensure adequate preparation time for everyone involved. The kick-off 

meeting could take place in an informal setting, so that all participants feel on equal terms and are 

less inhibited about sharing personal reflections and vulnerable insights. This approach was tested in 

design experiment 5, where the workshop took place in a beauty salon – this encouraged 

participants to feel at ease in the informal setting, which helped them to be more spontaneous in 

proposing novel ideas for personalized wearable health designs. 
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The above remarks could further develop the concept of a wearer-led accessory approach for 

further research. 

Recommendations for further research 
A deeper exploration of Cunningham’s maker–wearer–viewer framework (Figure 2) would yield 

valuable further insights. For example, what impact on the viewer’s perspective might result from 

accessory design values being incorporated into wearable health design? What implications would 

this have for the product itself, and for the company designing and manufacturing such products?  

Introducing this research thesis, the striking image from the real-life scenario in the care home 

(Figure 1) highlights relevant issues that warrant further research. The care home resident’s bracelet 

offers a very different narrative, to the viewer, than the fall detection device. One could say that 

while residing at the care home, she is in a medical environment where care personnel are paid to 

look after her; so this can be considered her current home. Yet conflicts in her relational and social 

setting are clearly visible in the difference between the two objects that the resident has chosen to 

wear alongside each other. 

If we prioritize the care personnel as the ‘viewer’ in the care home, then this clearly affects 

the design of the device as having a purely medical function. Yet, for the women to remain her social 

identity, there are the other care home residents to consider, as well as relatives and friends who 

might visit her. Although it might not be a problem for the resident to wear both the bracelet and 

the fall detection device, it is still hard not to be struck by the obvious differences in their 

characteristics (functional, aesthetic, semiotic, and phenomenological). If the designer were to take 

all these factors into account, as well as incorporating the values of accessory design, would the 

resulting product fulfil the social and functional expectations of all viewers – including the nurse, 

other care home residents, relatives and friends, as well as the wearer herself? Further research 

involving this comprehensive group of participants would help to shed light on this. 

When addressing technical and functional issues, the early critical exploration phase could use 

ethnographic-inspired field techniques related to accessory design in order to embed aesthetic, 

semiotic, and phenomenological considerations in the design process from the very start. Design 

experiment 2 tested this approach: the two jewellery design interns used their skills and methods 

from accessory design to quickly transform insights from ethnographic-inspired explorations in ways 

that tangibly influenced their design outcomes. This insight was also present in P4, where accessory 

design skills and methods helped to expedite a deeper understanding of the wearers, yielding new 

insights that Sahva could usefully incorporate into their existing design and manufacture processes, 

of (for example) 3D printing.  
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In A2, and in design experiment 3, Cortrium found the students’ novel approaches to the 

redesign of their heart monitor interesting – suggesting different ways of using their existing 

technology to develop and redesign products, with the input of other creatives.  

In each of these scenarios, the ‘viewers’ are also the company that will be making the final 

decisions about design and production; or, in the case of the care home, are likely to be involved in 

the way the final product will be used. This is clearly an important perspective to include in the social 

and relational framework of the maker–wearer–viewer model. 

A social and relational framework  
Concerning the implication for a wearer-led accessory approach to wearable health design, and the 

paradox that arises from this (as framed and highlighted for further reflection in this thesis), 

Cunningham’s triangular model (2005; Figure 2) could be extended to include the product and the 

company – defining a wearer-led accessory approach as one that connects the various perspectives 

of maker, wearer, viewer, product, and company (Figure 11). Further research could examine each 

of these angles in more depth, such as considering the manufacturing issues and challenges of a 

wearer-led accessory approach to wearable health design, and how these could be addressed (for 

example) in the field of design management or sustainable wearables design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. An extension of the wearer–maker–viewer model (Cunningham 2005) reflecting a social 

and relational framework for a wearer-led accessory approach to wearable health design.  
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ABSTRACT 

Drawing on methodologies from jewellery design, 
clothing technology and fashion studies this article 
presents the interdisciplinary perspective of accessory 
design to propose ways in which these methodologies can 
be applied in the design of accessible health wearables.

The paper asks how we can conceptualise access for the 
wearer through wearable health design and whether 
accessory design skills, methods and practices can 
contribute in the form of a personalised approach. Could 
an accessory approach drive the development of such 
designs in order to meet the identity of the wearer?

The article reflects on how to create accessible health 
wearables by examining the literature of jewellery and 
fashion in combination with standard wearable health 
design. Three experimental design cases show how 
accessory design skills, methods and practices have 
benefitted the creative processes of making different 
health wearables. These cases demonstrate the importance 
of material knowledge, small-scale refined making skills 
and empathic understanding of the wearer. 

INTRODUCTION

Wearable health design is a category of objects that 
relate to a wearer with specific needs, e.g.  a wearer 
of spectacles, a person wearing an ostomy pouch, or 
a wearer of an artificial limb. In Figure 1 we see a fall 
detection device as a typical wearable health device 
designed with an impersonal, functional character 
(Bingham, 2017). 

Next to it, we see a delicate gold bracelet with a 
completely different narrative. The image illustrates the 
dissimilarity in the two design approaches − a real-life 
scenario from a care home − to exemplify the state of 

existing wearable health design. 

The image is intriguing, as the bracelet offers a different 
narrative than the fall detection device. Someone 
especially chose this bracelet, because of the wearer’s 
personality, whereas the fall detection device is chosen 
due to the wearer’s troubles with falling. The bracelet is 
part of the wider scope of accessory design (Møller and 
Bang, 2016), which in this case is conceptually related 
to access. The category of accessory design − which 
belongs neither completely to fashion design nor to 
jewellery design − stands at a halfway point which favours 
the stimulation of the two groups in their respective 
practices (Durschei, 2005). Similar to both practices is the 
expressive need of the wearer for body adornment.

Fig. 1 Photography of a 
care home resident and 
her fall detection alarm. 
Photo: V. Stegeager
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THE INHERENT NEED FOR BODY ADORNMENT

Anthropologist Polhemus (2005) and sociologists Roach 
and Eicher (2007) have argued that wearers possess 
a universal propensity to adorn themselves; “Human 
beings have been adorning their bodies with decorative 
objects for as long as there have been human beings” 
(Polhemus, 2005:30), an argument that is widely accepted 
by writers of dress and fashion (Roach and Eicher, 1965; 
Entwistle, 2015; Rouse 2007) and contemporary jewellery 
(Cunningham, 2007, Nygaard and Winther, 2018). 
Cunningham outlines the importance of body adornment 
in relation to contemporary jewellery design (2007), and 
Entwistle compares the human propensity of adornment 
to playing a role in how we dress ourselves (2015). The 
inherent need for body adornment influences what 
we wear and how this act is related to identity (Roach-
Higgins and Eicher 1992). Thus wearing an accessory 
or a wearable health design expresses the identity of the 
wearer. 

Body adornment is presumably often misunderstood as 
simply having a decorative function (Polhemus, 2005), 
while others have proposed clothing and accessories 
serve to alter or display the body in order to gain positive 
attention (Roach-Higgins and Eicher, 1992; Rouse, 2007; 
Roach and Eicher, 2007). Rather than viewing wearable 
health design from a narrow functional view point, it 
might be advisable to view the display of these accessories 
that a person must wear in order to ‘make’ him- or 
herself, from a perspective of not just being acceptable, 
but even being pleasing. In regard to jewellery design, in 
which more than body adornment is involved, Nygaard 
and Winther highlight the embedded personal and 
relational meanings “…that emerge between the object 
and the wearer over time, and which often have profound 
symbolic layers” (2018:74). 

When designing health wearables to meet the identity of 
the wearer it is therefore relevant to consider the potential 
and important role of body adornment. A starting point 
in design for ‘accessible’ health wearables could be to 
gain insight and knowledge about adorning factors and 
the wearer’s personal preferences (Møller, 2018). By 
establishing an ‘empathic’ relationship one can identify 
and define the inherent needs of the wearer and thereafter 
add insights into beauty and desirability – or diverse 
descriptions of ‘normality’ – as well as account for the 
medical requirements which tend otherwise to convey 
their own biomedical aesthetics (Dunne, 1999); Pullin, 
2009; Bush, 2015;)

ACCESSIBLE WEARABLE HEALTH DESIGN

Looking at the etymology of the relevant terms can give 
some insight into their connotations and significance. 
‘Access’, which originates from the Latin word accessus, 
means: “A coming to, an approach, entrance”1. Developing 
this concept, Ribot and Peluso define access as “…the 
ability to benefit from things – including material objects, 
persons, institutions, and symbols,” (2003:153). From 
‘access’ is derived the term ‘accessory’ as a thing that 
is “subordinate to something else.”2.  In this particular 
relationship the ‘accessory’ can be seen as a symbol to 
regulate access or entrance, meaning an object with the 
“…habit or power of getting into the presence of someone 
of something” (Vainshtein, 2012:164). According to Ribot 
and Peluso, these ‘powers’ constitute material, cultural 
and political-economic strands (2003), whereas accessory 
design also manifests gender (Brand and Teunissen, 2007) 
and personal choice (Møller and Bang, 2016).

1. Etym Online, Access, viewed 3rd of May 2018, from 2. 
https://www.etymonline.com/word/access 

2. Etym Online, Accessory, viewed 8rd of May 2018, from 
https://www.etymonline.com/word/accessory 
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Accessibility refers to the design of products, devices, 
services, or environments for people who experience 
disabilities (Henry et al., 2014). The concept and practice 
of accessible design ensures both “direct access” (i.e. 
unassisted) and “indirect access” meaning compatibility 
with a person’s assistive technology (NCPPSAD, 2018). 
“Assistive technology is any item, piece of equipment or 
product system whether acquired commercially off the 
shelf, modified, or customized that is used to increase, 
maintain or improve functional capabilities of individuals 
with disabilities,” (Herriott and Cook, 2014:1). According 
to Jacobsen, all products should be commonly assistive, 
whereas accessibility covers a broader definition, to be 
overall inclusive (2014). This is due to the stereotype 
of disability versus an ideal body, as “The stereotypical 
characteristics associated with people with disability are 
often exaggerated, unjust, and concern a person’s entire 
identity and life, not just disability” (Jacobsen, 2014:43). 
Pullin, for example introduced the term resonant design, 
as an approach to meet the requirements that are similar 
to people with and without disability (2009).

In theory and in practice, accessible wearable health 
design can draw on the tradition of accessory design. 
Reflection on access, or the lack thereof, in existing 
wearable health design, is therefore of relevance. In this 
light, the accessory can be seen as a power object as it has 
these material, cultural, political-economic, gender and 
personal choice qualities. Since the accessory belongs 
neither completely to the field of jewellery nor to that of 
fashion, it can be seen as an autonomous object providing 
access to the wearer, as he or she can choose the design of 
the object according to his or her personal preferences. At 
the interface between jewellery and fashion, the accessory 
necessitates the active collaboration of professionals from 
both the jewellery and the fashion disciplines, in order to 
embed both functional and expressive factors. 

This article therefore falls within the realm of 
contemporary jewellery research, because many design 
researchers who have critically explored the field of 
wearable health design have a background in jewellery 
practice (Wallace, 2007; Kettley, 2007; Ahde-Deal 2013; 
Frankel, 2014; Bush, 2015; Silina and Haddadi, 2015). 

The article presents a literature review and applied PhD 
research, which generated several design experiments 
carried out with accessory design students and small and 
medium sized companies that develop wearable health 
design, with the purpose of proposing an accessory 
approach for accessible product development.  

THE CURRENT STATE OF WEARABLE 
HEALTH DESIGN 

In the context of wearable health design, the idea of the 
accessory as a power object is intriguing, since current 
wearable health devices are traditionally designed within 
a biomedical model; they are concerned with medical 
requirements (Bush 2015) and illness (Jacobsen, 2014), 
as opposed to accessory design, which is concerned 
with aesthetic appeal and attraction (Pullin 2009). 
This inquiry is based on the fact that several assistive 
wearables are rejected by the wearers, their personal 
tastes with regard to aesthetics being the main reason 
for rejection (Ravneberg and Söderström 2017). Other 
researchers state that personal and sociocultural values 
are somehow under-appreciated in the design of current 
health wearables, as these devices have a technology-
driven background (Versteg et al. 2016), meaning that the 
focus is primarily on functionality (Silina and Haddadi 
2015, Shinohara and Wobbrock 2011). The study argues 
in favour of the synthesis of the approaches used in 
accessory design and design for health wearables. 
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Wearable health products often rely on technological 
solutions that focus on functionality and efficiency 
(Koulidou, 2018), where the wearer’s body is seen as a 
source of pure data (Seymour 2010; Ryan, 2014). The 
problem with this approach stems from the requirements 
of technological components and advances of knowledge 
from computer scientists and biomedical or electrical 
engineers (Frankel, 2014). Additionally, wearable health 
design is worn on or attached closely to the body, and 
while the devices become personal and intimate their 
biomedical nature does not often reflect the wearer’s 
personal preferences (Møller 2018). This is a paradox, 
as personalisation for the wearer is perceived as vital to 
the functional performance of the object in question 
(Bingham, 2017).

PRESENTING AN ACCESSORY APPROACH

The paper puts forward an accessory approach as an 
enabler of a particular framing for accessible wearable 
health design, as illustrated in figure 2. This insight is 
based on findings from a literature review of jewellery 
and fashion design research in combination with wearable 
health design. An accessory approach is furthermore 
developed by findings in several design experiment cases 
(Møller, Ravnløkke and Bang 2016; Møller and Kettley, 
2017; Møller 2018, Møller and Bush 2018, Møller 2018b). 
Here an accessory approach facilitated designs of health 
wearables to be objects worn on a person, with the 
inspiration from accessory design for a person and to be 
objects about that person’s identity. 

Three of the design experiments are presented in the 
later sections, and small-scale refined making skills and 
empathic understanding of the wearer is crucial in order 
to frame that material knowledge. These findings are 
followed by a description of a personalised accessory 
approach – based on accessory design skills, methods and 
practice, with a subsequent conclusion.

THE ACCESSORY AS SOCIO-TECHNICAL 
ACCESS POINT 

Access through accessories from which to approach 
design challenges is also informed by the idea of 
designing for complex sociotechnical systems (Norman 
and Stappers, 2015), a notion that sociotechnical systems 
can be a vehicle for the complex relationships between 
the designer of wearable health devices, its wearers and 
the viewers (Møller and Kettley, 2017). With the current 
development of electronic components and advances in 
digital technology sensors have become tiny and more 
affordable (Koulidou, 2018). This calls for a humanistic 
approach to health wearables as well (Møller and Kettley, 
2017). Very often designers’ attempts to make the 
appearance of wearable health devices acceptable are not 
particularly thorough being severely limited by the health 
problem involved. This means that the product often 
merely “serves as a nice box to host the technological 
equipment” (Koulidou, 2018:21). 

Fig. 2 Positioning of 
an accessory approach 
involving the creation of 
accessible wearable health 
design; worn on and for 
a person, and to be about 
the wearers identity. 
Trine Møller@2018 
all rights reserved. 
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Here the broad category of accessory design offers a 
different approach inspired by the style evolution of 
wearable health technologies such as glasses (Pullin, 
2009; Royeen, 2015) and prosthetics (Vainshtein, 2012; 
Bingham, 2017). In these cases, worn health objects 
have gone through a design transformation to become 
interesting examples of objects one could frame as 
accessible. Today, glasses are sold in supermarkets, 
high street fashion shops or airports and come in 
many different shapes, colours and materials. Current 
prosthetics are designed with the help of haute couture 
designers to become ready-made objects as an “… 
aesthetic artefact to be treasured” (Vainshtein, 2012:147). 
We can also see prosthetics produced with the help of 3D 
printing to present personally fitted versions that meet the 
physical as well as the cultural requirements of the wearer 
(Bingham, 2017).

LITERATURE REVIEW

The main thrust of the literature review is that accessory 
design is a combination of design skills, methods 
and practices, influenced by the making of jewellery, 
shoes, bags, clothing accessories and hats e.g. jewellery, 
functional accessories and clothing accessories. As 
the accessory design field is wide and combined with 
wearable health design, the main research contributors 
come from the field of jewellery, although softer 
accessories also provide examples of the development of 
wearable health design, e.g. garments inspired by fashion 
and textile design. 

IDENTITY, AESTHETICS AND EMPATHY

With reference to contemporary jewellery, Cunningham 
(2007) investigates cultural identity and narrative and 
suggests a maker-wearer-viewer approach as a way to 
perceive narrative jewellery and its relationship between 
the maker and the wearer of the piece, as well as the 
individuals viewing it (2005).  Cunningham’s definition 
expands the health wearable designer’s thinking to include 
considerations of the wearer actively engaging the viewer. 
This framework unifies the concept of jewellery and 
clothing as well as functional accessory design based on 
the assumption that the designer is addressing a universal 
human propensity for body adornment (Cunningham, 
2007). 

In her doctoral dissertation Wallace (2007) focussed on the 
subject of emphasising the personal emotional significance 
of digital jewellery for wearers to claim that many designs 
“…are inspired by the technologies that make them 
possible, rather than the people who will experience them” 
(2007:58). She concludes, “The relationship between 
technology and the human body is fundamentally limited 
both in terms of physical conception and emotional 
diversity and richness” (2007:42). Wallace’s distinctive 
notion of wear versus use, is relevant when exploring 
the discourse of wearable health design, as user-centred 
design is being a preferred term by several researchers in 
the inclusive design and disability literature (Bergman and 
McGregor, 2011; Herriott, 2012). Highlighting the personal 
experience of wearing objects on the body is furthermore 
relevant when discussing access: “The user interacts 
with an object because it enables or carries out a certain 
function. The wearer is engaged in a more body-centric 
relationship with the object” (Wallace 2007:47). Indeed, 
this notion of wear, as opposed to use, in wearable health 
design, seems key when framing personal preferences and 
purposes that are cultural fits for the wearer.
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Kettley (2007) reflects critically on the evidence of both 
the need for and the acceptance of an aesthetic approach 
to wearable design. In her work she calls for an authentic 
experience for the wearer of wearables, stating that the idea 
of a person’s ‘lifeworld’, in relation to the design process, 
can be used when dealing with the problem of describing 
the complex textures of the everyday environment into 
which authentic objects might be introduced.

In relation to dress and softer accessories, Seymour argues 
that design and style are tremendously important when 
creating meaningful wearables, stating that early wearables 
were functional but awkward to wear and to look at, while 
they “…are rapidly rising to meet the fashion world on its 
own terms, by producing garments that are both stylish 
and comfortable” (2008:13). In regard to accessories, 
Seymour conceives of 1) material and physical functions 
which relate to protection, concealment, and attraction, 
while 2) cultural functions are related to communication, 
individualistic expression, social and economic status 
and political or religious affiliation (2008). Seymour’s 
experience with designed body-worn objects is based on 
the idea that experimental projects represent a test bed for 
fashionable wearables since, “…their success is determined 
by a product’s ability to capture human motion by meeting 
a need and its aesthetic performance” (2010:16). Thus, 
Seymour’s term “fashionable wearables” becomes a 
statement for describing expressive and functional objects 
of accessibility, through accessories that the wearer can 
identify with, on a physical, psychological and social 
level. Recently, Seymour (2016) worked on a health 
wearable designed as an accessory that can communicate 
the condition of the heart to the wearer thus assisting 
in preventing heart diseases later in life. In this case the 
product is a bra that measures the parameters of the heart 
to monitor physical activity levels 3.  

3 www.supa.ai

In Wallace’s later research (2014), she focusses on the 
bespoke processes of design and how empathy between 
the wearers and the designer can be a vehicle for this 
relationship; her research also emphasises the distinct 
personhood of the wearer. Figure 3 shows a brooch 
designed for a woman with dementia, made from textile 
cut from her dresses that her husband kept.

To enable reminiscent experiences for the woman, 
Wallace designed the brooch that includes samples from 
her dresses, reflecting the woman’s personal preferences 
with the purpose of catalysing memories and stories. Thus 
the woman could wear the brooch  with inspiration from 
accessory design and create personal memories about her 
identity. 
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Fig. 3 Dress brooch from the Personhood project Photo: J. Wallace
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Kettley’s recent work  (2017) focusses on person-centred 
design approaches to include the voices of the persons 
the designer is working with in order to foster an 
empathic relationship between the maker, the wearer 
and the viewer (Møller and Kettley, 2017). Her lead 
role in the project ‘An Internet of Soft Things’ resulted 
in a framework to practice ethical participatory design 
(Kettley et al., 2017), in collaboration with computer 
scientists, smart textile designers, psychotherapists, 
design researchers and mental health participants – both 
as individuals and professionals. In the project Kettley 
and her team used different basic accessories for the 
participants to choose which objects they preferred 
and could associate with, to assist them during difficult 
periods. In this way, through the basic accessories, the 
participants were given a voice in describing their every-
day challenges in order to demystify electronics and to 
determine to what extent they should be embedded into 
the materials. The use of every-day objects facilitated 
tangible dialogue tools (Møller, Ravnløkke and Bang, 
2016) to raise new questions and issues in a safe 
environment.

In figure 4 we see a basic accessory − a pair of ear 
muffs − which Josie, one of the participants, preferred. 
She even wore them at a Christmas market as part of a 
social gathering for the project participants. The basic 
accessories facilitated an idea of soft things to be worn on 
Josie, with the inspiration from accessory design to meet 
Josie’s personality and as objects that cater to her identity.

Fig. 4 A pair of ear muffs 
designed to demystify 
sensors, light and other 
electronic components, 
for wearers with mental 
health conditions. 
Photo: T. Møller. 
Josie Collier wears the 
ear muffs at a public 
Christmas market. 
Photo: S. Kettley.
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Bush and ten Hompel (2017) also focus on use versus 
wear in their research into the field of wearable orthosis 
design. Bush, who is also trained as a jeweller, turned to 
design research when the symptoms of Ehlers-Danlos 
Syndrome − a type of hypermobility from which she 
suffers – resulted in jewellery-making becoming too 
difficult to practice. Her own frustrating experience 
of health wearables led her to question the approach 
of current orthosis design, which is why she started to 
investigate methods that support co-design and craft 
sensibility in the design processes for orthosis design 
(figure 5).

In the analysis section of her PhD project Bush developed 
a biopsychosocial model of eight layers of wearability to 
define important factors that affect a wearer’s adoption of 
worn objects (Bush and ten Hompel, 2017). Her model 
identifies fit, function, style, aesthetics, materials, making, 

emotional engagement and meaning as important design 
factors affecting wearability − a term that describes how 
wearable an object is perceived to be by its wearer. All 
these factors were raised in her co-design research with 
other wearers of orthosis design. Bush’s jewellery-inspired 
approach facilitates the design of wearable orthosis design 
to be worn on a person, with the inspiration of accessory 
design for a person, and to be objects about the identity of 
that person.

Fig. 5 Peta Bush’s 
collection of “Therapeutic 
Jewellery” demonstrating 
the potential of traditional 
craft technologies in 
orthosis design (Bush and 
ten Hompel, 2017). 
Photo: P. Bush
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CASE STUDIES

The case studies were analysed using Brinkmann’s (2014) 
approach ‘Stumbling upon Experiences’, which presents a 
qualitative inquiry of describing astonishing incidents to 
recognise multiple modalities of social actions (Atkinson, 
2005). Navigating through such social actions, abductive 
reasoning can be used in situations of uncertainty in order 
to understand explanations of something that happens 
(Brinkmann, 2014). According to Brinkmann, abduction 
is driven by astonishment, mystery, and breakdowns in 
the researcher’s understanding. The ‘stumbling’ upon 
astonishing incidents in the three design experiment cases 
will be presented in the following sections.

A COFFIN-LIKE FALL DETECTION DEVICE

The first design experiment case is presented to show 
how an engineering-driven company altered their design 
in response to a clearer understanding of the users´ 
psychosocial needs (Møller, 2018). In figure 6, the company’s 
first prototype of a wearable fall detection device is shown. 

When developing the device, the company did not involve 
the wearers but based the design of the prototype on their 
own imagination of their grandparents wearing a piece 
of jewellery. Unfortunately, and because of the company’s 
production method (3D printing), the resultant ‘jewel’ 
ended up resembling a mini coffin.  

The company therefore looked for new input and 
presented their first prototype to the author, which was 
an astonishing coincidence. They were about to hire two 
jewellery design interns, and I asked for permission to 
present my accessory approach to them in order to test 
it. The company consented, and during a two-and-a-half 
-hour visit I presented related written material from the 
literature review and showed examples of previous design 
experiments with accessory design students working with 
ethnographic methods to explore why we wear accessories 
(Møller and Bang, 2016). After introducing the accessory 
approach to the interns, they visited the care home with 
whom the company collaborated. They were subsequently 
given permission to do research about the residents’ 
favourite accessories, see figure 7.

Fig. 6 The company’s 
first prototype of a fall 
detection device, to be 
carried around the neck 
of care home residents. 
Photo: V. Stegeager

Fig. 7 Inspired by the care 
home residents’ personal 
favourite accessories, the 
interns developed new 
prototypes based on the 
personal preferences of 
the individuals. 
Photo: V. Stegeager and A. 
E. Vladoiu
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As a result of this work the company realised that by 
emphasising the identity of the care home residents, 
they could change their understanding of the wearer and 
personalise the design of the fall detection device (figure 
8).

In this particular situation, access is given to the wearer, 
as he or she can choose the design of the device that best 
corresponds with his or her personal preferences. 

This way of using access is totally different from the 
approaches used in the literature of inclusive design (e.g. 
Herriott, 2012).

This might be due to the use of the word user-centred 
design which strongly emphasises functionality. In this 
case, high functionality is also apparent, but the design 
of the aesthetic qualities of the device takes on a high 
priority, resulting in the company changing their thinking 
and starting to empathise with the wearer’s identity.

Fig. 8 The final fall 
detection alarm device, 
designed as a brooch, 
with an individual choice 
of cover (The blue top, 
illustrated in the image). 
Photo: V. Stegeager
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FROM OSTOMY TO FASHION ACCESSORY?

To explore personalised design and critically consider whether 
wearable health objects such as an ostomy pouch should be 
seen as a fashion accessory at all, another design experiment 
involved a workshop with an ostomy pouch designer, a person 
who wears an ostomy pouch and a former stoma nurse.

The idea was to create personalised ostomy pouches that 
cater to the participants’ personal preferences and to raise 
a discussion about current ostomy design (Møller 2018b). 
To further discuss an accessory approach, the workshop 
facilitated an opportunity to create personalised wearable 
health design for each participant to create a ‘mild and a wild’ 
version of their bespoke ostomy pouch. In figure 9, the ostomy 
design shows this ‘wild’ version of a redesigned ostomy pouch, 
to be a completely new form of reservoir for the body waste of 
the wearer, which was an astonishing incident. 

In accessory design in general there is an inherent need for 
changing accessories for special occasions, for example when 
lying on the beach or participating in a carnival. Thus, one of 
the workshop participants came up with a ‘wild’ version − a 
‘noisy’ and a ‘festive’ ostomy pouch, as shown in figure 10. 

Figure 10 The workshop facilitated different styles of ostomy 
pouches, for different personalities as well as occasions. Here 
the stoma nurse’s creation of a ‘wild’ version Photo T. Møller, 
2018.

Designing the ostomy pouch with a different and personal 
approach might question the taboo and the stigma 
surrounding the wearer. The astonishing incident raised new 
questions: Could an accessory approach change the way the 
wearer is viewed by others?  

The idea of changing larger socio-technical systems through 
accessory design seems unlikely, since health and care services 
tend to be massive and complex political systems (Norman, 
2015). Nevertheless, the accessory can be seen as part of the 
larger fashion system, as one element in a complex network 
that could affect societal change to some extent. Similarly, 
in the early 1900s, Coco Chanel, the fashion, jewellery and 
accessory designer, launched a collection of clothes that 
changed customers’ expectations of physical activity and 
comfort due to its new pattern cuts, stretchable materials and 
fashionable style (Brand and Teunissen, 2007). What Chanel 
did for women’s freedom to wear clothes that allowed them to 
move their bodies more easily had a huge impact on fashion 
and thereby the sociotechnical systems throughout the 1900s 
up to the present day (LaMontagne, 2013).

Fig. 9 Questioning 
whether the form of an 
ostomy pouch should 
follow the movement 
of the body rather than 
being a traditional oval 
shaped pouch. 
Photo: T. Møller

Fig. 10 The workshop 
facilitated different styles 
of ostomy pouches, for 
different personalities as 
well as occasions. Here 
the stoma nurse’s creation 
of a ‘wild’ version 
Photo: T. Møller, 2018.
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DESIRABLE WEARABLE HEALTH DEVICES

Together with Peta Bush and nine accessory design 
students an evaluation of an accessory approach drew 
attention to which accessory design skills, methods 
and practices could be used to transform emotional 
information about the wearers and their personal 
needs into tangible solutions (Møller and Bush, 2018). 
The students were asked to develop quick prototypes 
to challenge existing perceptions of a Transcutaneous 
Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS) machine, figure 11. 

Another astonishing incident occurred, when one of the 
students presented her re-design of a wearable health 
device (see figure 12). Practising an accessory approach to 
which she was introduced at the beginning of the course 
the student used natural materials to design a wearable 
health device with simple functions that can be charged 
through the motion of the body.

Bush is wearing the TENS machine, and her jewellery-
led approach (Bush and ten Hompel, 2017) inspired the 
student to use pieces of jewellery, nanotechnology and 
natural and precious materials. Even though the student 
is trained in product design, the accessory approach 
is apparent in her solution for the redesigned TENS 
machine. According to Bush the existing machine still 
has many problems such as the placement of buttons, the 
way it is worn, as well as the application of the pads to the 
body. The student´s redesign of the device challenges the 
perception that wearable health devices have to be chunky 
and sporty, which appears to be what the designers 
behind the existing TENS machine, figure 11, aimed for.

Fig. 11 The existing 
wearable health 
technology; a 
TENS machine for 
Transcutaneous Electrical 
Nerve Stimulation. 
Photo: A. Varga

Fig. 12 Aurélie Varga’s 
redesign of the TENS 
machine, a piece of 
jewellery to support the 
wearer’s personal choice 
of material, colour and 
shape. Photo: A. Varga
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The student´s concept is a neat and desirable solution 
that addresses important factors of wearability (Møller 
and Bush, 2018). Treatment of the materials and the 
accessory design methods solutions as well as the focus 
on the relationship between body and object in particular 
inspired her process of making. By treating the objects in 
a refined manner with a strong emphasis on materials the 
student created a very convincing prototype. 

Influenced by an accessory approach she made a fitted, 
functional, stylish and aesthetic artefact that greatly 
emphasised the emotional engagement and meaning for 
the wearer, thus accomplishing all eight important design 
factors of wearability (Bush and ten Hompel, 2017; 
Møller and Bush, 2018).

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE THREE 
DESIGN EXPERIMENTS

Comparing the activities of the design experiments, 
several astonishing incidents frame the analysis 
(Brinkmann, 2014). Inspired by the insights of the 
literature review, which focussed on issues of identity, 
aesthetics and empathy, the comparative analysis explores 
related significant findings of the activities, based on the 
researchers’ state-of-the-art insights and work;

The categorisation frames a pattern of accessory design 
activities which appears in each design experiment. The 
design experiments thereby propose a framework for 
new openings for an accessory design approach towards 
accessible wearable health design.

Identity Aesthetics Empathy

Case study 1

“A coffin-like fall detection 
device”

Embedded ethnographic 
methods facilitated insights 
of the wearer’s identity to 
foster the creative design 
process.

Small-scaled refined 
making skills and material 
knowledge generated an 
aesthetic approach towards 
the wearer’s preferences 
and health wearables.

Identity and aesthetic 
considerations of the 
wearers inspired a re-design 
of the mini coffin and 
thereby resembled empathy 
for the wearer’s situation.

Case study 2

“From ostomy to fashion 
accessory?”

Involving wearers and non-
wearers of ostomy products 
to resemble personal 
versions of ostomy 
pouches, focusses on the 
identity of the wearers.

The personal aesthetic 
considerations and choices 
involved small-scaled refined 
making skills and material 
knowledge to create a ‘mild’ 
and a ‘wild’ ostomy pouch.

Empathic understanding 
was generated outside the 
remit of the company, to 
foster new ideas; sharing of 
personal preferences and 
identity issues.

Case study 3

“Desirable wearable health 
devices”

Engaging with wearers of 
wearable health design, 
to focus on wearability 
involved personal challenges 
for the individual, such as 
identity issues.

To match the personal 
and aesthetic preferences 
of the wearers, material 
knowledge and small-
scaled refined making skills 
were activated.

Going back to the wearer 
to discuss the re-design of 
a wearable health device 
fostered insights of empathy 
towards a personalized 
design approach.
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NEW OPENINGS THROUGH ACCESSORY DE-
SIGN SKILLS, METHODS AND PRACTICE

Combining literature on jewellery research, object 
narratives, adornment, aesthetics, person-centred 
approaches, style, craft sensibilities, wearability, empathy 
and identity, the involved design practices is of relevance 
when designing access for the wearer through accessories. 

In light of the literature review and the three design 
experiment cases the designer’s role can be discussed in 
regard to an accessory approach towards wearable health 
design; Material knowledge, small-scale refined making 
skills and empathic understanding of the wearer are 
crucial. As a premise, this means that the wearable health 
designer could start with: 

• Generating insight about the state of the wearer’s 
physical, psychological and social body

• Considering and involving the inherent need for body 
adornment

• Engaging in an empathic relationship with the wearer to 
understand cultural and psychosocial factors

The designer might come from one of several sub-
disciplines but could apply accessory design to achieve a 
clear impact. The synthesis of an accessory approach is 
thus a combination of accessory design skills, methods 
and practices, based on state-of-the-art designs and 
research as visualised in figure 13.

SKILLS

The categorisation of accessory design skills directs the 
maker’s creation of wearable health objects that;

• Empathise with the wearer’s physical, psychological and 
social body

• Catalyse information about the wearer’s personal preferences

• Embed the wearer’s personal stories 

• Focus on wearer identity, in the past, present and future

• Contain a tangible understanding of materials

• Perform small-scaled refined making

Such skills include a focus on materials embedded in 
small-scale refined making processes when creating 
accessories. When developing health wearables the 
designer could be aware of the narratives of accessories 
and their relationship with the body, i.e. the emotional 
and sensory experience of wearing the objects. If the 
designer aims for fashionable objects the health wearable 
becomes a statement of expressive and functional 
qualities, thus it raises questions concerning accessibility 
for the individual. In that sense the designer needs to 
know how to gain insight into the wearer’s personal 
preferences at the biopsychosocial level (Møller and 
Bush, 2018). In that process, the designer might also be 
knowledgeable about electronic components and digital 
technology in order to ascertain whether wearable health 
design for the body should be fashionable and how it 
might fit the cultural preferences of the wearer.

Fig. 13 How an accessory 
approach might facilitate 
different skills, methods 
and practices within 
wearable health design.
Trine Møller@2018 all 
rights reserved.  
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METHODS

A starting point would be to gain valuable insight and 
knowledge about wearer preferences and the cultural 
fit purposes of the wearer. This could be done through 
standard design research methods, i.e. participation, 
observation and interview, with an additional emphasis 
on wear as in emotional and sensory qualities, rather 
than use as in the functions and qualities of the design 
prospect. Getting insight into the wearer’s existing 
accessories, e.g. jewellery, functional accessories and/
or clothing accessories, a visit to their own home and an 
interview with them about their favourite accessories 
could be a starting point for empathic understanding and 
an emphasis on identity (Møller and Bang, 2016; Møller 
and Kettley, 2017; Møller 2018). There are, however, some 
ethical issues embedded in this type of request, which the 
designer has to be aware of.

This conception could expand the designer’s thinking to 
include considerations of the wearer actively engaging the 
viewer and frames the relationship and understanding 
hereof in the maker-wearer-viewer relationship 
(Cunningham, 2005). 

PRACTICE

When introducing the accessory approach, practice can 
vary within the different accessory design disciplines, 
such as shoemaking, jewellery making, weaving or 
knitting a scarf, creating a hat or crafting a bag. Thus, 
wearable health design has the ability to be both pleasing 
haute couture artefacts, bespoke products (Vainshtein, 
2012), or on-site 3D printed objects (Bingham, 2017). 
Accessories making differs in its categories of practice. 
With haute couture and bespoke objects, the practitioner 
has to be very patient and skilled to manage the craft, 
whereas 3D printing makes use of a machine. In that 
case the practitioner has to have technological insight 
into machinery and materials. Practicing wearable 
health design, material and physical functions relate 
to protection, concealment and attraction. Cultural 
functions (including social and psychological functions) 
are related to communication, individualistic expression, 
social and economic status and political or religious 
affiliation. Industrially designed and produced basic 
accessories can create a natural engagement between 
accessory designers and non-designers, as well as the 
wearer. Thus, the accessory becomes a familiar and 
tangible tool for dialogue to raise the voice of the wearers 
and their every-day challenges.
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CONCLUSION

Access literally means ‘a coming to’ or ‘an approach’. 
In this paper I have discussed how access is related to 
accessory design, with the purpose of presenting an 
accessory approach as an enabler of a particular framing 
for accessible wearable health design. By framing the 
discourse of current wearable health design, accessory 
design offers a different approach. In relation to the 
wearer, the accessory can be seen as a power object due 
to its qualities of material, cultural, political-economic, 
gender and personal choice. An accessory approach 
is therefore different, as it is related to personal issues 
of what we wear, rather than the traditional user-
centred design of health wearables, related to pure 
functionality. Accessibility refers to the design for people 
who experience disabilities, and in theory and practice 
assistive and accessible wearable health design can draw 
on the tradition of accessory design to embed a broader 
perspective than implied by only disability, personal 
preferences and the cultural fit purposes of the wearer. 
In that case, functionality is still highly relevant; thus 
an accessory approach activates further dynamics of the 
inherent need for body adornment. With insights from 
the disability, jewellery and fashion literature, as well as 
several design experiments, I suggest that an accessory 
approach facilitates wearable health designs to be objects 
worn on a person, with the inspiration from accessory 
design for a person, and, to be objects about the identity 
of that person. Maybe the emphasis on access could 
change the way we approach wearers of wearable health 
design to support their personal experience of body worn 
objects? 

The framework I have created is based on the findings 
from the literature review and the design experiment 
cases, including identity, aesthetics and empathy as 
important indicators that synthesise accessory design 
skills, methods and practices that can be valuable for 
other designers of health wearables. A starting point is to 
gain insight and valuable knowledge about the personal 
preferences of the wearer by establishing an empathic 
relationship. Material knowledge and small-scaled refined 
making skills are also key factors in approaching the 
design of health wearables differently. Such an accessory 
approach challenges the taboo and the stigma related 
to traditional wearable health devices and could change  
current wearable health design by creating access, 
through accessories, for the wearer to be able to choose 
a design that is ‘me’. This article claims that an accessory 
approach might very well provide a more effective way to 
design such wearable health products.
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Intimacy in Accessories 
Abstract  

This paper presents a study of three older women and their needs defining accessories, to 
understand the relationships between them and their favorite objects, and to clarify why they 
choose to wear them. The women were asked to showcase the accessories in their own 
home; thus the objects became enablers of conversations about personal life experiences of 
significance, which complemented the thrust of the study. This explorative study generated 
important information about why the women wear what they do. The home setting 
furthermore indulged a free way of anecdotal conversation and served the study with 
intimate details and rich stories. The findings showed that these accessories are objects with 
unique personal qualities and choice; this is obviously beyond their functional and material 
existence. These findings are of interest to the wearable health technology community as 
they discover possible factors to take into consideration when designing such for the older 
age group and traditionally designed within a biomedical model.  

Keywords 

Accessories, Older Age Group, Wearable Health Technology 

INTRODUCTION  
The starting point for this research paper is to understand why older women wear what they do and 
what constitutes their reasons for choice. Investigating current trends in wearable health technology, 
wearability and fit to personal style, tend to prevail over technological aspects in the consumer’s mind, 
as people perceive wearable devices as personal accessories (Mintel, 2015). As an accessory is a 
personal object, it relates to the wearer functionally, conceptually and aesthetically (Genova, 2013). 
Thus the categories of accessories extend far beyond the world of fashion (Sicard, 2005), to be 
concepts of ultimate extension of the body as objects, which help define our psychological, social and 
cultural contours (Trebitsch, 2005). Assuming that accessories are not solely linked to a definition of 
either jewellery or fashion, they are seen as representatives of the self - a visual adjective (Polhemus, 
2005).  
 
The aim of the paper is to identify accessories means and possibilities to be indicators for possible 
creation of wearable health devices. These types of devices are traditionally designed within a 
biomedical model (Bush, 2015) eliminating an understanding of personal values attached to the 
accessories. Other studies suggest that between 50% and 56% of wearable and assistive 
technologies are abandoned by the user and that 15% of these are never used after purchase 
(Hocking, 1999). This is critical, as remote healthcare monitoring in home environments are proposed 
as sustainable and cost-effective healthcare solutions, to future societal challenges (Jamal Deen, 
2015). Indeed, social care or rehabilitation may be built around the use and functionality of these 
devices as a healthcare strategy (Dalke, 2016). As both the healthcare monitoring and accessories 
are worn close to the body, the accessory is an interesting object to investigate. 

Exploring the nature of these types of accessories, accessory design students from the Design 
School Kolding in Denmark were briefed and then asked to go out and visit three women, aged 60-68 
years, in the women’s homes. The social interaction generated conversations about the women’s 
favourite accessories: jewellery, a functional accessory and a clothing accessory, to clarify and 
enhance knowledge about why the women wear what they do. This objective will be investigated 
through related work to contextualize the accessory’s narratives, followed by sections of the study 
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approach, method and the empirical material. An analysis and discussion of the findings will be 
concluded in the end, followed by a short section on future product development and relevant work.  

Accessory Narratives 

With a focus on jewellery, Ahde-Deal’s study of women and jewellery was found to be an inspiration in 
clarifying personal values of existing accessories. She states that wearing personal jewellery 
provokes experienced emotions – namely valued past times, and that the jewellery pieces are carriers 
of tangible memories (Ahde-Deal & Koskinen, 2010). Tanderup (2014) argues that jewellery design 
carries social and cultural values as a potential to fashion an identity for the wearer. In a practice-
centred light, Wallace designs digital jewellery, combining contemporary jewellery and personal 
emotional significance (2007). She unfolds narratives of personal values, and reflects these back into 
design practice of new artefacts for among others, people with dementia (Wallace et al., 2013). Her 
findings point to personal preferences, beauty, enchantment and wellbeing, to indulge empathic 
design approaches.  
 
Kettley, Walker and Townsend use archaeological and anthropology methods to investigate historical 
garment pieces (in this study understood as functional and clothing accessories), to understand the 
historical culture of garments care and construction, as possibilities of embedding technology to 
emphasize health and wellbeing, for vulnerable users (2015). Their project is interesting as it breaks 
the concept of garment up into relational parts that may support new dress practices with e.g. 
wearable health technology. Thus theorizing new knowledge of garment accessories fosters 
discussions of the physicality of future wearable health technology devices. 
 
To examine the nature of accessories as an indicator for possible creation of wearable health 
technology, their current state of wearing accessories is of relevance. This is the case in Silina and 
Haddadi’s study of 187 wearables at the market or at various stages of development and research, in 
which they conclude, “As wearables are entering the domain of fashion, it is not uncommon to see 
criticism of their unfashionable aesthetics and gadgetry that do not necessarily consider consumer 
preferences and a need to create desire for wearable objects” (2015). In their analysis they 
furthermore cover a lack of accessory-like wearables in the healthcare sector, to be disappointing as 
patients in their daily life use the devices (Ibid.). 
 
The mentioned researchers show that in the realm of the accessory, perspectives as narratives, 
identity and empathy is found relevant, when designing future wearable health technology. It is 
therefore of relevance to understand such perspectives, as well as how to discover them.  

An Empathic Design Approach 

To identify empathy in design, several scholars have coined the term empathic design, in an effort to 
be better at understanding users, their situation, and feelings (Koskinen et al., 2003; Kouprie & Visser, 
2009; Postma et al. 2012). Investigating how the relationship between the wearer and their 
accessories can function as drivers to discover possible factors to take into consideration when 
designing wearable health technology, “Empathic design is a research approach that is directed 
towards building creative understanding of users and their everyday life’s for new product 
development” (Postma et al., 2012:60).  
 
Initiating this deep engagement is a key to leveraging the potential for participation and co-learning 
(Wallace et al., 2013). This point led to the organisation of the study, in terms of the numbers of 
women, who participated. The fact that three persons agreed to take part in the study generated a 
close personal relationship between the lead author and the individual women. Due to the relative 
number of women, the level of managing several participants was limited, and made room for the 
study to fit into the daily schedules of the women. This fact encouraged the maintenance of giving 
individual attention to each participant, and thereby their successful engagement throughout the 
study. 
 
The study draws on ethnographic methods developed by Klepp and Bjerck (2014). In what they call 
‘The Wardrobe Study’ they have researched dress objects that people favour and consequently keep 
in their wardrobes for a long period of time. These approaches and methods connect social science 
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with design research (in line with Koskinen et al. 2012), to generate the ‘accessory showcase’ on 
which to base the study’s empirical material. 

The Accessory Showcase 

The first aim of the study was to establish contacts of relational character between the lead author, 
the accessory design students and the women. The connection between the lead author and the 
women were made at a local activity centre, where a short introduction to the project was given. After 
this, two phone calls secured the women agreement to a date and time. The women agreed to let the 
accessory design students visit them in the their own home, as a showcase for their accessories. A 
consent form explained that is was solely up to the women, what stories they wanted to tell. They all 
signed and agreed to audio recordings of the conversations and to having their photos taken. To help 
the accessory design students facilitate the conversations, the lead author had framed 10 questions 
as a guideline for them to lean on if the conversation suddenly needed input or a new direction. They 
were furthermore told to divide their team and give each other certain roles; one to focus on the 
conversation - keeping eye contact and being constantly present; another to give photo-document the 
accessories as well as taking photos of the women wearing them; and a third to keep focus on the 
audio recording of the dialogue. To capture the empirical material of the conversations and to facilitate 
a calm and comfortable atmosphere, the accessory design students got prepared for the dialogues to 
keep these in continuous flows.  

Empirical Material  

After the accessory design students visited the women, transcribed the material and wrote their 
reflections they handed over the empirical material - three audio recordings, three transcriptions in 
Danish of the audio recordings, several pictures of the women and their accessories, and 11 reports 
of the students’ reflections. The written empirical material was afterwards translated into English by 
the lead author. Especially the readings of the student’s reflections were of great impact when 
analysing the audio recordings. This finding is supported by the work of Larsen and Sproedt (2013) 
who argue that social interactions are paramount in understanding the exploration, and grasping of 
criteria for innovation in practice – which can be argued also being the case when designing future 
wearable health technology.  
 
The category of an accessory may take many recognisable forms and functions (e.g. hats, umbrellas, 
socks, scarfs etc.) thus the lead author divided the focus of the study into three categories of 
accessories: jewellery, functional accessory and clothing accessory. These categories should help 
both the accessory design students and the women to navigate in their selection of favourites, as well 
as differentiate the many types of accessories to unify an understanding of the varying meanings. The 
jewellery category is interesting because the women are wearing something that is not functional. The 
functional accessory category was guided with examples of objects that have a second layer added to 
them i.e. glasses, hearing aids etc. thus this category is objects that assist the wearer in some way. 
The category is chosen to reflect on functionality and not only aesthetic means of the objects. The last 
category is clothing accessories, chosen to include other tactile qualities to the exploration and to 
expand the meaning of material values. Below are the three women and their three favourite 
accessories: 
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Analysis 

The study’s qualitative analysis is driven by points of astonishment (Brinkmann, 2014) and 
enchantment (Wallace et al. 2013), also pronounced as abductive reasoning, as it concerns a 
relationship between a situation and an inquiry (Brinkmann, 2014). In this case, the situation is the 
conversations with the women in their own homes. The inquiry is to understand why they choose what 
they wear. Listening through the audio recordings to analyse qualitative research material is similar to 
Revsbæk and Tanggaards method of ‘analysing in the present’ (2015). This method concerns paying 
attention to the way the women talk about their favourite accessories, as well as what they are saying, 
to convey diverse significance, as well as contribute to a sensitive understanding, tone of voice, 
laughter and tempo of speech. Some of the stories included either sad or happy characters, which led 
to different types of astonishment and enchantment during the conversations between the women and 
the accessory design students. 

Capturing such empirical material makes the listener aware of incidents of astonishment and/or 
enchantment, used as navigation points for locating existential meanings for the listeners’ individual 
and collective understanding (Brinkmann, 2014). This way of treating empirical material draws the 
attention to focus on the particularities of what the women say about their favourite accessories, for 
creating new insight that at the same time also recognizes the similarities (Larsen and Sproedt, 2013). 
If the analysis was only given on behalf of the transcriptions of the interviews, to be black letters on 
white paper, the information would have been impersonal, without speech and sounds, to evoke 
sensory understanding of the women’s heartfelt stories. Listening to the sounds of the recordings 
made the experience feel whole - to be ‘tactile’ when the lead author could hear the women or the 
accessory design students grasp the accessories or wear them, and ‘visual’ when listening to what 
happened in the room during the conversations. This was the case with coffee cups and tableware, as 
the women, as a friendly gesture served coffee for the accessory design students.  
 
The transcribed material of the interviews, as well as the accessory design student’s own reflections 
of the social interactions further supported the analysis. This insight gave the lead author the 
opportunity to not only listen to the words, but also to justify the experiences on behalf of the student’s 
reflections. This supported the parts of the conversation that were chosen to be of relevance. 
Brinkmann (2014) refers to this analytical method as a way to stumble to allow us to be sensitive to 
the material. He states that there are many things to stumble upon in this world e.g. books, art and 
everyday episodes that usually are not simple given, as data, but, at certain times, they may cause us 
to stumble – and thereby become data (Ibid: 724). This approach led to the below structure for the 
empirical material to be localized in three categories: ‘The Story behind’, ‘Embedded values’ and 
‘Storage’. These categories explain the different accessories in vertical lines, and were chosen for 
their astonishing or enchanting character. Horizontally, the three categories of accessories frame the 
relationship between the women and their chosen objects. 
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Informant/Accessory Favourite jewellery Favourite functional accessory Favourite clothing accessory 

(W1) 60 years of age A silver finger ring A pair of glasses A woollen scarf and cape 

Story behind “I got the ring for my 40 year 
birthday. My nephew picked 

it, while we where at a market 
place. He suggested his 
parents to buy it for me, as 

he said – This ring shows 
that there is strong 
connection in our family.” 

“I have had glasses since I was 
seven, so for me I cant see a thing 

without them. I bought these at a 
time when I had a little money. I 
like that they are light and thin and 

have this special look. It should be 
you who wear the glasses. Not the 
glasses that wears you!”  

“I got it as a present from my 
former Scottish colleagues, 

whom I worked with in 
London, when I was younger.” 

Embedded values “It is not made of expensive 
materials, and the design is 
very simple, but there are 

many great feelings and 
memories in it. I wear 
jewellery I think suits my 
clothes and mood.” 

“I am very happy for these. They 
seem as a part of me, and it’s 
hardly that I recognise them. I feel 

comfortable when I wear them, and 
I like the small details and colours 
of the design.” 

“I worked in London for some 
time. My scarf together with 
the cape represents memories 

from the good times I had 
there, the nice and fine quality 
it is made of and the persons I 
met. They are like family to 

me. Also it is nice to wear. 
When I wear it, it makes me 
happy, and it is a part of me as 

well of my life. That’s fun to 
think of.” 

Storage “I keep them here (at the sofa 

table) or in a drawer nearby 
my wardrobe.”  

“I wear them all the time, and when 

not, when I sleep, I keep them very 
close to my bed.” 

“I keep the scarf and cape in 

my wardrobe. Its to valuable 
to me, to have them hanging 
on the rack in my entree.” 

(W2) 67 years of age A gold necklace with a gold 

heart 

A backpack made of cork A jacket of wool fabric 

Story behind “I got the necklace in 1967, 

from my former boyfriend, 
now deceased husband. I 
was living abroad, and got it 

when visiting my home as 
my mother was becoming ill. 
A little later she died, and the 

necklace became related with 
the troubled time, where he 
was a great support. I have 
almost worn it ever since I 

got it.”  

“ I bought the backpack on a trip 

to Portugal with my grandson. He 
always wanted to come with my 
husband and I, when we should 

out travelling Unfortunately we 
missed it, so my grandson and I 
took a trip together last autumn.”  

“I worked at a nursing home 

for 18 years. And there are 
just some residents you 
remember more than others. 

One of them was a particular 
lady, who did not come along 
that well with the other 

residents. So to engage her in 
other activities we sat up a 
loom at a distant area for her 
to weave on. She made the 

fabric for this jacket. And the 
jacket is made especially for 
me.” 
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Embedded values “It has to be around my neck 

and has become a part of me. 
It would be loosing a part of 
myself, loosing the 

necklace.” 

“It makes me very unique. It is 

more fashionable than my regular 
backpacks. It’s also of high value 
to me, as it makes me think of our 

journey and the good memories 
from the trip. It is not a piece 
everyone wears. That does also 
mean something and the reason 

why I bought it. It gives me joy and 
identity – I like to posses things no 
one else have.” 

“I love it. It is my colours and 

a pleasure every time I wear it. 
It is very valuable to me as it’s 
a piece no one else has. It is a 

nice feeling wearing it as it is 
made after my size. That’s 
very unique!” 

Storage “My children would see it as 
very strange if I stopped 
wearing it. I therefore wear it 

all the time.” 

“I have worn many backpacks. 
This one I take good care of, and 
do not use that often. I keep it in 

my wardrobe.”  

“It hangs together with my 
other precious items in my 
wardrobe.” 

 (W3) 68 years of age A gold bracelet An iPhone in a leather cover A woollen skirt 

Story behind “I got the bracelet as a gift 

from my husband the 
morning after our wedding. 
The style of it runs in the 

family as my mother in law 
also got a bracelet in that 
design for her wedding. I 

wear it every day, even when 
I do my gymnastics.” 

“At first I was sceptic. Then my 

daughters convinced me to buy it. 
I can quickly communicate via 
images from my two daughters 

and their children. I can always 
reach it, look up interesting 
questions, find my way and follow 

the weather report. I simply can’t 
live without it!” 

“I bought it on sale. It is a skirt 

made of 45% wool and 55% 
polyester. Event though I have 
had for 15 years it is still very 

suitable. It is classy without 
being boring. It’s festive 
without making too much 

noise.”  

Embedded values “I use my bracelet a lot and it 

has become a part of me. I 
am not even able to think of, 
what would happen if I lost it. 

It is a very emotional piece 
for me!” 

“I carry it everywhere. It is so 

clever, and counts my steps. It is 
like a person to me and I am very 
happy about it!” 

“It’s a simple thing, but a great 

part of my identity, as it suits 
almost every style of dressing. 
I have had it since the 90es 

and the material combination 
makes it still look beautiful. I 
can be whoever I want to be in 
it, and that’s a great quality for 

me. I like to dress up. People 
do not wear nice clothes 
anymore. The skirt is a part of 

my image. I wear it often and 
it’s suitable for every style!” 

Storage “I have a polish cloth in both 

my trolley and my drawer. I 
clean the jewellery I wear 
every day and keep them in 

small cotton bags. I hide 
them different places in my 
house from day to day. You 

can never be to secure these 

“I normally do not have the phone 

more than an arm length away 
from me. That is it’s natural place. 
When I am out, it’s in my purse. 

When I sleep, it’s at my bedside 
table.” 

“It hangs in my wardrobe.” 
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days!” 

Table 1:  The analytical framework to define the women’s relationship to their accessories, and why they 
wear them. 

Favourite Jewellery  

Common for all the women was that they got emotional to different degrees while recollecting stories 
about their favourite jewellery. Stories were started without hesitation, even though the content was a 
sad experience when it happened. This was the case with W2, who started in a very eager tone, 
explaining about her necklace, but after a while shed a tear, because of her lost husband.  
The Individual stories are constructed of memories - memories the women share even with accessory 
design students who they had only known for a couple of hours.  

The chosen jewelleries were made of precious metals, as silver and gold. Though, W1 explains that 
her ring was not expensive, as this was bought at a market place. But what is of value to her is that it 
was her nephew that picked it for her, as a symbol of the tight relationship they have in their family. 
W1’s finger ring therefore becomes a mediator to other people of her meaningful and valuable 
memories. This insight fostered the understanding of the objects emotional as well as material value. 

Favourite functional accessory 

Similarly, strong feelings are connected to the women’s functional accessories. In W2’s case her 
backpack is of high value to her, because the material characteristics, which is cork. She explains that 
the backpack makes her feel unique and special. She connects the choice of her favourite object, with 
a story about her latest trip to Portugal. Her grandson always wanted to go with her and her husband, 
but never made it, as W2’s husband unfortunately died a couple of years ago. After this episode, W2 
and her grandson decided to travel together to Portugal. The backpack therefore becomes a symbol 
of the shared experiences they had travelling together to Portugal, as well as representing W2 as a 
unique and special person.  

In W3’s case an iPhone is her favourite functional accessory, as it easily connects her to her loved 
ones: her daughters and their children. What is of special interest is that W3 characterise her iPhone 
as an integrated part of her. She says that it is like a person to her, and that she does not keep it 
more than an arm length away from her and carries it wherever she goes.  
Also W2 express that her functional accessory, a pair of glasses is an essential part of her, and W1 
and W3 almost characterise their choices with bodily features. This gives the functional accessories 
unique qualities, beyond their functional and material existence.  

Favourite clothing accessory 

W1’s scarf and cape are picked because of a story about her former work relations. W2 shares a 
story about a resident at her former workplace, who wove the fabric for her jacket. Wearing it reminds 
her of the time working at the nursing home. In both cases the accessories are related to W1 and 
W2’s former job positions, and therefore become symbols of their identity at that time. W3’s 
explanation of her favourite clothing accessory has also something to do with this, as she expresses 
that her skirt is a great part of her identity. She reasons that this is due to the many suits the skirt can 
be part of, festive or ordinary occasions and that it is classy in its look.  
Another noteworthy point of the clothing accessories is the material in all three cases wool. W2’s 
jacket is 20 years old and W3’s skirt is 15 years old, and the women still use them a lot. Their 
common material gives a certain longevity quality to the objects, and W1, W2 and W3 mention this 
value to be the reason why the objects are chosen to be their favourite clothing accessories.  

Student reflections 

One of the accessory design students reflected that since the interviews with W3 were undertaken in 
her own home it seemed to create a free way of conversation. It made it natural for the accessory 
design students to ask for personal details about her accessories. This experience established stories 
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of intimate character. The women had all different cultural preferences, backgrounds and history, and 
yet there is a similar connection between them, the chosen accessories and their personal values. 
The accessories’ embedded feelings are all linked to personal experiences of significance, and 
thereby related to the women’s identity hence their image of themselves. A student meant that the 
reason why the women chose certain objects instead of others was the importance of the accessory’s 
specific value attributions. For example, during the interview with W3 one student noticed that she 
touched her favourite jewellery a lot while talking about it, and lit up when recalling some of the 
memories.  

When discussing why the women chose these objects, one could assume that they are 
remembrances of both positive and negative experiences of significance for the wearer. Another 
student framed this in her reflection of the interview with W1 that her personal accessories tell stories 
about her and remind others of who she is. A third student claimed that the relation between W2 and 
her accessories was that they represent her – who she was, who she is and whom she wants to be. 

Discussion 

Handling this sensitive information needs empathic understanding pointing to the sensual and 
emotional aspects of the relationship between the women, their accessories and the accessory 
design students. This became clear, when several of the accessory design students concluded within 
their reflections, how they were taken by surprise at the openness and willing contributions from the 
women sharing their inner feelings, memories and personal stories.  

The objective of this paper is to understand why the women wear what they do. A relevant note to this 
is the feeling the accessory design students had of the women’s ‘lived’ life and their everyday life. In 
this situation, the accessories became enablers for the women to articulate experiences of 
significance for themselves. According to Ahde-Deal people are wearing particular objects in order to 
feel closeness to earlier experiences and to people related to those (2013). This was also the case 
with W2’s jewellery, as her husband gave her the item at a time when her mother was very ill. W2 
furthermore states that her children would find it very unnatural and strange if she stopped wearing it. 
The jewellery therefore allows W2 to keep her memories in a physical object to be close to her, as an 
articulator of the relationship to her lost ones, her mother and husband. With an ambition to 
incorporate these inner emotions as aesthetic preferences, engaging directly with the women in their 
own home appeared to be a unique situation. Another finding is the understanding of older women as 
social individuals. As referred to in the introduction, studies have shown that there is a high rate of 
rejection of wearable and assistive technologies. The ability to understand personal values can be an 
approach to deal with this situation in a different way. 

Looking at the different categories, W1’s finger ring, W2’s backpack or W3’s skirt is of significance. 
For example, W1 describes how her finger ring symbolises the strong relationship she has with her 
nephew and family. W2 explains how her backpack makes her feel unique and special. W3 were 
raised in a family without a mother, and therefore having a concerned father, who was led to believe 
that no one had understood the fact that his daughter did not have a mother. W3 explains that she 
thinks this is the reason why it is important for her to look well dressed. She expresses her feelings 
about her skirt that is classy and still looks beautiful even after 15 years of wear. It furthermore makes 
her be whoever she wants to be, with a note that no one wears nice clothes anymore – to mean, that 
W3 feels special wearing the skirt. The skirt’s qualities become a symbol of her personal values and 
are therefore of importance to her. The finger ring, the backpack and the skirt might seem ordinary to 
some, but for the possessors they have character of relational, social and cultural status. 
In this case the shared stories and consent from the women, to work with the intimate material, the 
experience fosters personal engagement between the women, the accessory design students and the 
lead author. The observation of the accessory showcase gave both the authors astonishing and 
enchanting moments, due to the women’s different emotional stories, as well as the accessory design 
student’s personal reflections. 

Possible impact on the design of future health wearables 

Wallace advocates that empathic engagement between the makers, supports this point and user, 
combined with a strong relationship, is fundamental for constructing technologies of deep personal 
significance (Wright et al. 2008). Her point, as well as this study’s findings addresses important 
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prospects for design projects and methodologies of design and manufacture of wearable health 
technology. One idea could be to let designers engage with the user group in their social settings to 
kick-start a design project. This will give insight into which values are important, when engaging with 
other people socially, and opens up for reflection of how to bring a language of universality into the 
design process. In this study, next step could be to engage with the same three women in other types 
of social settings than their home e.g. in the local activity centre.  

Silina and Haddadi claim that it is disappointing to see that the healthcare market sector is not 
benefitting from accessories as a form factor for the devices that are used by patients in their 
everyday life (2015). With the scenario of future care, the wearable health technology market should 
employ designers with understanding of empathic as well as an accessory way of thinking. In fact, all 
design activity surrounding sensitive or vulnerable people especially in the healthcare field needs to 
be fully understood (Dalke, 2011). Observation of interaction with products is key here rather than 
designer prescribed ideas and solutions. According to several scholars’ multidisciplinary 
collaborations is a necessity when designing future wearable health technology (Toeters et al., 2013; 
Silina and Haddadi, 2015; Kettley et al., 2015). For example, Kettley et al. (2015) believe that a 
participatory design approach, exploring wearable technology, vulnerable user groups, and historical 
language of dress, combine new design perspectives for wearables. The authors of this paper 
suggest that both older adults and accessory designers should be invited to join such collaborations.  
This study indicates that accessories that are used have a personal significance for the wearer – a 
fact that might impact the design of future wearable health technology, as current devices are often 
abandoned. Instead, designers of future wearable health technology should be emphasizing the 
accessory’s deep relational, social and cultural capacities. To engage in such projects, the designers’ 
empathic understanding of the user, as well as understanding sensibilities in material knowledge and 
practice is key.  

It is therefore found necessary to understand the relational, social and cultural aspects of the 
accessory’s role, to empathise designing for that person, to uncover such important life factors.  

Conclusion 

The accessories, as well as the stories, gave the conversations astonishing and enchanting moments, 
which fed the experience with rich material. These incidents characterise the nature of the accessory 
to be an object that: 

• Carries the wearers identity 

• Is embedded with personal and emotional stories 

• Is a symbol of experiences of significance to the wearer 

• Tells stories about the wearer, and reminds others of whom the wearer is 

• Can be seen as an integrated part of the wearer 

• Has bodily qualities 

• Is of emotional, memorable and material value to the wearer 

These findings discover that the accessory is an object that not only defines the wearers 
psychological, social and cultural contours – it is also a relational object, due to the fact that we are 
social creatures. The showcased accessories and their embedded feelings are all linked to personal 
experiences, and thereby related to the women’s identity hence their image of themselves. This clarify 
that the accessory is a representation of the women, who they were, who they are and whom they 
want to be.  
 

This insight gives the accessory unique qualities beyond its functional and material existence. Such 
factors are therefore suggested to take into consideration when designing wearable health 
technology, for the home setting in general, and older women in particular.  
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Abstract: In this working paper we discuss the role of Tangible Dialogue Tools (TDT) as 
mediating objects. We define TDT as a design research approach combining tangible means with 
semi-structured interviews. As such TDT are not only tools or techniques for design or design 
research. Rather they imply an action, namely a dialogue, based on a physical object. In that 
light we find it interesting to discuss the role of TDT as mediating objects from a provo- and 
prototyping perspective presenting two examples from research involving everyday experts. One 
example is considered with sustainable garment and textile design, the other is about wearable 
assistive products and autistic adults. We use this working paper to open up a discussion about 
objects as mediators in a research process. Thus, we find that there is reason to further 
investigate and discuss ways in which the concept of mediating objects can contribute to 
understand and develop methods such as TDT.  
 
 
Keywords: Tangible Dialogue Tools, Everyday Experts, Non-verbal Users, Research through 
Design, Unmet Needs, Personal Preferences.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper draws on two different research projects within 1) sustainable design and 2) 
welfare design. Both projects use design experiments and field studies to generate 
knowledge and build theory about garment and textile design for longevity (example 1) 
and wearable assistive products (example 2). Adopting a Research through Design 
approach (RtD) provide us with a framework to include physical objects as drivers for 
knowledge generation in our research (Frayling 1993; Koskinen et al. 2011). In previous 
work we have identified some of these objects as ‘tools for dialogue’ (Bang 2010) and 
‘dialogue tools’ (Riisberg et al. 2015) and recently we coined the term ‘Tangible 
Dialogue Tools’ (Ravnløkke & Bang 2016). The core aim of this paper is to further 
discuss the role of Tangible Dialogue Tools (TDT) as mediating objects. On a meta-level 
we agree with Zimmerman et al. (2010) that in order to further strengthen the RtD 
approach it is necessary to “develop protocols, descriptions, and guidelines for its 
processes, procedures, and activities” (ibid. 317). Thus, we additionally see this paper as 
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a stepping stone to also develop RtD processes, procedures and activities, within our own 
research practices.  
 From a material culture perspective Tim Dant claims that all objects are media 
(1999: 153). He even compares mediating objects with relationships with other people 
and stresses that there are some things that we become intimate with and can merge 
bodily with (ibid. 174). We use this as a starting point to reflect on the role of TDT as 
mediating objects in order to engage ourselves as design researchers in social 
relationships seeking insight in users’ ideas, values, experiences and emotions. We use 
examples from two different research projects as the basis for our discussion about TDT 
as mediating objects.  
 Independent of each other we have experienced a need for exploring, deriving and/or 
interpreting non-verbal users’ experiences, preferences, values and unmet needs. 
Opposed to Dant’s characterisation of mediating objects, TDT are characterised by not 
being finished objects. Therefore, we start the discussion by comparing TDT to 
provotypes (Boer 2012) and prototypes (Coughlan et al. 2007). It is our aim to explore if 
this may be a beneficial way to further elaborate and discuss TDT. In the present 
examples we demonstrate how TDT serve as support for the conversation by mediating 
between i) the design researcher and the everyday expert, on behalf of a non-verbal user 
or ii) between the everyday expert and non-verbal users. Thus, we argue and exemplify 
throughout the paper ways in which TDT can be used as mediating objects in early stages 
of design research for the purpose of knowledge generation. 
 

CONTEXTUALIAZING TANGIBLE DIALOGUE TOOLS 
 
TDT are defined as a “research approach combining tangible means with semi-
structured interviews” (Ravnløkke & Bang 2016: 379). As such it is not only a tool or a 
technique for design or design research. Rather it implies an action namely a dialogue 
based on a physical object between the involved parties. 
 The use of artefacts is well known in design practice; for example, prototyping is 
recognized as a core approach for use in the design process (Coughlan et al. 2007). 
Prototypes do not necessarily imply a dialogue with other parties, but are used as artefacts 
to “involve moving from the world of abstract ideas, analysis, theories, plans, and 
specifications to the worlds of concrete, tangible, and experiential things.” (Ibid. 3). By 
this, Coughlan et al. characterizes prototypes as representations of ideas created before 
final artefacts exist. In some industries or companies, the term prototype is reserved for 
highly resolved and close-to-launch versions that in essence “stand for” a final product or 
offering. In our use of the term, and more typically within the design profession, 
prototypes can be usefully thought of as “learning tools” and consequently exist at any 
level of resolution - from very rough to highly refined - and may be used at any stage in 
the design process to explore, evolve and/or communicate ideas (ibid.). 
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 Laurens Boer (2012) re-introduces the term provotyping to be used in the front end 
of a new development process, as it offers a platform for collaborative ideation when 
exploring how a current situation might be different. Boer proposes provotypes “as 
ethnographically rooted, technically working, robust artefacts that deliberately challenge 
stakeholder conceptions by reifying tensions that surround a use context of 
organizational interest” (ibid. 1). When engaged with users, provotypes can provoke an 
articulation and transfer user knowledge about topics that are difficult to talk about, as it 
reifies a tension represented in the provotypes. Hereby, the design researcher can elicit 
tacit knowledge that reflects on the users’ daily actions, thoughts and feelings. 
 In this paper we understand provo- and prototypes as being tangible artefacts of 
knowledge generation. Because TDT implies an action, we find it interesting to discuss 
the role of TDT as mediating objects from a provo- and prototyping perspective.  
 

MEDIATING OBJECTS 
 
We propose mediating objects as a useful concept for further discussion of TDT. 
According to Dant (1999) “A mediating object is one that carries communications 
between people – information, emotions, ideas and impressions that could have been 
communicated by speech, gesture, touch or expression – if people had been with each 
other” (ibid. 153). In this quote Dant defines mediating objects as artefacts that are able 
to pass on knowledge between people that are not together.  

We use TDT as an approach that mediate (assisting in driving a dialogue) between 
people that are together. Our reason for doing this is a wish to reveal non-verbal, 
unconscious or not yet formulated experiences, emotions, preferences, values and unmet 
needs. In the present examples this is a particular challenge since one of the involved 
parties is non-verbal. 
 

EXAMPLES 
 

We present two examples discussing the use of TDT as mediating objects. One example 
is considered with sustainable garment and textile design, the other is about wearable 
assistive products, autistic adults and accessory design. The two examples differ in their 
underlying basis, yet they both explore insights of ideas, values, experiences and 
preferences. Example 1 includes mothers as everyday experts, interpreting on behalf of 
their new-borns. In this case the design researchers brought the TDT to the mothers’ 
homes. Example 2 includes pedagogues as everyday experts, interpreting on behalf of 
autistic adults. In this case the design researcher facilitated a design process for the 
pedagogues to create the TDT.   
 

Sustainable garment and textile design 
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Vigga A/S is a newly started company offering a subscription service to eco-certified 
baby clothing. Design School Kolding and Vigga have collaborated since Autumn 2014. 
New-borns grow rather fast meaning that they rarely wear out their garments. Vigga’s 
strategy is to increase the longevity of the garments by circulating them between several 
subscribers. Researchers from Design School Kolding have contributed to the 
collaboration with expertise and knowledge about sustainable textile and garment design 
and have also contributed with user studies.  

Example 1 is based on a user study investigating six mothers’ personal preferences 
for everyday use of baby clothing, and their experience of value. This study investigated 
ways in which design aesthetics, materials and the senses have an impact on high use 
frequency aiming to understand longevity as a parameter for sustainability in textiles and 
clothing.  

We conducted a series of semi-structured interviews with mothers of new-borns, 3-7 
months old, using TDT in the form of textile samples and garments, to guide the 
conversation. The purpose of using textiles and garments for generating the dialogue, was 
to give the mothers access to verbalise and express experiences and preferences about 
baby clothing. The selection of textiles and garments were chosen to suit a baby wardrobe 
representing different styles and material qualities. The textile samples varied in surface 
structure, colour, stripes, graphic and naive print in order to foster a dialogue where the 
mothers could elaborate on tactile and visual sensation. Furthermore, the baby clothing 
enabled the mothers to verbalise preferences and experiences with shape, details and fit in 
daily use.  
 The mothers interpreted the TDT to elaborate on their likes and dislikes to express 
personal preferences. In one case a striped textile sample encouraged a mother to 
articulate: “I must admit that I’m not up for wild prints – like the ones from X-Company. 
I’m more fond of douche, classic and neutral colours. […] I like stripes. Colour 
combinations. And I really like douche colours. The sailor-look. I don’t like it when it’s 
too vivid,” (Transcribed audio recording). 
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FIGURE 1: The textile sample that encouraged one mother to articulate pattern 

preferences and an example from her son’s wardrobe illustrating this. 
 

This example shows how the striped textile sample (see figure 1, left) mediated in a 
way, which encouraged the mother to tell about colour, pattern and style preferences. 
Later she shows an example of a ‘sailor’-like t-shirt (see figure 1, right) from her son’s 
wardrobe. As we aimed to investigate how aesthetic preferences and personal taste may 
have an impact on high use frequency, the TDT provoked a dialogue on this topic.  

Wearable assistive products 
 
Spurvetoften is a facility for 37 autistic adults with significant physical and mental 
disabilities located in Brejning, Denmark. In November 2015 a development project 
started, as collaboration between Spurvetoften and Design School Kolding. The intention 
was to teach Spurvetoftens staff design thinking methods, to be able to better handle 
everyday challenges.  

In support of the project, four pedagogues attended the role as designers, and 
identified a need for digital guides with a user-friendly interface that could easily 
communicate daily tasks using visual information such as taking a bath, getting dressed 
or having a meal. The staff also identified that the screens had to be worn closely to the 
body of the autistic adults to support them in their daily activities. Three autistic adults 
were chosen as test pilots for the design process, due to different requirements for 
wearing objects on the body, as experiences of over- or under-sensitivity to sounds, 
touch, taste’s, smell’s, light and colours are present. This resulted in an individual-driven 
design attitude rather than a technology-driven approach. 

The project included two phases. Firstly, the design researcher introduced the 
‘Accessory Approach’ (Møller & Kettley, in process), as a method to inspire the making 
of wearable prototypes, based on each test pilot’s personal preferences. Secondly, the 
pedagogues started a rapid prototyping process, to visualise possible wearable 
alternatives to support the test pilot’s to become autonomous and self-assured. The next 
step was a presentation of the wearable prototypes to the design researcher and a 
professional designer from Design School Kolding. 
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FIGURE 2: Images from the presentation session; one of the wearable prototypes, its 
inspiration and the insights it fostered. 

 
Figure 2 shows a prototype in the form of a ‘wearable’ that carries an iPad. The 

making of it was inspired by one of the autistic adults’ personal preferences; the touch of 
skin and listening to different sound stimuli. Furthermore, the autistic adults’ favourite 
accessory was a pair of headphones that inspired the pedagogue to include felt, rubber 
and sound in the making of the prototype. This information was mimicked with a rubber 
material that functioned as the handle of the wearable - and felt as human skin. To embed 
sound - a small pocket was sewn on the wearable to include another material e.g. tinfoil, 
to generate the sense of sound and thereby stimulate further curiosity. 

Later, the wearable prototypes served as mediating objects facilitating a discussion, 
between the pedagogues, the design researcher and the professional designer. A 
discussion that generated new insights of challenges and issues related to the autistic 
adults unmet needs and personal preferences.   

 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 
Looking at example 1 the TDT act more as provo- than prototypes, as they consist of 
existing fabric presented in a way that can cause provocation; e.g. the colour of the fabric, 
the pattern or the structure. The textile samples and garments did not function as 
prototypes rather they mirrored materials, details and garments related to baby clothing to 
provoke reactions on the topic. We argue that in this example TDT provoke personal 
preferences and experiences that establish a dialogue, which reveal tacit knowledge. 
Thus, the TDT serve as mediating objects between the design researcher and the mother, 
see figure 3, example 1.  
 In example 2 the TDT function as a prototype designed to represent personal 
preferences. Thus, the example demonstrates how the method rapid prototyping helped 
the pedagogues to express what the non-verbal autistic adults felt. The TDT served as 
mediating objects between the non-verbal autistic adults and the pedagogues, to foster 
new insights into design research. The prototypes are based on the pedagogues’ relation 
to, and experienced practice of, working with the autistic adults on a daily basis, see 
figure 3, example 2. As the relationship between the pedagogues and the autistic adults 
are based on something else than designing wearable assistive products, TDT becomes a 
generative enabler of conversation between the pedagogues and the design researcher - to 
improve the relationship between the autistic adults and the wearable assistive products. 
Thus, TDT enables actions between the pedagogues and the autistic adults, even though 
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these persons have no verbal language. Thereby TDT serve as mediating objects for new 
insights to employ values for all involved in the project to understand autistic adults’ 
situation, their life, their worries and joys resulting in defining their unmet needs.  
 Figure 3 shows the way we understand the role of TDT in the examples: 
 

 
 
 

FIGURE 3: Visual representation of Tangible Dialogue Tools as mediating objects in 
example 1 and 2. 

 
 We set out with the purpose to discuss and elaborate on the understanding of the 
notion of action that lies in the term TDT. We did this by exploring ways in which TDT 
can contribute to further understanding and development of RtD processes when applying 
the theory of mediating objects. We used two examples to demonstrate how TDT can 
serve as mediating objects. Furthermore, we discussed it from a provo- and prototyping 
perspective underlining how TDT are dialogue tools based on a physical object between 
the involved parties.  
 We use this working paper to start a discussion about objects as mediators in 
research processes. The examples argue that adding a theoretical layer of mediating 
objects support and strengthen the understanding of TDT. Though, we cannot draw a firm 
conclusion or make a thorough line of reasoning on the basis of only two examples. 
However, we find that there is reason to further investigate and discuss ways in which the 
concept of mediating objects can contribute to understand and develop tools, techniques 
and methods such as TDT to be used in RtD processes involving everyday experts and 
design experiments.   
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ABSTRACT 
This paper explores a design experiment concerning the 

development of a personalised and engaging wearable fall 

detection device customised for care home residents. The 

design experiment focuses on a start-up company’s design 

process, which utilises a new design approach, which I 

name the accessory approach, to accommodate given 

cultural fit purposes of a wearer. Influenced by accessory 

design, that belong neither to fashion nor jewellery, the 

accessory approach is a way of designing wearables that 

involve both functional and expressive qualities including 

the wearer’s physical, psychological and social needs. The 

accessory approach is proven to enable first hand insight of 

the wearer’s preferences, leading to in-depth knowledge 

and enhanced iterative processes, which support the design 

of a customised device. This type of knowledge is 

important for the HCI community as it brings accessory 

design disciplines into play when wanting to understand 

and design for individual needs, creating engaging 

wearables design. 

Author Keywords 
Accessory Approach; Accessory Design; Cultural Fit; 

Wearables; Design Experiment.  
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents the accessory approach as a way of 

designing personalised and engaging wearable fall detection 

devices customised for care home residents. Approaching 

the field of Human-Computer Interaction from accessory 

design practice enables a particular framing for wearables 

that emphasises cultural fit. I draw particularly on the work 

of Wallace, [29] who has carried out research through 

design leading to personal experiences of digital jewellery. 

Wallace contributes to the HCI community with her 

distinctive notion of wear, instead of use, as “The user 

interacts with an object because it enables or carries out a 

certain function. The wearer is engaged in a more body-

centric relationship with the object.” [28, p. 47]. To design 

personal and engaging wearables, a body-centric 

relationship seems key. According to Chou and Conley, an 

engaging experience is “a specific kind of experience that a 

user acquires when and after using a product frequently, 

intensively, actively, vividly, and completely.” [5].  

In this paper the wearers are care home residents that have 

to wear a fall detection alarm at all times. This is required 
by the care home, which has committed to co-developing an 

engaging wearable together with a start-up company, and 

has invested in five prototypes. To reflect on the processes 

of the start-up, the design experiment was set up to explore 

how a design approach could be introduced and 

implemented in the company to design engaging wearables. 

This research approach is in line with other HCI members, 

Wright and McCarthy [30], who explore ways in which to 

help other designers engage with experience. Prior to this, 

Julian Orr used the discipline of ethnographic methodology 

to understand different design experiences [18]. 

An ethnography of a coffin in a necklace 

The author initially had an appointment with the start-up 

owner Matthias, (all names in the paper have been changed 

to protect the identity of those collaborating in this study), 

who paid a visit to the author’s research institution to 

introduce his start-up to a group of design students. That 

afternoon he showed the company’s first prototype (Figure 

1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  The first prototype of the wearable fall detection 

device. 
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There was a clear suggestion of a coffin-shape in the form 

of the prototype, which immediately suggested that the 

start-up probably lacked some understanding of the context 

for which they were designing.  

Another insight from the meeting was that the coffin 

necklace had its shape because of the electronics inside. I 

clearly saw the potential in Matthias’ aim to create a more 

aesthetic and personal device for the company’s target 

group, (elderly people living in Danish care homes), but 

that there was much room for insight and influence from the 

field of accessory design. 

Interestingly, the start-up was about to hire two jewellery 

design interns for six months to re-design the prototype. 

Matthias explained the new emphasis on design thinking 

with a company interest to attract new investments. No one 

in the start-up had an arts and craft background, and the 

team was solely made up of design engineering or business 

trained individuals. Both the idea that Matthias was open to 

re-designing his first prototype and the fact that he was 

about to use the help of two jewellery designers motivated 

me to do research on this case. An agreement was made that 

the author was welcome to meet with the two interns to 

present to them a PhD research project identifying 

accessory design approaches towards future wearable health 

technology to empathize with personal experience.  

THE ACCESSORY APPROACH 
Several scholars and designers investigate the field of 

digital jewellery, e-textiles and soft wearables – to be 

compared with accessory design – to expand design 

influences for developing wearables design with 

customized qualities [4,8,13,22,23,26,28]. As opposed to 

the design practice of wearable health technology, where 

functional access is stated to have priority over a feeling of 

self-consciousness [26], the accessory approach offers an 

emphasis on personal style and choice, within both 

jewellery, clothing accessories and functional accessory 

design [14,15,16].  

Wearable health technology is influenced by sport, 

biomechanics or bioengineering [4,23], involving different 

work cultures usually made up of engineers, occupational 

therapists, clinicians, nurses and other carers [19].  

Tomico and Wilde state that materials made for wearables 

tend to be developed by designers, technicians and other 

specialists that work at desks, in front of computers, and 

from a distanced perspective of the user [25]. Newell et al. 

suggest that designers need to develop real empathy with 

the individuals they are designing for [17], pointing to the 

lack of aesthetic considerations and empathy between the 

designers and the wearer as a factor of abandonment of 

assistive technology products. Dankl argues that design 

briefs already take account of ageing reality such as 

physical ageing, but less widely of people’s experience and 

holistic style issues [6].  

Responding to this, Wallace’s interest in unpicking the 

digital to create enchanting objects [20] with, among others, 

persons suffering from dementia [27], is led by the 

understanding of a person’s sense of self [28]. Another 

scholar with a great body of work in the HCI area, person-

centred design and wearables is Kettley [9], who in her PhD 

project offers critical reflections about wearable computing 

as cultural and aesthetic artefacts, stating that wearables 

design has relational character for the wearer [8]. 

In the author’s PhD research the accessory approach is 

proposed to accommodate existing cultural fit purposes of 

the wearer, Figure 2. This is relevant as personal and socio-

cultural value is somehow under-appreciated in the 

development of current wearables, as these devices have a 

technology-driven background [26], meaning that focus is 

primarily on functionality [4,22,23]. This reality results in 

short lifespan wearables, to be devices embedded with 

issues of sustained engagement and long-term use [12]. 

 

Figure 2. Positioning the accessory approach to accommodate 

cultural fit purposes of the wearer. 

The design approach is influenced by accessory design that 

belong neither to fashion nor jewellery, but also represents 

objects worn on the body, and yet relies on a closer and 

intimate relationship between the wearer and the object. 

While Wallace’s body-centric approach is rooted in 
contemporary jewellery design, the opportunity of 

accessory design opens up a broader category of objects 

including shoes, bags, gloves, hats, umbrellas, etc. to be 

objects also with digital functional characteristics. 

The accessory approach is a way of designing wearables 

that involve both digital functional and expressive qualities 

including the wearer’s physical, psychological and social 

need. The approach is suggested to others who are 

designing wearable health technology for personal 

experience [15,16]. Thus the design approach leaves room 

to discuss “What is an accessory?” and “What could an 

accessory be?” as meanings attributed to a particular family 

of objects of apparel, their propensity to influence or be 

influenced by fashion, and through it, people’s ways of 

living.  

Adorning factors 
In order to categorize the characteristics of an accessory, a 

previous study [14] divided the accessories into three 



 

 

categories: jewellery, functional accessory and clothing 

accessory, (for example a wedding ring; a mobile phone; 

and a favourite scarf) to understand adorning and social 

factors of wear. Through such categorization, the designed 

objects become multi-faceted personal objects that 

interrelate with our identity for as long as we wear or carry 

them close to our bodies. Such accessories are objects 

displaying unique personal taste and choices that reach 

beyond their functional and material existence. Thus, the 

creation of different accessory designs can constitute 

cultural fit purposes to be used by individuals as an integral 

part of their identity process [15]. For instance, the skilled 

creative processes of different kinds of production can 

provide cultural meanings for individuals to identify with.  

Accessory design as a classification then becomes an 

‘umbrella’ term for a variety of objects that are worn on the 

body, for adornment, as a signifier of status and culture, and 

for their functional aspects as in wearable fall detection 

devices. In this light, I suggest and has contributed to the 

development of an accessory approach, to design 

personalised and engaging wearable health devices, to 

include practice skills of e.g. jewellers, milliners, 

shoemakers, and fashion and textile designers, among 

others.  

Looking into accessory design practices, the materials 

include soft, hard, natural or precious materials, generally 

used for adorning factors, and not merely functional factors. 

Such a design approach could influence the design of future 

wearable health technology for creating a personal and 

engaging experience for the wearer.  

To develop the approach further, the start-up company was 

chosen to be case for a design experiment in the author’s 

PhD project to foster the knowledge generation while 

unfolding the accessory approach. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH METHOD 
A starting point for the design experiment was to include 

‘Wardrobe Studies’ [10,21,24] to understand personal 

reasons for wear. The method draws on ethnographic 

research methods developed to investigate motives for 

users’ choice of long-term and favoured clothing items. In a 

previous study [14], the method identifies the relationship 

between women and their favourite accessories in order to 

clarify why they chose to wear them and how that 

knowledge can inform others to design humanistic wearable 

health technology [15]. As such, the wardrobe interview is 

related to the aim of the design experiment, which is to 

activate the wearer’s cultural fit purposes for designing 

engaging and personal wearable health technology.  

The design experiment is the author’s methodological 

reflection of how to develop engaging wearable health 

technology from the field of accessory design, which means 

not only to provide surface structure or decoration to a 

device, but also to utilize humanistic values, such as 

cultural fit purposes. When conducting research through 

design practice, the notion of a design laboratory [2] is an 

applicable metaphor for experimenting with accessory 

design in research and practice of wearable health 

technology. In HCI research, design is referred to as an 

upfront research practise to ground, inform, and inspire 

product development processes [31].  

Implementing the accessory approach in the start-up 
Four weeks after meeting Matthias, the author met with the 

two jewellery design interns, Christina and May. The author 

presented to them initial thoughts on how they could use 

ethnographic methods as methods of interest to cultivate the 

accessory approach in their research phase of the re-design 

process of the company’s first prototype. The meeting 

lasted for two and a half hours. It was the only time during 

the design of the interns’ final prototype that the author was 

present. At the meeting Christina and May were given two 

diaries to write down their experiences during their 

internship and two USB keys to store all of their collected 

empirical material, such as images and sketches. They 

signed a consent form granting the author permission to use 

their empirical material anonymously for the PhD research.  

With an aim to unfold the accessory approach, I sat up the 

design experiment to explore the design processes of the 

two jewellery design interns. Six months later, Pearl, a 

wearable fall detection technology, including GPS, call 

button and two-way communication, was integrated into a 

personalised brooch for 16 different variations, figure 3. 

  

Figure 3. The interns last prototype Pearl – a magnet brooch 

here as a computer rendering in one of the 16 versions. 

11 months after, the author received an envelope with two 

diaries and two USB keys containing Christina and May’s 

individual reflections of the design process that had taken 

place. 

To add knowledge to such design processes, the design 

experiment recognises that the interns belong to a culture of 

aesthetic consumption, meaning that the practices of 

accessory design constitute cultural worlds that are in 

themselves consumed by individuals as an integral part of 

identity processes [15]. 

Matthias and the start-up’s job is to develop five wearable 

fall detection devices that will be worn by care home 

residents at all times. In such case, the care home’s inquiry 

is seen as a wicked problem and cannot be addressed 

through science and engineering methods [31]. Instead, 

research through design experimentation offers a dynamic 



 

 

method of collecting significant empirical material through 

the processes of the creative experimental processes of 

other designers [11]. Thus, the interns’ individual research 

and reporting of their design actions, reflections and 

insights within the empirical material of the re-design 

processes constituted the main subject for the analysis of 

the PhD research project’s design experiment. 

ANALYSIS 
The analysis of the interns’ empirical material, without their 

presence, is a qualitative inquiry to recognise multiple 

modalities of social actions [1]. To navigate through such 

actions, abductive reasoning can be used in situations of 

uncertainty in order to understand explanations of 

something that happens [3]. According to Brinkmann, 

abduction is driven by astonishment, mystery, and 

breakdowns in the researchers understanding [ibid.]. Points 

of astonishment too drove the analysis in the empirical 

material handed over by the interns. Brinkmann refers to 

these as stumbling experiences; to get the chance to learn 

something new: “This is what objectivity might signify in 

qualitative inquiry: Stumbling upon objects.” [ibid. p. 724] 

One example of a stumbling experience can be seen in the 

image in Figure 4. In one of the interns’ search for present 

situations at the care home, a photo was taken of the 

existing fall alarm worn by one of the care home residents. 

When going through the visual material handed over by the 

interns, I stumbled over this particular image and it became 

of special significance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. A stumbling experience: An image taken by one of 

the interns of a care home resident’s existing fall alarm. 

It portrays a real life scenario for the care home resident 

and touched me deeply. What is portrayed is a big and 

chunky device with a dark grey elastic band with an odd 

pattern, light grey plastic, and red silicone peeled off due to 

wear. Next to the wearable, an elegant gold bracelet was 

delicately placed around the arm of the resident. Thoughts 

of what memories and personal stories both accessories 

might reveal came to mind, while I was struck by the 

radical difference in materials, design and attitude.  

Other care home residents, their personal items and their 

personalities were also portrayed in the large collection of 

empirical material delivered by the interns carrying out the 

wardrobe interviews, Figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Some of the images taken by the interns during the 

wardrobe interview. 

Other stumbling experiences occurred when going through 

the interns’ documentation of residents taking favourite 

objects out of their wardrobes, cupboards and shrines to 

naturally give words to personal stories, which came to 

mind when showing and touching the pieces. As such, one 

of the interns described in her diary that using the wardrobe 

method suddenly gave her feelings that the care home 

residents “…are strong self-standing personalities with 

long life experience and not just numbers in a crowd.” She 

continues in the empirical material by reflecting on how 

that affected her, “I learned that even if you are old, you 

are still vain.” 

Another point of astonishment occurred when the other 

intern, in her analysis of the wardrobe interview, used the 

word subject about one of the care home residents. 

Considering the context, you would expect her to promote a 

sense of human understanding. Her phrasing could be 

explained as a lack of experience in working with people 

directly. None the less, the job calls for a humanistic design 

approach that fosters empathic understanding.  

Colour coding 

Writing down the points from the interns’ diaries helped 

clean and organize the empirical material. Gläser and 

Laudel [7] describe this as coding, to highlight sentences of 

significance. Next, the author extracted the sentences to 

separate relevant information, subsuming it to the 

categories and storing it separately for further processing.  

The method worked as a subsequent colour coding of the 

information base to be structured into the categories: 

Technology Work; Empathy; Accessory Points; and Author 

Reflections  (Figure 6). While the three first points are 

based on the interns’ reflections, the fourth category 

represents the author’s thoughts, while analysing the 

empirical material. The different categorization was used to 



 

 

search for patterns in the design experiment process (Figure 

7).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a)    b) 

Figure 6.  a) Colour coding of astonishing incidents in the 

empirical material. b) The colours represent four categories 

for making patterns to develop findings in the empirical 

material. 

Working in this way led to a visual presentation of the 

different incidents that occurred in the empirical materials, 

(Figure 7) visualising the temporary incidents as dots on a 

timeline, also to refer to the journey of the start-up. This 

way of handling the empirical material helped to identify a 

pattern of key activities during the start-up’s design 

processes. The pattern is of interest as it documents what 

changes the accessory approach made throughout the 

design experiment.  

Design experiment findings 
Figure 7 shows what happened in the design laboratory 

when inviting two jewellery design interns and a PhD 

researcher on board.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.  Key activities during the design experiment from 

August 2016 to January 2017 (22 weeks). 

Two pink vertical lines mark the first meeting between the 

interns and the author, where the wardrobe method was 

introduced, and when the interns conducted the wardrobe 

interviews at the care home. The different dots mark the 

author’s stumbling points of astonishment during the design 

experiment.  

Pattern 1 Empathy = blue dots 

When the empirical material was analysed, certain empathic 

incidents or lack hereof occurred. These incidents create a 

pattern that helps give an impression of how the interns 

handled empathy issues during their activities in the design 

process. Before the wardrobe interviews one of the interns 

shares her reflection, “The start-up does not yet realize the 

importance of empathizing with end-users, so an interesting 

design can be made… The company have only had focus on 

the technological features of the product.” 

After practicing the wardrobe method, the pattern seems to 

change into incidents of more empathic character. This is 

based on the intimate experience between the interns’, 

residents, their wardrobes and favourite accessories, and the 

personal stories attached. Thus, the wardrobe interviews 

facilitated close relationships between the interns and the 

care home residents, resulting in a reflection done by one of 

the interns, “We connect, based on our observations, end-

user needs and wants. We do this with an empathic 

approach in order to create an understanding of the 

choices the company makes regarding the development of 

the wearable.” 

By interacting with the care home residents in their own 

home, types of intimate insights were revealed by one of 

the interns as, “The method provokes emotional 

attachments between the user and his or her favourite 

accessories. The respondent actively interacts in the 

exchange of personal preferences by inviting the designer 

to take a glance in wardrobes, cupboards, shrines, etc. It is 

an approach that establishes a sharing platform of intimate 

memories, relations and rewarding stories.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Such learning reveals that the experience of the wardrobe 

interviews had a certain influence on the interns to a degree 

that it made them critical of other design methods of 

generating user insight, “The wardrobe method functioned 

better, rather than using other ‘make tools’ and ‘design 

probes’. This is due to some of the residents’ health issues 

as many would be unable to use their hands to hold objects 

or getting very tired after a short period of time.”  



 

 

The described experiences and reflections of the wardrobe 

interviews reveal that the interns developed a certain 

empathic skillset when interacting with the care home 

residents at such an intimate level. Wondering how the 

interns expand such insight into their design practices, one 

intern wrote, “…The wardrobe interview leads to a 

prioritization of end-user needs”, meaning that the 

wardrobe interviews during the design experiment activated 

a change in the way the company considered their end-users 

and the related processes. 

Pattern 2 Technology Work = green dots 

The pattern of technology related work gives the design 

experiment a sense of being more evident in the beginning 

of the design experiment to change to less astonishing 

incidents after the practice of the wardrobe interviews.  

One of the interns expresses a concern about their role, “We 

have to understand the technology to be able to implement 

our competences as jewellery designers.” This reflection 

follows her throughout the diary, to be a matter of 

conflicting character to her role as a jewellery designer in a 

technology-driven start-up company.  

Developing the technology of the device is especially 

evident in the other intern’s diary, as she is put in charge of 

the 3D printing processes of the second prototype, Figure 8, 

which was an iteration of the coffin-like device.  

Although the intern had troubles in figuring out the 

specifics of the 3D printing processes, it indicates how 

being engaged with the technical issues becomes a defining 

factor, in the meeting of deadlines. Working on the 

prototype, she also reflects on her competences as a 

jewellery designer, “I tried to fit the design of the prototype 

to what is doable on the 3D printer, as well as what plastics 

are feasible for the printing process”. 
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Figure 8. Vector graphics and hand sketches of the second 

prototype; a box-like container to obtain the electronic 

components. 

To meet the requirements of the company and their delivery 

deadline of the five prototypes to the care home, the intern 

also works on sound issues while experimenting with 

different plastic materials for the 3D printer to choose 

which one is better. She handles antenna and speaker issues 

to fit into the prototype, button specifications and use, as 

well as computer renderings.  

The author experienced a stumbling moment when 

understanding that the lack of time lets the interns stick to 

the CEO’s idea of letting the shape of the prototype fit the 

shapes of the electronics. Fore example the form of the 

second prototype, Figure 8, both contain the electronics and 

fit the start-up’s method of production, 3D printing, but had 

no immediate relations to accessory design. 

Pattern 3 Accessory Points = pink dots 

Other astonishing moments occurred to me as researcher 

when looking at the design process from an accessory 

design perspective. The first prototype was a coffin in a 

necklace (Figure 1). Then the form changed (Figure 8) 

while working on specific issues to do with the technology 

and then lastly a different type of jewellery, a brooch 

(Figure 3), was chosen as the third prototype. This means 

that the care home residents and the electronics both 

influenced the transformation of the fall detection alarm. 

Not until after the presentation of the accessory approach, 

one of the interns starts to reflect on her role as a jewellery 

designer, and how she can cultivate her competences. She 

writes “They do not know how to speak to investors about 

product design.” A reference that describes to her potential 

ability of framing why accessory design is important for 

making personal fall detection alarms, and how this 

knowledge can attract new investment. Instead, both interns 

are deeply involved in the technology work related to the 

prototypes and communication material between the start-

up and the care home.  

The interns’ empirical material collected during the 

wardrobe interviews reveals quite a few astonishing 

incidents. The interns start to reflect on why wearing 

personal jewellery provokes experienced emotions. 

Furthermore, their wardrobe interviews reveal a broader 

perspective of personal preferences as the interns start to 

look at the home setting of the interviewees as well (Figure 

5).  

Some of their findings trigger new reflections of how the 

interns can extract knowledge from the interviews to 

present it to the company. One of them writes, “It is our 

role to explicitly define why health wearables have to meet 

the needs of the end-users, for them to identify with the 

product”. The other intern is highly inspired by the end-

users’ accessory preferences such as shapes, colours, 

materials and patterns. 

Pattern 4 Author Reflections = yellow dots 

Analysing the rich material produced by the interns, many 

reflections come to mind. Especially in the beginning of the 

design experiment, there are quite a few astonishing 

moments. One is the reality of a start-up company and their 

pace of speed towards constraints of economics, 

collaboration partners, time and different agendas. This 

might affect their overall work effort to also include large 

responsibility towards the care home as part of the start-ups 

internal deadline.  



 

 

One of the interns focuses on the functional specifics of the 

fall detection device, dealing with the risk of making a 

gadget. She writes, “It will be a failure for the company to 

make a unisex product as the risk for it to look like a gadget 

is bigger. A wrong approach leading to a gadget looking 

like a typical healthcare device will not differ from existing 

wearables design on the market!”  

The other is more specific on how the function had to play a 

major role in the final design, “I tried to incorporate all the 

feedback from the previous prototype but of course, due to 

the lack of materials, technology and time I couldn’t fulfil 

all their needs. This was a model that was strictly 

functional! The aesthetic properties were only embedded on 

the button.”  

This led to the author’s idea of interviewing Matthias six 

months after the internship ended. He reveals that the work 

of the interns has opened the company’s eyes to the 

“…sublime evidence the wardrobe method facilitated. It 

gave us a reference of how life is for a care home resident. 

They are first and foremost more modern than we thought. 

To a certain point, we are still enrolled in the fascination 

we had of our grandparents when we were 10-12 years old. 

I think society today has a broader perception of aesthetics 

to affect our identity.”  

While the design experiment ended in January 2017, the 

interns and the company agreed that the third and last 

prototype, Pearl, Figure 3 should contain four patterns and 

four colours, such as navy blue, pearl white, black and dark 

purple. This compromise makes customized choices of 16 

variations to personalise the design of Pearl, which is 

discussed in the next section. 

PEARL 
The intriguing question is if the third and last prototype, 

Pearl, Figure 3 and 9 b, creates an engaging experience for 

the wearer. At the moment, five care home residents are 

testing the device and giving feedback to the company 

while Matthias and his team iterate further. Also, how did 

the implementation of the accessory approach, carried out 

by the jewellery design interns, affect the design of Pearl?  

 

 

 

 

 

a)                          b) 

Figure 9 a. Images of the interns’ ethnographic observations 

when visiting the care home residents and how they affected 

the design of Pearl. b) Pearl photo-shopped into an every-day 

setting at a care home; a resident sitting in her chair. 

Thus, the accessory approach is suggested as a way of 

designing wearables that involve both digital, functional 

and expressive qualities of the object, but also, as in the 

case with the interns, include ethnographic studies of habits 

of wear, aesthetics, comfort, closeness to the body and 

personal stories. Such skills is documented in the interns 

search for inspiration in the residents personal wardrobes, 

Figure 9 a.  

The design approach is therefore not only a way of 

designing, it also connects the designer, the persons 

designing for and stakeholders in the process to foster 

relationships at a deeper level, to expand knowledge about 

and empathic insight of the persons who have to wear the 

final design at all times.  

While visiting the care home, the interns’ prototype 

sketches still have to fit the electronics of the last edits of 

the circuit board, Figure 10 a. This proves the timeline of 

key activities to convey that the interns also have to focus 

on the technology to fit the final design of the fall detection 

device, which might be one of the key reasons for the 

design of Pearl. 

 

 

 

 

a)         b) 

Figure 10.  a) A hand sketch by one of the interns visualising 

how the antenna function has to affect the shape of Pearl. b) 

Part of the interns’ design process involved creating a mood 

board to inform the rest of the start-up team of the persons for 

whom they are designing. 

After visiting the care home to do the wardrobe interviews, 

the interns create a mood board, Figure 10 b,“In order to 

keep everyone on the same path, I made a mood board and 

some keywords so everyone has a clear idea about the end-

users’ universe so we know for whom we are designing.” 

This insight shows how the relational approach from the 

interviews affect the start-up’s implementation of design, 

reflected by one of interns as “This information gives the 

designer answers and insights concerning the owner’s 

relationship to favourite objects, and thereby preferences.” 

The approach documents how important the knowledge 

gained from the intimate insights are, and how it can be a 

struggle to pass it on in the company.  

The interns contributed with their own reflections on how 

the accessory approach influenced their relationship with 

the residents, and how it led them to make further iterations 

for the customized design of Pearl. Here the accessory 

approach offered them a skillset to connect with the wearers 

to understand personal preferences to influence the design 

process, to then inspire the final outcome. The start-up’s 

marketing material presented on their webpage visualizes 

this by displaying one of the care home residents sitting in a 

chair, with a photo-shopped Pearl on her chest, Figure 9 b. 



 

 

When asking the interns how they turn these insights about 

the wearers and their personal relations into new design 

proposals, one of the interns responds, “It was transferred 

by integrating parts of their favourite patterns or colours 

into the look of Pearl. The results affected only the overall 

pattern and colours because the company had imposed 

limitations regarding material, finish and shape.”  

The other intern comes with a slightly different view; “The 

decision of making the device oval was just taken without 

having any feedback on whether elderly people would 

prefer a shape like that. The round and oval shape of a 

circuit board was something I discussed with my CEO the 

first week of the internship. But there was no evidence as to 

whether an oval shape would have more success than a 

totally round one, and so forth. It was a decision that the 

CEO took sort of – out of the ‘blue’… I think because the 

CEO just liked it himself.”  

One could argue that the shape (and name) of Pearl is a 

classic and familiar type of a worn object. In the interns’ 

empirical material, and in Figure 9 a, they have identified 

several jewellery objects with such form and characteristics. 

Thus, it seems like a chicken and egg situation, but one 

thing is clear, the involvement of the accessory approach, 

carried out by the interns, changed the company’s 

perception of the care home residents. To what extent is 

hard to say, though the patterns in Figure 7 give us an 

indication that the interns’ design actions became more 

empathic and less technology oriented to also involve 

jewellery craft practices after the wardrobe interviews. 

The impact of the accessory approach 
During the process of documenting the start-up’s journey 

towards designing an engaging fall detection device 

influenced by the accessory approach, several insights were 

gained. First of all what kinds of responsibility the company 

and the interns have towards the care home as well as the 

care home residents. It is a vulnerable situation to enter the 

home of another person. The accessory approach indulged 

the interns to have a specific focus while visiting the care 

home residents. With this clear aim, the care home workers 

could prepare the residents in advance with information on 

what the social interaction would contain, as taking 

favourite accessories out of the closets, cupboards and 

shrines to talk about these objects. 

Another insight was the situation of the start-up and how 

their internal deadlines affected the design outcomes. While 

wanting to produce a prototype of a more expensive 

material than plastic, their financial situation could not 

accommodate this. In a broader perspective, this learning is 

relevant as economic limits are on the agenda of every 

wearable design company. However, economic arguments 

should not serve as a reason for just producing more 

devices in cheap materials. Non-sustainable approaches 

towards production of wearables are also relevant to why 

present wearables have such short lifespans. Could the 

accessory approach put an impact on other materials that 

are more authentic? The approach facilitates this concern as 

well as including other materials such as silver, leather, etc. 

Notice that such materials have been used in healthcare 

before cheaper materials as neoprene, silicone and Velcro, 

etc. were invented. 

On reflection, interviewing Matthias six months after the 

internships ended, reveals that the company, while they are 

testing Pearl at the care homes, is working on a new design 

solution aimed at male care home residents. This involves a 

new materials selection where metal and wood will be 

suitable material to supply to the idea of Pearl as an 

engaging wearable device for men. This act of new 

materials from accessory design could be affected by the 

accessory approach. 

Lastly, another impact of the accessory approach was how 

the multifaceted roles of the interns with jewellery 

backgrounds broadened their competences and skills for the 

company to benefit from. Especially how the wardrobe 

interview facilitated a relationship of trust and empathy 

between the interns and the care homes residents. 

Engagement was created in the interns’ observation 

sessions, leading to further testing opportunities and 

collaboration for the start-up company to benefit from in 

their development process.  

Examining the impact of the accessory approach on the 

start-up, many different factors seem to have influenced the 

design processes. This is visualized by the patterns of the 

company’s key activities during the design experiment, in 

Figure 7, which show that empathy focus and lack hereof 

resulted in a technology-driven approach towards the first 

prototypes.  

The previous design processes leading to the coffin-shaped 

necklace were not examined. The story was told to the 

author, of how the founder had worked in the care area and 

found the existing devices problematic, both aesthetically 

and functionally. The aim of creating a device in this 

combination seems to be on the way for the company, who 

still have many employees listed on their webpage, though 

none with accessory design related working titles or 

educational background. It could be argued that when 

creating wearable health devices, it might be beneficial to 

consult designers within the area of fashion or jewellery 

before developing the electronics of the device; though the 

author is aware that this is a random catch, as most 

developers of wearable health devices design within a 

biomedical model [4,19] 

A second prototype, Figure 8, was what the interns were 

working on in the first couple of months of the internship. 

The accessory approach affected their work to implement 

the wardrobe interview, though the prototype again had to 

rely on the size of the electronics. After the interns had 

done the wardrobe interviews, their own perception of their 

role as designers changed.  



 

 

In Figure 4 the care home’s existing fall detection device is 

shown, though with fewer functions (and many lesser 

adorning factors) than Pearl. The image expresses the 

difference between a delicate gold bracelet and a chunky 

wearable fall detection device made from plastics. The 

difference in materials and expressive character shows a 

lack in the understanding of the role of aesthetics for 

personal wellbeing and meaningful interaction. 

Still, the study proves to be complex presenting an 

accessory approach to a technology-driven company 

integrating different design disciplines into their 

development process. This leads to the discussion about 

accessory design and its value and to what role the 

jewellery designers played in the company. One striking 

moment is when one of the interns, after the wardrobe 

interview, realises that she has to make a visual mood board 

to explain her experiences when visiting the care home and 

carry out the wardrobe interview. She further reflects that 

her mood board was helpful for the team not to lose focus 

while designing. This is striking as it reveals how the 

interns’ design jewellery practices can create value for the 

company. Moreover, it is clear that the interns struggle with 

embedding their competences as jewellery designers and 

achieve the same fast results when working with a 3D 

printer and plastic versus at a workbench with silver 

Presenting the accessory approach to the interns, the first 

call was to inspire their design processes. Instead, the 

interns influenced the company’s thinking in regards to the 

wearables and the care home residents. The accessory 

approach facilitates a different view on the care home 

residents, to be persons wearing Pearl, a magnetic brooch, 

instead of using a wearable fall detection device. In this 

sense, the accessory approach is not just an ethnographic 

method for investigating wearers. It is a design approach 

embedding such methods to practice accessory skills and 

materials in order to create objects that a person can 

identify with due to personal choice and thereby fosters an 

engaging relationship. 

CONCLUSION 
This paper introduces a design experiment to facilitate the 

implementation of an accessory approach in a start-up 

company with the aim of developing an personal wearable 

fall detection device to be worn at all times by care home 

residents.  

Through the accessory approach, the company, with the 

help of two jewellery design interns, was introduced to 

ethnographic methods to generate cultural fit purposes of 

the wearers. The benefit of this act established engaging 

relationships between the interns and the care home 

residents, for the interns to gain deeper insight of the 

wearer’s physical, psychological and social needs. 

Such an accessory approach enabled the interns to acquire 

an empathic understanding of the persons they were 

designing for, and their personal preferences in an effective 

and fast manner. The insights inspired the interns to design 

the final prototype, Pearl, functioning as a magnetic brooch 

covering the electronics of a fall detection device – in 16 

different choices of customisation.  

These findings are of importance as the accessory approach 

functions as a skillset for the designers to connect with and 

get first hand insight of a wearer’s preferences, leading to 

in-depth knowledge of how to understand adorning factors 

and meet cultural fit purposes.  

This knowledge is of importance for the HCI community as 

the accessory approach activates embedded emotional 

values of worn objects and determines them to be of 

relevance when designing wearable health technology for 

an engaging experience. 
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ABSTRACT   Incorporating an accessory approach into current systematic approaches in 
health design enables a personal addition to worn health devices. This paper presents a 
research project between nine accessory design students and Sahva, the Danish body aids 
company. The project shows how accessory design skills, practices and methods can contribute 
to the development of personal wearable health devices, as current designs often ignore the 
psychosocial preferences of the wearer.  
The project was analysed using Bush’s (2017) framework for wearability that provides a 
biopsychosocial model for understanding and defining the wearer’s personal needs towards 
health devices. The findings from the analysis support the consideration of the accessory 
approach for wearable health devices; since this approach clearly includes a focus on these 
personalized preferences of wearability that the wearer experiences/holds towards wearable 
health devices. Such a design approach develops Sahva’s existing perception of its clients by 
demonstrating ways to articulate the personal needs of the wearer and thereby create 
personalized wearable designs.  

Keywords: Accessory Design; Wearable Health Devices; Accessory Approach; 

Biopsychosocial Framework 
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Introduction  

This paper explores how accessory design can contribute to the design of personal wearable 
health devices; since current design approaches ignore the psychosocial preferences of the wearer 
by focusing on a biomedical model (Bush 2015; Bush and ten Hompel 2017).  

Responding to the need for incorporating wearers’ biopsychosocial needs in wearable health 
design processes, Peta Bush (2017) has developed the 8 Layers of Wearability model (fig. 1) to 
identify important design factors. The model is used to analyse how nine students use accessory 
design skills, practices and methods to affect their understanding and defining of the wearer’s 

personal needs.  

 

Figure.1: The 8 layers of wearability, according to Bush and ten Hompel 2017. 

Bush’s model identifies the following design factors: fit, function, style, aesthetics, materials, 
making, emotional engagement and meaning as affecting wearability, a term that describes how 
wearable an object is perceived to be by its wearer.  

According to Ravnberg and Söderström (2017), personal tastes with regards to aesthetics are the 
main reason for the rejection of assistive technologies. Profita et al. (2016) state that the 
acceptance of assistive wearable devices is influenced by social factors such as poor aesthetics, 
gender/age appropriateness, social acceptability and concerns that wearable health technology is 
stigmatising (Phillips and Zhao 1993; Parette and Scherer 2009).  

Exploring this, accessory design practices are of interest for medical wearables, as they activate 
personal preferences (Møller and Kettley 2017), i.e. biopsychosocial values of the wearer. 
Accessories are also objects that people wear close to the body, however, people’s relationships to 
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them are very different to that of wearable health devices. We need only to consider the wearer 
and their wedding ring, or favourite scarf to be aware of this developing relationship. 

Therefore, we propose the broad category of accessory design, from jewellery to clothing 
accessories, where its design skills and practices concern both tangible and embodied 
understandings of identity, function, emotions, stories and materials, as well as those design 
practices that concerns small-scaled refined making processes, to support a particular framing for 
personalising wearable health devices. We frame this as the accessory approach (Møller 2018) to 
incorporate accessory design methods when designing wearable health devices.  

Aim 

To evaluate the accessory approach, a research project between Danish orthosis company Sahva 
and nine accessory design students was developed to explore the design of personal objects with 
four of Sahva’s clients who consented to taking part (table. 1). 

Table 1. The research project was framed as a five-week teaching programme.  

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 

Literature 

review of 

accessory 

design 

 

First meeting 

with Sahva 

clients 

 

Studio work 

One-week 

workshop with Dr 

Jack Cunningham 

and Prof. Sarah 

Kettley 

 

Two-day 

workshop with ten 

objects on a 

string + Three-

day workshop of 

making a sensory 

jewellery piece 

Second meeting 

with the Sahva 

clients 

 

Lecture on ‘Ethics 

in Design’ 

 

Studio work 

Two-day 

workshop with 

Peta Bush 

 

Introduction to 

person-centric 

wearables 

design and the 

‘8 Layers of 

Wearability’ 

model 

 

Studio work 

Photo shoot 

 

Final 

presentation for 

Sahva. The nine 

accessory 

design students 

present their 

findings and 

work  

 

Demonstrating how the accessory approach can contribute to the development of personal 
wearable health devices, Sarah Kettley, Jack Cunningham and Peta Bush were invited as facilitators 
in the research project due to their relation to accessory design as well as design research. 

Methods 

In week one Kettley introduced a method that Astfalck had (2011) developed in her 
Mythemes/Lifelines, and asked the students to create ten objects on a string that would best 
describe their Sahva client. Developing Kettley’s brief, Cunningham then asked the students to 
create a sensory piece of jewellery for the individual wearer.  In the fourth week, Peta Bush, who 
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also focuses on the wearer’s personal needs in her research into wearable orthosis design, 
facilitated a two-day workshop.  

Analysis 

Bush’s own frustrating experience of wearing medical devices, and orthoses in particulari, led her 
to question the current approach of orthosis design. In her PhD research she explores wearers’ 
experiences and knowledge of orthoses using co-design techniques to identify design factors 
affecting the wearer’s acceptance of the orthoses. Her findings about wearability (fig. 1) then 
became the framework for analysing the nine students’ work to characterise how and if they 
implement these eight important design factors. In table 2, we understand which factors drove the 
student’s use of the accessory approach and how their different design projects and processes 
were perceived: 

Table 2. To what degree the students incorporated important design factors for wearability. 

 

Analysing the student projects using Bush’s model leads to moments of astonishment (Alvesson 
and Kärremann 2011; Brinkmann 2014). We use these moments to describe situations, experiences 
or actions regarding how the students can direct their design skills, practice and methods towards 
the Sahva client’s personal preferences.  

Student/ 

Factors 

Cornelia Frederikke Mondo Tomoki Amanda Josephine Anne Aurélie Laura 

Emotional 
Engagement 

x x 
 

 x 
 

x  x x x x x 

Meaning x x x  x x  x x 

Materials x   x x  x x x 

Making    x x   x x 

Style x    x  x x x 

Aesthetics  x x  x x x x x 

Fit x       x x 

Function        x x 
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In the next section we use four of the above student projects to exemplify how the Sahva clients 
and the different workshops facilitated the student’s outcomes.  

 

Findings 

One student, Frederikke, employs her accessory design skills, leading to a tangible and emotional 
description of how she perceives Per (her Sahva client) based on their first meeting. Kettley’s 
exercise increased Frederikke’s understanding of Per’s story and identity. She used abstract 
symbols (fig. 2), e.g. the one solid ball of happiness, which she made in glittery paper and folded as 
a round cube, to describe his personality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Frederikke and her tangible description of Per - her Sahva splint wearer, due to his stroke and a 
half-sided paralysis. 

Furthermore, she used neoprene material together with metal to describe him as a person who 
likes functional objects and has a passion for heavy metal music. The light skin coloured pad she 
holds in her right hand is a symbol of Per’s tattoo on the back of his knee, where he puts his 
electronic muscle stimulator. Per related to this immediately, when Frederikke presented the string 
at their next meeting. He was very touched by seeing how she had portrayed him, which 
facilitated a closer connection between them with rich and emotive dialogue. 

The sharing of these ten objects was an astonishing moment, in that the activity facilitated a 
common thirdii. Therefore, this activity precipitated a very different conversation than their first; 
now Per was able to be more open about stories (normally kept private), relating to his traumatic 
accident, and their effect upon him. 
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Frederikke’s sense of translating these personal details into objects; her handling of difficult 
emotional narratives, as well as her small-scale refining process of the information, became a 
tangible tool for her to revisit during the design process. Also, the task enabled Frederikke to 
approach Per and his condition empathically and allowed her to fully address Per’s 
biopsychosocial needs in her design solution. 

Sensory approach 

Another student Amanda, and Dorthe, (Sahva orthotist and prosthetic-leg wearer), shows another 
important element of the accessory approach, (fig. 3), where Dorthe wore a brooch designed by 

Amanda inspired by the string and Cunningham’s sensory brief. 

  

Fig. 3: Amanda created a brooch (based on the ten objects on a string), which Dorthe wore for two weeks, 
along with diary entries about her experience. 

Dorthe was struck by how well this brooch embodied herself and her personal style; writing in the 
diary she remarked that it was incredible that Amanda could create this jewellery based on only 
one conversation. In this respect, Amanda’s use of the methods increased her empathic 
understanding of Dorthe, resulting in a brooch that held both emotional and sensory meaning as 
Dorthe wore the brooch. 

Use versus wear 

Cornelia (student) worked with Christian, a prosthetic wearer. Although Cornelia experienced 
difficulties connecting with Christian, she continued her design process by investigating Sahva’s 
materials (fig. 4 A). She compared these with products from her home, which she associated with 
use (fig. 4 B). 
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A)                    B) 

Fig. 4: A) Images from Cornelia presentation, and her exploration of Sahva products, which she relates to her 
own functional objects. B) The objects Cornelia relates with wear. 

She argued that objects for use are made of cheap materials and used mainly for functional and 
practical reasons. Also, there is little detailing, and the materials are mainly grey, black and uniform 
colours. In Bush’s workshop, the students were introduced to the difference between wear and use, 
and Cornelia used this understanding in an exploration of her worn objects. Here she found 
natural and precious materials, with small-scale details that characterise her personal style. This led 
her to create two sets of materials, based on her findings from the previous exploration (fig. 5 A), 
which she presented to a group of blindfolded persons, without informing them about her project 
(fig. 5 B).  

 

            A)                        B) 

Fig. 5: A) Cornelia creates two material sample-sets, based on her observations from objects she wears and 
then materials used in Sahva’s products. B) Afterwards she presents the materials to a group of blindfolded 

participants. 

As they touched the materials, she asked them: 1. To explain what they associate with the 
materials. 2. If they would like to wear the material close to their body. 

In this way Cornelia explores five important design factors (table 2) and identifies that the test 
participants rated the materials Sahva uses quite negatively, as they associated them with work 
wear and other objects related to one-time use, such as baby napkins and packaging.  In response 
to question 2, her participants were much more positive about the sample materials connected to 
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wear. Thereby Cornelia identified issues related to the wearer’s aesthetics and fit in terms of 
comfort, through a sensory experience of touching and associating the materials. 

Accessory design skills 

In the workshop with Bush, the students were also asked to develop quick prototypes to challenge 
existing perceptions of a Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS) machine. Bush wears 
it on occasion to manage pain. According to Bush, the machine has many issues: the placement of 
buttons, ways of wearing, as well as the application of the pads to the body.  

Aurélie chose to re-design the TENS machine as personalized jewellery, using nanotechnology, 
and natural, precious materials. (fig.6). Her re-design challenged the perception that wearable 
health devices have to be chunky, sporty or what the designers behind the TENS machine aimed 
for. Her concept was a neat and desirable solution that addresses fit and function. Further 
developments included a necklace with a rechargeable pendant for the pads that can be charged 
through body motion. 

 

      A) ?                        B)    C)          D) 

Figure 6: A) Bush’s wearable TENS machine. B) Aurélie shows the existing pads in function.            C) She then 
incorporates a natural element, flower leaves, to make the pads more beautiful.             D) Aurélie embeds the 

pads on a wearable neckpiece that through advanced nanotechnology could function as another TENS 
machine. 

The flower petal stylized pads could also be varied, along with the shape and style of the pendant, 
to meet the wearer’s style and aesthetic preferences, and thereby become meaningful due to its 
personalization. In her treatment of the materials and the solutions, it seems that accessory design, 
and its focus on the emotional engagement between wearer and object, inspired her process of 
making to address all eight layers in Bush’s model. 

Discussion 

How did Sahva react to the student’s ideas and outcomes and the particular accessory design 
practice perspectives, skills and methods presented in this paper? Although Sahva raised relevant 
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issues about regulations, time issues and budget, the students surprised the Sahva attendees with 
their different approaches towards personal wearable health design.  

Dorthe (Sahva orthotist and prosthetic wearer), stated that the experience had made her 
reconsider her professional approach. At the final presentation, she explained that receiving the 
brooch from Amanda was like receiving a gift. This astonishing moment affected her thinking 
about her Sahva clients. She told that she had begun to develop a more holistic approach towards 
her practice, so that rather than focusing on biomedical needs, she also considered their personal 
information in order to design solutions that she could offer as gifts. 

This particular notion made the Sahva attendees realise that the existing practice of treating their 
clients as users could be reconsidered to include the wearer’s emotional and social perspectives. 
This was also recognized in Cornelia’s project, which raised several issues for Sahva concerning 
their choice of materials. Her project demonstrated that use versus wear makes a difference for the 
touch experience of Sahva’s products, as well as the sensory and emotional relationship between 
the wearer and the object. Sahva were really engaged with her findings and explained that 
although their existing approach is concerned with constraints and budget, cost restriction and 
procurement needs, the projects inspired them to think differently about their approach. Another 
argument could be made that more desirable and precious materials would make the prosthetics 
or orthoses be worn for longer, or even create a stronger emotional relationship between the 
wearers and the object, to affect economic issues related to sustainable perspectives and longevity. 

In regard to new product development, the students’ skills, practice and methods also inspired 
Sahva, particularly their existing perception of their clients. Frederikke demonstrated ways to 
articulate the personal needs of Per. Aurélie used her insights to create a ready-for-market product, 
a TENS machine, as long as there is proof-of-concept for the incorporation of the nanotechnology. 
Influenced by the accessory approach, she made a well-fitting, functional, stylish and aesthetic 
health device that greatly emphasized emotional engagement and meaning for the wearer. 
Thereby the different projects evaluated the need for a different approach towards wearable 
health devices. This could be the accessory approach. 

Conclusion 

With the help of Sarah Kettley, Jack Cunningham and Peta Bush, the accessory students created 
nine well-devised projects, to meet the personal needs of four Sahva wearers.  By incorporating 
accessory design skills, practices and methods, the students transformed emotional information 
into tangible objects to address the Sahva wearer’s personal needs. Using Bush’s (2017) 8 layers of 
wearability attached further personalized design factors to challenge existing perceptions of 
assistive wearables design, alongside the accessory approach, to generate an empathic and 
holistic understanding of the wearer.  Evaluating the student’s use of accessory design skills, 
practice and methods, the accessory approach facilitates wearable health designs for the wearer, 
to be carried on the wearer’s body and to be about the wearer. This frames a personal need of the 
wearer on physical, psychological as well as social levels.  
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709. The paradox of personalising wearable health 
design: from ostomy to fashion accessory? 
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Design School Kolding, Denmark 

 

ABSTRACT This research paper explores the challenges of combining personalized design 
approaches with industrial production of wearable health devices, which are associated with 
taboo, stigma and a need for discreteness. Current research states that becoming a user of a 
wearable medical device significantly compromises the sense of identity (Kelly 2014). Jacobsen 
(2014) demonstrates that assistive products are considered material for defining, constructing, 
shaping and expressing the self. Responding to this, several scholars call for a need to address 
individual wearable health design (Royeen 2015; Bush 2015; Pullin 2009). Based on a case 
study of the Danish medico-company Coloplast’s development of SenSura Mio, a design-
awarded ostomy bag created for individual fit, the paper presents how the designer involved 
was highly inspired by fashion and textile design to work with ostomy wearers’ sense of self. 
Involving feedback from wearers of SenSura Mio ostomy bags, the case conveys how 
personalized design could contribute to individual qualities by exploring how functional and 
expressive drivers can heighten the experience of wearing an ostomy bag. The paper finally 
discusses if an ostomy bag can be considered as a fashion accessory? 

Keywords: sense of self, personalized design approach, wearable health design, taboo, 
fashion accessory 
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Introduction  

Taboo is defined as something that is avoided or prohibited for social reasonsi. Such reasons vary, 
but when it comes to ostomy careii, they often relate to ignorance of disease and functions or 
situations concerning body waste, which are shrouded in stigma because of their intimate and 
personal nature. Functionality and discreetness are therefore key design parameters for ostomy 
wearers. Product design for this particular target group serves as an interesting case study because 
what is involved is actually the wearers' sense of self (Bendix 2016).  

This paper presents different wearer perspectives and current product development, in particular 
Coloplast’s design award winning ostomy bag. The SenSura Mio is highly inspired by textile and 
fashion design to create a wearable health device that fits individual needs. It is an attempt to 
frame the challenge of using personalized design approaches to industrially manufacture 
wearable health devices. To critically reflect and raise new questions, a three-hour workshop 
facilitated new perspectives of a former stoma nurse, the former designer of SenSura Mio and a 
person who wears it. Finally, the paper encounters these insights in a concluding discussion. 

Designing health wearables in the area of taboo, stigma and 
discreteness 

‘Wearable wellbeing’ is a term coined by Bush (2015) concerning designed health objects that are 
habitually worn by persons and extend beyond a focus on the medical body. This notion might 
have been the starting point as well as the final goal for Coloplast’s re-design of SenSura Mio 
(Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: The design development of Coloplast’s ostomy bags since 1957 

What is particularly notable in the design is the change of material and colour. Since the 
foundation of the company, it has refined its products also to include underwear for ostomy 
wearers. This led to a radical shift in the focus of the company (Meyer 2016). Working with textile 
designer Astrid Krogh and fashion designer Anette Meyer in developing underwear with a high 
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stretch-ability, the partnership included a personal design approach for the product to look like 
ordinary underwear.  

In 2009, Coloplast hired industrial designer Jakob Bendix to help develop a completely different 
product line in the ostomy area. Interviewing him, while he was still employed at Coloplast, his 
viewpoint on what he was creating was appealing products (2016). Interviewing him in 2018, he 
has now left the company and is therefore interesting due to his experience, to bring into play the 
questioning of whether an ostomy bag can be a fashion accessory. 

The design process of SenSura Mio 

The first thing Bendix told in 2016 was that Coloplast included non-users to clarify existing product 
associations, only to find that both colour and material needed to change dramatically as the 
existing devices had ‘Prosthetic aesthetics’. 

To develop a premium feel, Coloplast started to experiment with other materials instead of the 
traditional non-woven fabric, which is an industrial, medical and foremost cheap see-through 
material. One could argue that this effect does not radiate discreteness for the wearer. 

Bendix also started to do design explorations with new colours (2016). Using physical prototyping 
methods instead of 3D renderings on a computer gave him insight into the material qualities and 
how different colours appear underneath various clothing e.g. under a white shirt (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: Bendix tests different grey colours underneath white cotton to see which tone of grey is less likely 
to reflect shadow back onto the skin of the wearer 

Focussing on the wearers' sense of self led to the opportunity of aesthetic choices in the design 
process, especially to emphasize lifestyle perspectives of having a stoma. Furthermore, Coloplast 
starts to portray the persons with an ostomy differently in their marketing material. In Figure 3, a 
man stands in his bathroom with, among others, a bathtub with a Vola fixture designed by Arne 
Jacobsen.  
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Figure 3: Image from Coloplast’s marketing material 

The wearer is getting ready for what is probably another day in the office. His ostomy bag blends 
in with the colours of the interior and is purposely, according to Bendix, designed in grey to be 
discrete (2016). He explained that the colour he chose in the end was the result of an interminable 
experiment with pens and black ink. With dye dip techniques, also used in textiles design, Bendix 
tested several nuanced grey samples of textiles upon white cotton before he was finally able to 
produce the most suitable grey nuance of SenSura Mio, a technical detail Coloplast has now 
patented.  

Can an ostomy bag be a fashion accessory? 

Coloplast’s design approaches and the creation of the object SenSura Mio trigger thoughts of 
accessory design methods and practices. Jack Cunningham (2005), who is a researcher and maker 
of contemporary jewellery, is of interest here as he enrols a set of relationships between the maker, 
the wearer, and the viewer when designing accessories for the body. Similar to Bendix’s relation to 
the wearers' sense of self, the ostomy bag can be seen as an accessory for the wearer as they are 
both intimate objects carried closely to the body. It is therefore interesting to explore what the 
similarities are between accessory design and SenSura Mio. So, I presented these questions to 
wearers of SenSura Mio to reflect how Bendix’s design, inspired by fashion and textiles design and 
similar to accessory design, contributes to individual design qualities for the wearer. 

Questionnaire 

An online questionnaire was posted in a Danish ostomy community in a closed Facebook group. 
The aim was to explore if both functional and expressive drivers can heighten the experience of 
wearing the SenSura Mio. In previous findings, Møller and Bang (2016) identified the nature of the 
accessory as: 

• A carrier of the wearer's identity 
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• Embedded with personal and emotional stories 

• A symbol of significance to the wearer 

• A conveyer of stories about the wearer and reminder of whom the wearer is 

• An integrated part of the wearer 

• Having bodily qualities 

• Having emotional, memorable and material value to the wearer. 

18 participants ranged from the age of 23 up to 69 - 16 women and two men, filled in the 
questionnaire.  

Analysis  

When asked about three things the wearer thinks of as inherent qualities of SenSura Mio, several 
different associations appeared. Words as ‘ethical pretty’, ‘unique’, ‘applicable’, ‘discrete’, ‘soft’, 
‘nice look’, ‘nice to touch’, ‘neutral’ and ‘light’,  

One person states that apart from the colour, SenSura Mio looks like other ostomy bags. Another 
feels insecure about the ‘lightness’ because of the ‘thin’ product, whereas one highlights this as a 
good quality. The insights gathered from the questionnaire show that all 18 participants are very 
individual. 

When asked if they think that SenSura Mio is designed to match their identity, 44.4 % disagreed 
(Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: Screenshot from the Google questionnaire on the question if the wearers think SenSura Mio is 
designed to match their identity 
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The negative answers written after the opportunity to mark no highlights that almost 50 % of the 
participants think that SenSura Mio is a design that has to fit all. One writes:  

‘My ostomy bag has nothing to do with my identity. It is a practical measure that just 
simply has to work!’ 

Two of the participants write that the question is odd, and one follows up with this reply: 

‘I suppose it is designed to be as discrete as possible and fit the surroundings of the 
ostomy to avoid leaks and skin issues. That has nothing to do with identity.’ 

The next question raises a similar concern, and here 61 % of the wearers think that SenSura Mio is 
designed to fit their personal preferences. Some of the notable replies are: 

‘It works, and I trust it, so I do not have to think about it except when I have to change it.’ 

Another replies that SenSura Mio is a little more elegant than other ones the participant has tried.  

In return, a response was that the participant is confident that SenSura Mio is designed to fit all 
which is an interesting dilemma, due to insights of Bendix’s inspiration and exploration towards 
choices in regards of the material, colour, overall finish and aesthetics.  

Takeaways 

Analysing the participants’ replies to the question of whether the design of SenSura Mio is of 
importance to them, I start to feel uncomfortable as I go through the questionnaire answers. My 
sense of discomfort is both due to personal embarrassment but also an unfulfilled interest into 
what is going on when you are an ostomy wearer. How can you even propose to compare the 
qualities of accessory design with the qualities of a person’s ostomy bag? This makes me start to 
explore persons with stomas that deal with their condition out in the open, putting aside taboos, 
stigma and discreteness.  

Public Ostomy Wearers 

Getting access to the closed forum COPA on Facebook I see that several ostomy wearers show 
images of their ostomy bags, daily challenges and obstacles. There seems to be a tendency, 
especially on social media, for ostomy wearers to share their ‘everyday life’ openly. Danish Astrid is 
one of them (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Astrid and her public life on social media 

Since her operation in 2017, she blogsiii openly about her everyday challenges and issues, and on 
Facebook and Instagramiv. 

Role models 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Heather Matson is a public figure and ‘small cottage’ manufacturer and retailer of personalized 
ostomy covers 

Maybe Astrid is a role model for other stoma patients in the way that she presents herself and 
shows that you do not have to hold back even though you have an ostomy. Other persons with an 
ostomy, who have gone public, also share their ideas when it comes to personalising the design of 
your ostomy. One of the designers that creates and sells different ostomy covers is Heather Matson 
from the US who, with no creative background, taught herself to sew (Figure 6). Under the title ‘I 
design my own ostomy bag to feel sexy’ she is represented on many video channels, explaining 
her storyv.   

Both Astrid and Heather share honest and reflective thoughts about how they deal with their 
conditions.  
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When recently interviewing Bendix (2018) to understand the difference in large industry versus 
smaller cottage industries in order to identify challenges in personalising wearable health design, 
he explained that Coloplast has a fifteen-meter long production machine (costing 1 million Danish 
Kroner per meter) to produce approximately 167 different styles of SenSura Mio. So adding this up 
with various sizes and colours would be a difficult and heavy multiplication of the production unit. 

Workshop 

To create a dialogue and critically reflect if an ostomy bag should be a fashion accessory a 
workshop was held. Four participated; Jakob Bendix, Nadia Ryding - a trained stoma nurse and 
shop owner of CPH Femme (a shop with a focus on fashion and lifestyle products for women 
diseased with cancer, stoma or those who are recovering to deal with a new every-day life) and 
Astrid, who also blogs about her daily struggles at CPH Femme’s blog. They all participated 
alongside with the author. 

The framing of the workshop was for the participants to create two different pouches that visualize 
their personality in a ‘mild’ and a ‘wild’ version. 

Insights 

Input from Astrid, Nadia and Jakob brought up relevant dilemmas due to a personalized design 
approach. Jakob was the one around the table who had most experience in designing ostomy 
bags, and due to this, he created a wild version, though still in grey. Nevertheless, his wild edition 
could be a complete revolutionary approach towards the design of the pouch, as an ostomy bag 
designed for the moving body, and thereby shaped very differently (Figure  7 A).  
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A)                                      B)                                            C)                                                     D) 

Figure 7: A) Jakob’s wild version; B) Astrid’s mild version, for comfort and support; C) Nadia’s wild version, 
questioning situations where the pouch should not be discrete; D) The author’s wild version of a bag that 

surrounds and completely covers the shape of the pouch. 

Astrid’s mild version, in a material that reminded her of her active life as a Judo sportswoman 
(Figures 5 and 7B), was created in a neat style. She decorated the pouch with two laces of silk band 
to make it comfortable and support her personality while wearing it. Nadia’s wild version could 
work as a fashion accessory together with a bikini or for participants in a carnival, making a lively 
and festive expression. Her design, as well as Astrid and Jakob, related very much to the different 
situations ostomy wearers face in every-day life, and by that the personalized design approach is 
relevant and arguable. Although, and by Figure 7D, the personalized design approach questions 
the existing product, to provoke an understanding of how an ostomy bag should look and be like.  

In this sense, Jakob came up with some interesting feedback, saying what if we started from 
scratch to re-think the bag, also due to his ‘wild’ idea of a complete other form of a reservoir for the 
body waste. 

A further step in the process could be to present the styles for non-wearers of ostomy products, to 
reflect emotions and thoughts when experiencing the different objects. Personal associations and 
sensory imaginations play’s a huge role here, since we layer memories and connotations 
individually. 

Concluding discussion 

Designing in the area of taboo, stigma and discreteness, function is key. Inspired by fashion and 
textiles design, Coloplast creates products with even more appealing qualities than only function 
implies; involving the wearer’s sense of self, changes in material and colour. One could ask if 
Coloplast’s award winning re-design is that different from its former styles. Taking this a step 
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further, the workshop raised new questions. Why should an ostomy bag be discrete? Could it be a 
personal choice and supplement to our every-day wardrobe and mood?  

The intentions behind the SenSura Mio as a piece of accessory design are contrasted by the 
opinion of the wearers from the questionnaire. In the analysis almost 50 % of the participants did 
not link the design of SenSura Mio with their identity. Nor did they think that the SenSura Mio 
fitted their personal preferences or that the design was of importance to them. So, despite 
Coloplast’s goal of designing and developing appealing products, almost 50 % of the wearers 
responded that what was of most importance to them was functionality and that the design of 
SenSura Mio had to fit all. This fact could be framed as a paradox in the personalization of 
wearable health design – to raise another question if wearable health design is for habitual use, 
should it be mass-customized to also fit personal needs? Just to say, that there is a need for more 
cottage industries, to deal with such challenges for the wearer. 

If the pouch looks like a fashion accessory, rather than a wearable health device, could it then 
break down the taboo and stigma? 

This leads to question if Coloplast succeeded with a personalized design approach in the design of 
SenSura Mio. At least they opened up ideas about implementing fashion and textile design, as a 
starting point relating to these industries. As the paradox concludes, it is a complicated task to 
produce 167 different everyday wearable health devices in different size, colours, texture and 
material to meet the individual needs of the wearers – which leads to discuss if an ostomy bag 
even can be seen as a fashion accessory? 

The framing of the workshop opened up new perspectives of how wearable medical devices could 
be designed. There was no cost price, need for feasibility or production requirements for creating 
personalized mild and wild versions of ostomy bags, for individual preferences. Thus, this 
approach facilitated a different environment for creativity and new ideas of how to develop and 
design such wearable health devices. This explorative and open-ended approach could be a 
contribution to scope personalized wearable health design as future fashion accessories for the 
individual. 
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i https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/taboo 

ii The term stoma refers to a surgically created opening in the body for the discharge of body 
wastes. Different diseases (e.g. cancer, Morbus Chrohn, etc.) in the abdomen area can require an 
operation causing the need for an ostomy bag. 

iii	https://stomistjernen.wordpress.com/	
	
iv	https://www.instagram.com/astridboomboom/	

	
vhttps://www.facebook.com/pg/stomapetunia/photos/?tab=album&album_id=150041322247833 
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Introduction
There is an increasing shift of care from clinical settings into 
“patients’ hands and homes,” which demands that designers 
be “more reflective practitioners to ensure that the new health 
technologies we design are actually fit for everyday life” 
(Fitzpatrick, 2011, p. 121). The design space for medical 
technologies is radically altered by the fundamental changes to 
notions of patient, clinician, care and home put in motion by this 
shift, and nowhere is the power of the patient more evident than in 
the scale of rejection of body-worn devices. 

Studies have shown that there is a high rate of rejection 
of wearable and assistive technologies by persons with diverse 
needs (between 50% and 56%), and that 15% of such objects 
are never used (Hocking, 1999; Ledger & McCaffrey, 2014). 
This is a critical situation, as the demand for remote healthcare 
monitoring is increasing due to reduced health system resources, 
an ageing population and an increase in individuals living with 
lifelong conditions (Deen, 2015). However, the emphasis on 
clinical needs in the disability and biomedical research literature 
too often excludes the wearer’s physical, psychological and 
social preferences in the design of wearable health technology 
(Bush, 2015). Pape, Kim, and Weiner (2002), and Bergmann 
and McGregor (2011), hold that the opportunity (or lack of it) 
to create personal meanings influences the successful integration 
of assistive technologies into an individual’s lifeworld, and 
that holistic end-user preferences therefore need to be taken 
into account to be able to design devices that will be accepted. 

However, there is a corresponding concern within the field of 
medical ethics that medicalization is expanding to define a person’s 
“whole dynamic life process… in biomedical technoscientific 
terms” (Vogt, Hofmann, & Getz, 2016, p. 310); the “virtuous 
circle” of the Quantified Self movement (Wicks & Little, 2013) 
has been questioned for its questionable blurring of personal and 
health data, basis in often inaccurate sensor measurements, and 
unmanageable permissions considerations (for developers as well 
as users), all with potential implications for the costs of care (Shao, 
Kuk, Terrell, & Chen, 2014; Naughton, 2016). Further, we have 
experienced the empowerment narrative in healthcare (Fitzpatrick, 
2011) as instrumental, based on a neoclassical economic agenda, 
and an atomistic understanding of personalisation rather than a 
humanistic, relational approach (Kettley, Kettley, & Lucas, 2017; 
Waerness, 2006). In worst-case scenarios, the person receiving care 
can be separated conceptually and practically from their personal 
care networks by services; at a more prosaic level, individuals 
are increasingly expected to make good life decisions, not only to 
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take responsibility for managing long-term health conditions, as 
pressure increases on health service providers to meet demands, 
but also in a consumer marketplace of profit-oriented private care 
provision. We therefore see high levels of rejection as a symptom 
of a (political) normative medicalized design approach, and in 
an effort to alleviate these, we investigate (political) humanistic 
approaches in which a person is not medicalized, nor defined 
by others in terms of their experiences of (mental) health, but is 
encountered first and foremost as an individual who is “allowed to 
dream” (Durieux, 1921, as cited in Lehman, 2000, p. 359; Joseph, 
2010). In this approach, the empowerment agenda is also called 
into question, as power is never taken away from individuals in 
the first place (Rogers, 1978; Sharma, 2008). Further, it requires 
the designer to think beyond the “killer app” (Abowd & Mynatt, 
2000) and the end-user application (McCann et al., 2005) as goals 
in themselves, to create relational contexts in which individuals 
can thrive (Rogers, 2004).

In 1991 Weiser foresaw that the most profound technologies 
would weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life. His 
vision has led to the idea that the computer, and the wearable, 
should function as an invisible aid integrated “seamlessly” into 
the everyday (Norman, 1998). In wearables design, this led to an 
early emphasis on the reduction of “social weight,” defined as 
“social repercussions in the form of unwanted attention or negative 
responses that an individual may receive when ‘inappropriately’ 
dressed” (Dunne et al., 2014, p. 27). This reduction in social 
weight has typically been achieved by making technology on 
the body less visible, and ideally completely hidden, in line 
with the disappearing computer narrative (Norman, 1998). The 
initial assumption was that technology on the body should not be 
apparent to others as technology, and that in use, it should disappear 
phenomenologically for the wearer (Weiser, 1991). However, the 
notion of appropriate dress is also problematic, or perhaps more 
positively, it opens up an opportunity for design which has still 
to be fully explored. We also note that while Fitzpatrick’s (2011) 
keynote covered design for integration and active participation, 
in which aspects such as contested spaces, routines, relationships 
and collaborative meaning-making become important, it stopped 
short of the wearable and the extra considerations that designing 
for the body entails (Gemperle, Kasabach, Stivoric, Bauer, & 
Martin, 1998). 

We suggest that when wearable health technology 
design focuses on medical need, it glosses over the individual 
human need to dynamically manage social identity (White, 
2008). Through such glossing over, persons with diverse needs 
themselves become defined as controllable medical systems. A 
more deliberately empathic relationship in addressing dynamic 
user needs could focus on active “valuing” rather than static 
“values” (Cooper & McLeod, 2011), and could better include 
beauty, desirability, and alignment as aspects of fluid identity 
management (Goffman, 1990; Wallace, 2007). Wearables are 
starting to diversify to include a wide range of expressive 
opportunity; such an approach would offer individuals contexts 
for playful explorations of identity within what Ryan (2014) has 
called a wearable “paradise.” 

From the wearer’s perspective, we are therefore interested 
in both the phenomenological experience of the wearer in the 
dress act (Entwistle, 2015), and the wearer’s reconfiguration of 
the meaning of the object as authored by the maker; they too 
play a role in distributed construction of a narrative through the 
object. Only by actively considering these interlinked aspects of 
experience with accessories can we hope to challenge the currently 
short lifespans and limited aesthetics of health wearables still 
manufactured as gadgets using silicone, plastic and alphanumeric 
screens (Silina & Haddadi, 2015).

To explore these dimensions, the article firstly discusses 
the notion of the accessory as a platform, within which systems, 
applications, and interventions can be designed; and we link 
this figuration with an extended view of the user as social 
actor. We go on to consider the semiotic and phenomenological 
terms in fashion theory, before outlining Cunningham’s (2005a, 
2005b) maker–wearer–viewer model through these two lenses. 
Cunningham’s model is then used to analyse three projects: 
Intimacy in Accessories (2016), An Internet of Soft Things 
(2016), and the Welfare Design Project (2016). The model 
is finally opened up to students for reflexive reinterpretation 
and discussion. 

The Accessory as a Platform: 
Conceptual and Technical
The accessory by definition does not exist by itself, but in relation to 
another object or other objects. Moreover, the type of relationship 
is quite specific: it is an ontological hierarchy between a principal 
and its accessory, in which the accessory “derives its value from 
the principal” (Oppy, 2015). It is a mutually beneficial relationship 
illustrated by the master and slave metaphor. In the context of 
fashion (rather than of law or theology), accessories are easily 
imagined: they are sometimes practically useful, as in umbrellas 
and glasses, and sometimes decorative, as in jewellery. Often, and 
especially in the case of menswear, they can have a use function, 
but also carry semiotic meaning, such as in the watch, or tie. They 
contribute to a system of fashion in relation to garments (as the 
principal), through “bricolage,” or a layering of semiotic meaning 
to create a whole, personally enacted “expression” (Woodward, 
2007). If fashion is a semiotic system—a language (Lurie, 2000), 
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with each word in an outfit contributing to a coherent utterance—
then we might say the accessory plays the role of the modifier, 
changing the meaning of the whole (Kerre & de Cock, 1999). 

The master–slave hierarchy, and even the modifier, can also 
be found in the organization of computer network systems, and 
the fuzzy logics that drive them (Kumar, 2012; Rouse, 2016). But 
this simplistic model is being replaced as Ubiquitous Computing 
and the Internet of Things (IoT) mature; there is a transition from 
one-to-one models and personal systems in human–computer 
interaction (HCI) to complex socio-technical systems defined by 
dynamic interconnecting networks of multiple actors, including 
sensor-enabled interfaces, embedded processing, distributed 
output devices, people, and intelligent “things.” Lindqvist (2015) 
and Woodward (2007) have developed relational approaches in 
the fashion literature, while in relational philosophy, identity is 
said to emerge not from a priori individuals, but from relations 
themselves (Latour, 2014; Thayer-Bacon, 2003). We thus see 
parallels between the accessory as a platform for dynamic 
relational identity enactment, and the increasingly distributed 
topologies of Ubiquitous Computing and the IoT, in which the 
modifier can come to define the whole (Durschei & Neri-Belkaïd, 
2005). As Marchetti (2005) says:

The accessory is the ideal vehicle for the movement of the post-
modern identity from the center to the periphery… it embodies 
exchange, that is, the thing with which we part to give to others in 
a reciprocal arrangement… which supports the social circulation of 
identity values. (p. 61)

Body Adornment and Semiotic Display
Anthropologists argue that there is a universal human propensity 
to adorn, and that we have been adorning our bodies with 
decorative objects for as long as there have been human beings 
(Polhemus, 2005). This position is widely accepted by writers 
on dress and fashion (Roach-Higgins & Eicher, 1992; Entwistle, 
2015). Agreeing with Polhemus, we recognize the semiotic role 
of body adornment: “Objects worn or kept near the body (from 
feather headdresses, masks, jewellery, a watch to a mobile phone) 
have always and will always be chosen because of what they 
‘say’ about the wearer – they are visual adjectives” (p. 30). This 
suggests that accessories play a functional role in expressive 
acts of “speaking” in line with communication theory; however, 
this view has been critiqued in the fashion literature as an over-
simplistic model in which the wearer’s intentions are well defined 
and communicated clearly (Lurie, 2000; Barnard, 2007). Rather, 
an individual’s expressive dress acts may well “speak,” but what is 
said only becomes meaningful because of identities constituted in 
fluid relations with other people (Goffman, 1990; Roach-Higgins 
& Eicher, 1992). Further, there are acts of deliberate expression, 
and those that are “given off” (Goffman, 1990, p. 16), as well as 
changes over time and ownership. Decisions are made at the point 
of purchase concerning comfort and the potential for expression, 
but these factors also continue to figure in everyday moments 
of dressing and re-dressing, as new combinations of garments 
and adornment are played with to refine and redefine identity in 
relation with the world.

Lived Experience and the 
Phenomenological Wearable

We are concerned that medical accessories have the ability to 
deny the body and the self, as existential bodily awareness, or 
“corporeal awareness” (Shusterman, 2012, p. 54), has become 
appropriated by the medical industry, and that it is no longer the 
right of the person to attend to themselves, as they become “largely 
invisible and passive” in the clinical environment (Fitzpatrick, 
2011, p. 124). Western medicine’s understanding of the body and 
the person have been critiqued in ethnographic, philosophical, 
and political analyses (Illich, 1976; Mol, 2003; Vogt, Hofmann, 
& Getz, 2016), but despite the World Health Organisation’s 
(2010) recognition that “robust scientific evidence is not enough 
to guarantee that a novel medical technique will disseminate into 
widespread use” (p. 5), the body and lived experience continue 
to be written out of the clinical discourse through an institutional 
mistrust of qualitative methodologies (Greenhalgh et al., 2016).

We welcome the increase in participatory and co-design 
practices in wearables development: in 2005, McCann et al. pointed 
out that fashion designers rarely “have ‘hands on’ involvement in 
prototype garment manufacture,” and that wearables demand just 
such a hands-on approach to achieve appropriate cut and fit (p. 
76). More than a decade later, User-Centred Design (UCD) is still 
a novelty in most fashion and textile design practice, even as its 
limitations are being examined in design anthropology (Bezaitis & 
Robinson, 2010). Its limitations for designing with mental health 
care services have been explored by Kettley, Kettley, & Lucas 
(2017). In digital jewellery, different forms of participatory and 
user-centred design have been described by Kettley (2007), Bush 
(2015), and Wallace (2007), while in wearables for active ageing, 
McCann (2016) described the co-design process methodology 
as evolving from “designing for users to designing with users… 
emancipating people by making them active contributors rather 
than passive recipients” (p. 241). 

As part of this emancipation, there has been a rise in 
interest in embodied design methodologies (Wilde & Underwood, 
2015; Toeters, Bhömer, Bottenberg, Tomico, & Brinks, 2013; 
Tognazzi-Drake, 2013), which seek to address the whole body 
and felt experience of the person, rather than treating them only 
as a rational consumer and decision maker. These approaches go 
beyond cognitive and behavioural models of the person, towards 
the humanistic (Kettley et al., 2017). Entwistle (2015) provides a 
valuable insight into ways of thinking about the body and identity 
in the context of dress. She outlines two disciplines of thought: 
structuralism, in which the body is “socially constituted, always 
situated in culture” (p. 34), and phenomenology, which “offers 
the potential to understand dress as an embodied experience” 
(p. 35). Entwistle’s project is to bring these theoretical positions 
together as “situated practice” (p. 53): “The experience of dress is 
a subjective act of attending to one’s body and making the body 
an object of consciousness, and is also an act of attention with the 
body” (p. 49). 

To explore the accessory in light of these theories, we borrow 
a model from contemporary narrative jewellery, which is relationship 
rather than object based. It introduces a new actor into the mix—that 
of the maker/designer or, semiotically speaking, the author. 
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The Maker–Wearer–Viewer Model

We borrow the maker–wearer–viewer model from Jack 
Cunningham’s (2005a, 2005b) research. His enquiry revealed the 
enjoyment felt by wearers of narrative jewellery, which could be 
experienced as very personal, or be used as a starting point for 
social interaction. The model brings together three social actors 
through their narratives—the narrative embodied in a piece by the 
maker, the extension or evolution of that narrative by the wearer 
in their dress acts, and the narratives enacted through interaction 
with viewers. As such, this offers a semiotic model of social 
becoming through a network of intersubjective meaning-making 
with material artefacts on the body:

 [T]he narrative object can be ambiguous in its communicative 
character. It relies on the viewer’s subjective interpretation. A 
dialogue is consequently established between the maker, the 
originator of the artefacts statement, the wearer, the vehicle by 
which the work is seen, and the viewer, the audience who thereafter 
engages with the work…. A triangular relationship is therefore 
formed between: maker, wearer and viewer. (Cunningham, 2005a, 
p. VI)

We believe that this is a fundamental departure from 
mainstream approaches to medical wearable design: how would 
a wearer of a commercial health monitor begin to think about 
their “own personal statement” as an expression related to such 
a device?

Cunningham did not draw this triangular relationship, 
which leaves open the possibility for playful interrogation of it 
through diagrammatic representations (Sutton, 2013). Our own 
working model comprises three bodies in relation within a closed 
system (See Figure 1).

When we start drawing a literal triangle, we begin to 
question the flow of semiotic intention—are there other actors to 
consider? In doing so, we find we can expand on the three actors 
and develop not only a semiotic but also a phenomenological 
model that begins to blur the distinction between the actors’ roles 
and identities. Here we describe the maker, wearer, and viewer as 
actors in the frames of digital jewellery, assistive technology, and 
wearables development, and point to the literature that might help 
us develop a holistic model for wearer experience. 

The Maker

From a maker’s perspective, the accessory approach recognises 
how cultures of aesthetic consumption involve authorship 
(Kettley, 2007). The maker in this approach may be identifiable 
as an individual, or, in a more mainstream commercial setting, 
might be a favoured brand. In Cunningham’s (2005b) account of 
narrative jewellery, the intention of the maker is very important, 
as it often provides narrative content. In participatory design 
approaches, the maker role may be blurred, as participants start to 
create their own versions of technological futures. Beyond this, art, 
craft and design constitute cultural worlds that are in themselves 
consumed by individuals as  n integral part of identity processes; 
the skilled creative processes of different kinds of production 
provide cultural meanings for individuals to identify with, and to 
use as signifiers of shared cultural belief systems. Making has also 
come to mean new kinds of attitudes to production, as in the Maker 
Movement and Slow Design (Dunne, 1999; Hallnäs & Redström, 
2002; Boehner, David, Kaye, & Sengers, 2005; Nygaard & 
Winther, 2016). In this case, we ask what accessory design (which 
can include jewellers, milliners, shoemakers, fashion and textile 
designers and hackers, among others), and its materials, bring to 
the design of future wearable health technology.

The notion of the maker as author has been shown to be 
important for authenticity in the frame of craft theory; in this view, 
the maker is present in some way to the audience or consumer as 
an actor who takes responsibility for their material utterances, for 
their intentions to act, and in their attention to quality (Kettley, 
2007). In Cunningham’s (2005a, 2005b) terms, we might say that 
the maker-as-author has something to say, knows what they are 
talking about, and thinks carefully about how it is expressed. 

In reviewing Cunningham’s work, Cumming (2004, as 
cited in Cunningham, 2005b, Ch. 4), said: “This was a show that 
made you think, not just about the purpose of body adornment 
but about a potentially vibrant relationship between experience 
and making.” This makes clear the humanity of the maker, their 
presence as a person, and thus the potential for the wearer, as a 
person, to also become a maker; it creates a relationship of equals.

The Wearer

A further important aspect of Cunningham’s (2005a) model is 
the explicit “authority to re-interpret the object” (p. VI) that is 
the right of the wearer, as they “become part of this process of 
communication with a wider audience, a part of the history of the 
piece” (p. VI). The wearer does not simply pass on the intentions 
of the maker, but has a significant opportunity to “make his or her 
own personal statement” (p. VI), to the extent that even the title of 
a piece may become less important over time. 

The Viewer

From a viewer’s perspective, we critically reflect on how a wearer 
of health technology is seen in society. This is supported by the 
story of optical lenses, which once stigmatized the wearer, but 
which we now exploit for their style (Royeen, 2015). Currently, 

WEARER

VIEWERMAKER

Figure 1. The authors’ interpretation of Cunningham’s maker–
wearer–viewer model.
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most wearable device design is influenced by sport, biomechanics 
or bioengineering (Silina & Hadaddi, 2015). These fields 
support the technical semiotics of efficiency, achievement and 
productivity, which may not be congruent for individual wearers. 
In contrast, we believe the maker–wearer–viewer model supports 
the complex meaning-making activities individuals engage in 
every day, but which are sometimes denied to persons with 
diverse needs in existing biomedical design models (Bush, 2015). 
We propose that, in such a way, the social weight issue (Wallace, 
2007) becomes irrelevant, and is replaced by a far more interesting 
design challenge: to create wearables that are socially agile. 

The Maker–Wearer–Viewer Model 
Applied to Medical Accessory Design
With our respective backgrounds in clothing technology, fashion, 
textiles and contemporary jewellery, we find that the common 
link in our research is an interest in design for persons who find 
themselves marginalised rather than enabled by mainstream 
approaches to assistive technology.

Three projects were selected for critical reflection. The first, 
Intimacy in Accessories (2016) was a one-week teaching project 
for accessory design students at Design School Kolding, Denmark. 
The objective was to introduce accessory design students to 
ethnographic and empathic design methods, to understand the 
relationship between older women and their three favourite 
accessories, categorised as jewellery, functional accessory and 
clothing accessory. The students visited three older women in 
their own homes, to generate empirical material to enrich the 
design process of future wearable health technology. The second 
project, An Internet of Soft Things, started in 2014 and continued 
until the end of August 2016. This was a multidisciplinary project 
involving computer science, textile design, interaction design, 
and psychotherapy practice, led by Nottingham Trent University 
in collaboration with Nottinghamshire Mind Network in the UK. 
The objective of the project was to develop a design methodology 
to enable the voices of mental health communities in imaginaries 
(Lindström & Stahl, 2014) of near future technologies, in this 
case, the Internet of Things, as enabled by e-textiles. The third, 
the Welfare Design Project, is a design experiment within a PhD 
project, running from 2015 to 2019 at Design School Kolding. The 
objective of this work is to coin an accessory way of thinking, to 
inform the design of future wearable health technology. Together 
with seven accessory design students and seven women over 
the age of 61 years, the design experiment facilitated a seven-
week design course to analyse design processes and methods 
for redesigning a medical/clinical health monitor to become a 
personal object, for older women living in their own homes.

Common to these projects is our urge to investigate how 
authorship, the role of the maker; phenomenology, the role of the 
wearer; and semiotics, the role of the viewer, can generate insight 
in dealing with the crossovers between embodied interaction and 
semiotic reading of wearable health technologies. Below, we 
critically reflect on the projects using the model, and explore the 
model as a tool for such reflection.

Intimacy in Accessories

Three older women (wearers and viewers) engaged in conversations 
with accessory design students (makers and viewers) in their 
own homes about their three favourite accessories: a piece of 
jewellery, a functional accessory, and a clothing accessory. Social 
interaction fostered close connections between the students, the 
older women, and the objects. The home settings furthermore 
promoted anecdotal conversation and served the explorative study 
with intimate details and rich personal stories. The study generated 
important information about why the women wore what they did. 
The approach and method connected social science with design 
research, to create empirical material. Thus the intention of the 
project was not to design new wearable objects, but to investigate, 
from the perspective of designers, anthropological issues and 
the questions of why older women wear what they do and what 
constitutes their reasons for their choices. 

A consent form explained that it was solely up to the women 
what stories they wanted to tell. They all signed and agreed to 
audio recordings being made of the conversations and to having 
their photos taken.

Authorship (maker)

The study was inspired by wardrobe studies, an ethnographic 
method developed to research dress objects that people favour 
and consequently keep in their wardrobes for long periods of 
time (Klepp & Bjerck, 2014). The aim was to map the emotional 
and relational meanings of the women’s accessories, and for the 
students to understand physical, psychological and social reasons 
for wearing them. The empirical material from the study was 
analysed by the author. 

In the meetings the students were stunned by how open 
and willing the women were to share their personal stories with 
persons they had only recently met. Such insight promotes the 
students’ authorship, as the experience emphasizes their role 
as makers. The students became reflexively aware not only of 
the broad category of accessories, but also of the persons they 
were designing for. The narratives embedded in the jewellery 
thus became co-authored between wearer and maker, and the 
normally autonomous role of authorship changed to become more 
relational, embodying a listening attitude.

Phenomenology (wearer)

The conversational experience between the students and the 
women fostered reinterpretations of the women’s favourite 
accessories, for both the students and the women. This insight 
became obvious in the feedback from the women as well as in 
the students’ reflections on the social interactions. There were 
two linked aspects of felt experience here—the first in the 
evocative memories for the wearer, supported by the material 
things, and the second in the research act of transcribing the 
recorded conversations. Some of the stories included sad or 
happy characters, which led to different types of astonishment 
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and enchantment during the conversations between the women 
and the students. The personal information evoked a sensitive 
understanding of the women’s heartfelt stories. 

The students audio-recorded the conversations, and found 
in transcribing the material that they were sensitized to tone of 
voice, laughter, and tempo of speech. Listening to the intimate 
sounds of the recordings made the experience feel “whole” to 
the listener—to be “tactile” when the women or the accessory 
design students grasped the accessories to touch or wear them, 
and “visual” when listening to what happened in the room during 
the conversations. The study showed that the accessory is an 
object with unique qualities and personal choice; in focusing on 
it to reminisce, the wearer was able to communicate embodied 
memory with the maker/researcher. The objects acted beyond 
their usual functional and material existence for the wearer and 
became accessories to felt experience and empathy (Møller & 
Bang, 2016).

Semiotics (viewer)

Studying and reinterpreting the women’s favourite accessories made 
the students aware of form, value, and meaning. The older women’s 
adornment factors became obvious for the students, and in the 

meetings the different accessories facilitated relational interactions 
of expression and function, as part of viewing the women’s objects. 
This led to empathic understanding of the older women’s personal 
preferences and life experiences, and gave the students, as well as 
the women, insight into their favourite accessories, their choices, 
and the everyday life of wearable objects. 

The accessories discussed in conversation with the makers 
in Intimacy in Accessories seemed to help the women invoke past 
lived experience, communicating it with the students to engender 
empathy (see Figure 2). As a key learning outcome, the method 
clarifies that the accessory is a representation of the women, who 
they were, who they are, and who they want to be. This insight 
gives the accessory unique qualities beyond its functional and 
material existence. The students’ findings and insights resulting 
from the study are of interest to the wearable health technology 
community as they discover humanistic factors to take into 
consideration when designing wearable technologies for older 
women in particular, and persons with diverse needs in general.

Figure 3 shows the model extended by the addition of the 
object; it seems that in this project the viewer is implied, while 
ethnographic practices facilitate an embodied listening process for 
the maker, who works in collaboration with the wearer according 
to co-author narratives.

Figure 2. Intimacy in Accessories: Three women and their favourite accessories (jewellery, functional, and clothing).
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An Internet of Soft Things

An average of six adult participants, male and female, took part 
in six weekly 3-hour e-textile workshops as part of a longer 
research project which introduced members and volunteers of 
the UK third-sector mental health service provider, Mind, to 
e-textile and Internet of Things technologies (An Internet of Soft 
Things, 2016). Over the six weeks, individuals learned new skills 
and reflected on new concepts, and co-created accessories and 
soft handheld objects with simple LED circuits in them. Each 
participant received a “toolkit” of parts and materials, along 
with a booklet of instructions for making simple soft circuits. 
The participant and trainer booklets can be downloaded at 
https://aninternetofsoftthings.com/toolkit/. In the second phase 
of the project, some of the soft objects were networked so that 
individuals could experience a flow of data and begin devising 
IoT systems enabled by e-textile interfaces that would be 
meaningful, and would feel safe for them. The project reflexively 

appraised the person-centred approach (PCA) as a way of doing 
ethical participatory design (Kettley et al., 2017), and informed 
consent was granted for the use of these images (in fact, for 
some participants, this became a positive way of being seen and 
recognised as persons). A phenomenological methodology was 
used to collect and analyse qualitative data throughout the project, 
and a data analytics approach was also used to critically compare 
methods in big data analysis (Cosma, Brown, Battersby, Kettley, 
& Kettley, 2017). This article focuses on the experiences of the 
participants as makers/authors, wearers, and viewers, taking part 
in the e-textile workshops.

Authorship (maker)

In line with the PCA, the project tried to facilitate the authorship 
of the participants rather than bring the researchers’ authoring to 
the table (the researchers included makers and textile designers). 

WEARER

Object

Reinterpretations and 
co-authored narrative

Implied in observation of typology of objects, 
and in objects’ roles in identity performanceTranscription as material and embodied listening; space for reflection

Evocative memories; reminiscences

Object typology by UCD narrative (a jacket, a backpack; hand made and mass produced jewellery 

Ethnography: students informed as makers 
and authors in relation with wearers

VIEWERMAKER

Figure 3. Intimacy in Accessories: Visualising with the maker–wearer–viewer model.

  
Figure 4. An Internet of Soft Things (Jaimie’s work): Authorship and making e-textile handheld object.

https://aninternetofsoftthings.com/toolkit/
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If we consider the object and its expression (rather than 
data or the system), we found that e-textiles offered a context for 
playful authorship and expression for participants with a range 
of different life experiences, including careers in the local textile 
industry, telecommunications, and electronic engineering. We 
witnessed individuals making choices about fabric, pattern and 
colour, develop sensitivity towards stitch size and formation (see 
Figure 6), and collaborating on the form of the textile objects they 
were making. The research team had brought along large bags of 
fabrics to the workshops (Kettley, Lucas, & Sadkowska, 2016; 
An Internet of Soft Things, 2016), and thought some of them 
were “retro” or “vintage.” However, the participants rejected 
those fabrics as simply old fashioned, embracing the leopard-
print fur, and favouring felt and technical spacer fabrics for their 
strong colours.

In the event, authorship of aesthetics was shared. Pairs 
formed between the research facilitators and the participants over 
the six weeks, as trust developed and personalities emerged. Some 
individuals designed and even drew their own e-textile objects, 
but felt authorship was diminished if they couldn’t sew the pieces 
themselves (see Figure 4). Others were able to discuss their 
design decisions as part of a reflective filmed interview (Jones 
& Fielding, 2015), making associations with well-known public 
figures (singer Rod Stewart’s leopard-print trousers) and favourite 
foods (an LED on ravioli was lit by a magnet in a patch of brown 
sauce) (see Figure 5).

Phenomenology (wearer)

As the process evolved, accessories such as hats, scarves, and 
gloves were introduced, and participants considered how their 
stitched circuits might be experienced on the body. The group 
discussed bodily interactions, gestures, and what things felt like 
to wear. 

Josie and Elaine (see Figure 7; real names and images are 
used by permission) had numerous discussions about what kinds 
of tactile experiences they preferred. Josie liked the firmness 
of her earmuffs, which were structured inside with wire—they 
held her head snugly, and she didn’t mind adjusting them to stay 
comfortable. Having worked in the telecommunications industry, 
she was happy with hard materials, and didn’t like “soft things.” 
Elaine, on the other hand, liked the spacer fabric, which was 
springy to the touch, and the felt objects filled with stuffing.

One important aspect of the handheld accessories (not 
garments, but carried in pockets or held) that people made on the 
project was their tactility and availability for touch. They were 
described as “touchstones” and their presence became comforting 
in its own right. Different surfaces, forms and textile sensors were 
developed in response to individuals’ stories about the local town 
(Worksop, East Midlands, UK) and its associations for them; 
one participant wanted something she could shake at places she 
had emotional associations with, while others wanted to squeeze 
their handheld objects to feel comforted in the moment, or to 
let someone else know they “were OK.” The phenomenological 
experience with these accessories was thus developed in tandem 
with emotional expression, whether hidden or overtly expressed.

 

Figure 5. An Internet of Soft Things (Chris’s work): Authorship 
through personal association and fabric choice.

 

 Figure 6. An Internet of Soft Things (Meg’s work): Authorship 
through colourway and stitch choice.
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Finally, in trying to evidence participant experiences within 
the workshops, we also used materials, tools, and the made objects 
to help individuals recall how they had felt in the moment (Jones 
& Fielding, 2015). The group often talked about the different 
behaviour of the 2-ply and 4-ply steel yarns when sewing.

Semiotics (viewer)

Wearing an e-textile or “wearable” is quite different to designing 
it. In a pilot workshop (run before the Mind workshops described 
above), the researchers felt silly and self-conscious when venturing 
outside sporting their light-up scarves and hats; accessories for 
home decoration were easier to assimilate into personal expression. 
In contrast, participants from Mind thoroughly enjoyed a day trip 
to a local market town where a Christmas fair was underway, 
wearing their ear warmers, hats and gloves. Arguably, the time of 
year had a part to play (see Figure 7).

Some of the maker/wearers also designed worn things 
or handheld things that were not always visible—they could be 
held or put into pockets or concealed inside sleeves as required. 

For these wearers, the “always on” nature of wearables (Rhodes, 
1997) could be manipulated; the function may be switched on, 
but they could modify their intended “body 2” expression as they 
walked around (Cosma et al., 2017; Goffman, 1990; Ihde, 2001).

The person-centred methodology of this project was 
successful in creating a context for individuals to become 
authors, whereas they would normally be more constrained in 
materials choice and design/meaning-making activities. E-textiles 
themselves appeared to provide a unique opportunity for both 
male and female participants, and were inclusive in terms of 
benefitting from a diverse range of people’s professional and 
crafting experiences. Participants authored with familiar and 
unfamiliar materials, in response to tactility, colour and function; 
they brought personal associations and humour into play to create 
personalised soft things that went on to support their exploration 
of relationships, their own comfort with their bodies, how they 
felt they were seen by others, and how they could negotiate the 
urban area they lived in, while living with diverse experiences 
of mental ill health. There were some limitations, highlighted by 
approaching the project through the lens of the maker–wearer–
viewer model (see Figure 8). The project blurred the roles of the 
maker, wearer, and viewer; facilitators and participants viewed 
each other and themselves, but the objects did not change hands, 
and were not publicly curated, as in Cunningham’s model. It 
would be interesting to introduce such elements of exchange and 
framing in the future, which may serve to enhance or even define 
the roles of maker, wearer, and viewer of e-textile accessories for 
mental wellbeing.

Welfare Design Project

Seven accessory design students and seven women over the age of 
61 years collaborated on redesigning a wearable health monitor. 
The women decided what information they wanted to share and 
gave consent to having their photos taken for the research.

To introduce the combination of accessory and welfare 
design fields, women, and wearable health devices, Professor 
Jayne Wallace of Northumbria University, UK, was invited to 
give a talk and teach the students for two days. Wallace’s approach 
treated accessories as objects to think through rather than to study 
or to produce (2014). Instead, the students (makers) facilitated 
conversations with the women (wearers and viewers) based on 
relational wearable objects that they had made beforehand, rather 
than the students forecasting the women’s wants and needs (see 
Figure 9). 

The project continued for seven weeks, starting with an 
introduction of the method from the Intimacy in Accessories 
(2016) project. In conversation with the women, some of the 
students studied the women’s favourite accessories, as inspiration 
to redesign the wearable health monitor. The welfare design 
project was divided into two phases. After the students’ research 
phase (four weeks), they continued their design experiment for 
three weeks, working on a prototype. Lastly, the redesign was 
presented to the company behind the existing wearable health 
monitor, the women, and each other. 

 

Figure 7. An Internet of Soft Things (Elaine and Josie):  
The felt experience and playful semiotics of wearing.
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Authorship (maker)

Wallace’s method focused the explorative study around 
personal insight and social interaction, rather than focusing 
on the functionality of the wearable health monitor (see 
Figure 9). This approach gave a voice to the students as authors of 
the wearable objects.

The method opened a free channel of conversation, and 
aligned the relationship between the women and the students—
to discuss health, diverse needs and accessory medical design, 
rather than focusing solely on the expectations of the student 

or the individual woman. The method naturally drove the 
students’ authorship, fostering their aesthetic preferences, to start 
ideating and making relational wearable objects as part of their 
design experiments.

Different from the Intimacy in Accessories (2016) project, 
the students in the Welfare Design Project used their design 
experiments to redesign an object, based on inspiration from the 
conversations and studies of the women’s favourite accessories. 
Taking part in the first author’s PhD project, they documented 
their processes with diaries reporting their reflections and images 
taken throughout the project (see Figure 10). 

WEARER

Facilitating wearer as author

Negotiation of local town and community

The body; tactile feedback (somaesthetic experience); touchstones

•  Material, formal and aesthetic choices 
 •  Creative association
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•  Remote viewers of data and messages 

•  The wearers’ availability to themselves 
•  The situated wearer in their local town
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Maker’s assumptions regarding viewers and acceptability of wearing (while making, 
for themselves, and on behalf of other contextualised individual wearers)

Phenomenological co-creation
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Figure 8. An Internet of Soft Things: Visualising with the maker–wearer–viewer model.

 
Figure 9. Welfare Design Project: The students made different 

relational wearable objects to think and talk through.  
Figure 10. Welfare Design Project: One of the students 

reflects in her diary that working with the women made her 
design experiment more poetic, as Jayne Wallace’s method 
involved wearable relational objects that easily opened up 

difficult topics such as death.
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Phenomenology (wearer)

The objects became “icebreaker tools” to facilitate personal 
dialogues based on the women’s relationships to the wearable 
objects, themselves and their health. This gave the students insight 
into the women’s emotional responses beyond the women’s 
reasons for participation. Some of the meetings happened in 
the homes of the women and this aspect generated another 
opportunity for the students to reflect on the person, her body and 
her life environment rather than the technology of the wearable 
health monitor. The women’s wearing and experimenting with the 
objects made by the students enabled the students to tap into the 
women’s aesthetic preferences and thereby the women’s physical 
experience of the wearable objects. Such involvement benefitted 
both the women and the students with narratives, beyond the 
experiential, to communicate unmet needs and the fostering of 
new ideas. The meetings furthermore created opportunities for 
collaboration and more involvement of the women as wearers.

Semiotics (viewer)

The relational objects in their wearable state are easy to take and 
try on the body. Together with the method of investigating the 
women’s favourite accessories (see Figure 11), this naturally 
started exchanges of meaning-making discussions between the 
women and the students. In this act, the women’s attitudes to 
adornment were raised, giving the students insights into form and 
its value, as well as different bodily qualities. Both the relational 
wearable objects and the chosen favourite accessories became 
symbols for the women to talk through, and for the students to 
further explore and reinterpret the design of humanised wearable 
medical accessories. 

As a key learning outcome of the project, the two methods 
involved personal reflections, discussions, and details from both 
the students and the women. This insight opens up possibilities 

to put forward humanistic approaches in creative practices when 
designing wearable health objects. Using the maker–wearer–
viewer model (see Figure 12) to reflect on the roles in the project, 
it is easy to see the company in the wings, and the context of 
the wearer is domestic rather than urban, contrasting with the 
Intimacy in Accessories and Soft Things projects.

Summary of Projects

As in An Internet of Soft Things, the Welfare Design Project 
co-designed and facilitated non-judgmental environments, and 
allowed maker–wearer–viewer relationships to grow based on 
trust. In all three cases, personal possessions, newly purchased 
accessories and handmade relational wearable objects became 
tools for discussion, acting as generators of inspiration and 
reflection between the maker, the wearer and the viewer. These 
accessories facilitated conversations of an intimate character—
life experiences and personal preferences—to create empathic 
understanding in relation with (and not of) individuals. 
The situations therefore created the necessary contexts for 
relationships to form, fostering meaningful, useful and desirable 
design developments. 

These unique situations enable further conversations of 
even deeper understanding of individuals’ real life experience, 
ideas and skills; conversely, participants are enabled to better 
understand us in the world of (design) research (often the makers), 
and the technologies being critically handled. However in the other 
two projects, where participatory and co-design methods were 
used, these roles became blurred. The role of viewer was assumed 
to be already somewhat commingled with the wearer role, as 
accessories as dress acts are understood to be communicative in 
social groups (Roach-Higgins & Eicher, 1992).

Using the maker–wearer–viewer model to further reflect 
on each project highlighted some differences in their approaches. 
The annotated model is most heavily populated for An Internet 
of Soft Things; this is unsurprising as it was a longer and more 
complex project than the other two at the time of writing. The 
viewer is most considered in this project, and the wearer’s body 
features as part of individuals’ identity and felt experience with the 
objects. In Intimacy in Accessories, the model revealed the power 
of the objects to carry associations and facilitate reminiscence; 
they also acted as focal points for the development of strongly 
relational and embodied psychological contact between the 
student researchers and the women participants. In the Welfare 
Design Project, the external role of the company is visualised 
by the model. It further reveals a contrast between the projects, 
in their contexts for identity enactment: in Intimacy and Soft 
Things, the context is shown as being urban, while in Welfare, it 
is more domestic in nature. This may be worth attending to when 
we assume as researchers that discussion in one environment 
translates into action in another. Further, in all the projects, the 
model illustrates how roles became blurred, most often between 
maker and wearer. We see this as a function of the co-creative and 
empathetic approaches being developed, but also realise that the 
viewer is less present in the current research methods. It will be 
good to take the projects forward with this in mind.

 
Figure 11. Welfare Design Project: The women showcased 
their favourite accessories to the students as part of the 

research phase.
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Reflecting on the Maker–Wearer–Viewer Model

Though we are interested in how the accessory acts as an interface 
between actors, we question the relationship between these actors 
when designing wearable health technology. To gain insight 
into our interest we asked the accessory design students from 
the Welfare Design Project to reflect on Cunningham’s (2005a) 
model. From the seven students’ visual models, we picked 
three, shown in Figure 13, to generate our thinking, due to the 
limited space of the article. Based solely on the three words, 
and no visual representations or our thoughts about them, the 
students were asked to reinterpret Cunningham’s idea about the 
social relationships between the maker, wearer, and viewer, with 
reference to the project of redesigning a medical/clinical health 
monitor to become a personal object for older women living in 
their own homes.

Camilla (a) interprets the relationship as a simple circular 
model, starting with an arrow from the viewer to the maker and 
then two-way arrows back and forth between the maker and the 
wearer, and between the wearer and the viewer. This chosen 
dynamic reflects on how each role may affect the others. In 
Cecilie’s work (b), she has created two triangles as a dynamic 
background for the model. She uses puzzle pieces to visualize the 
maker, who is in a meaning-making role, faced with a complex 
task. The wearer is represented by a clothes hanger, followed 
by two questions (in Danish): “What would I like to wear?” and 
“Only function, or aesthetics?” The viewer is shown as a person 
looking directly at the wearer through a telescope, asking, “How 
do I perceive the other person?”

The most interesting interpretation, extending the current 
model, may be Ursula’s (c); here the model is created with an 
extra actor, the object. In a circular diagram she links all four 
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Figure 12. Welfare Design Project: Visualising with the maker–wearer–viewer model.

        
Figure 13. Accessory design students interpret Cunningham’s model: (a) Camilla (b) Cecilie and (c) Ursula.
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parts, to affect each other differently. She illustrates the maker 
with the representation of a hand, the object as a dot, the wearer 
in an outline of a feminine body, and the viewer with an eye. 
She titles the model “Maker, Object, Wearer, Viewer—Wearable 
Health Technology.” Furthermore, in this diagram she has framed 
the wearer in a red frame, to stand out from the frames of the 
other elements, the hand, dot and eye. In this case the object is 
reintroduced not as a fetish at the centre, but as one node in an 
equal network of meaning creation. 

In using the model to visualise the three projects, we also 
found that different levels of summary, analysis and reflection 
were possible (here we have shown only one pass at using the 
model in this way). Like the students, we found we had to extend 
the model to take into account other stakeholders (such as the 
company in Welfare Design), and the object itself (in Intimacy 
in Accessories).

Concluding Discussion
This paper introduces the previously unexamined nature of the 
accessory, rooted in body adornment, as a dynamic modifier 
of relationships between makers, wearers and viewers. When 
designing future wearable health technology, we suggest a 
relational design approach that takes into consideration the role 
of the accessory as an object that affects the wearer physically, 
psychologically and socially. Through three project studies, the 
accessory approach was shown to facilitate relationships between 
makers, wearers and viewers as:

1. A tool for personal reflection, inspiration and discussion;
2. A mediator of intimate conversations, as well as close and 

trustful human connections;
3. An enabler of insight into a person’s life experiences and 

collaborative ideas;
4. A generator of personal design approaches to understand a 

person with diverse needs; and
5. A tool for small acts of personal authorship and social agility 

in the context of large, impersonal systems.

Cunningham’s (2005b) proposed model includes a 
relationship of narratives between the actors. It can be seen as 
illustrating a somewhat linear evolution of an original narrative, 
initiated by the maker, modified by the wearer, and interpreted 
and/or modified by the viewer. At first glance, it offers a relational 
model in which the object as a design fetish is removed from the 
role of principal, and in which all actors are equal. The analysis 
of the projects in the present paper suggests that the model can 
be extended to take account of the embodied experience of the 
maker and the wearer with materials, by reintroducing the object, 
but this time in an equal relational arrangement in which there 
are no fixed principals (masters) or accessories (slaves), only 
multiple actors in dynamic interplay. We conceptualise this as 
the accessory platform or accessory approach, which facilitates 
expressive social agility rather than fearing social weight in the 
design of medical health technologies to be worn on the body.
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